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THIS MORNING’S NEWS.

THE MM FOR THE PLACE.

Fage 1.
Legal questiou raised in Iowa involving cities’
to
assess
property.
rights
Captain Boutelle’s duel.
Funeral of the I 'like of Clarence.
Sir John Thompson on reciprocity.
The Chilian situation.
"Jack the Slasher” arrested in New York.
Ttie convict labor trouble in Tennessee.
Incendiary arrested at Ciiieopee, Mass.
Tile (rouble on the Mexican border.
Alleged abduction ol an insane man.
Summer weather in Prince Edward Island.
Fage 2.
North Berwick man's death said to be dus to

drugs.

Little giant warships.
Fage 3.
New York fashions.
Discipline ol British soldiers.

The

j/1
Chilian Authorities Have Changed Their

Tactics—Refugees May
Any Chilian Port—As a Result, They
Re

Are

Still

on

the

Taken

Yorktown—Our

Authorities Preparing for

in

Naval

Conflict

a

—

Washington. January 17.—Secretary

ly

Tracy tonight made public a despatch,
from Commander
dated January 1(5,

ants who have taken refuge in the mounThe revolutionists
tains hereabouts.
comprise the worst classes and life and
line
are
the
regarded in danproperty on
ger. The troops asked for Friday have
The outbreak may not
not arrived.
come for some time unless those captured in the recent revolt in Ascension
l. tue governarc summarily punished,
the
ment takes harsh measures with
prisoners, the trouble will undoubtedly
be precipitated.

States steamer
Yorktown, at Valparaiso, Chili, in regard to the Balmacedist refugees put
aboard that vessel by United States Min-

Evans

8.

ister

of

the United

Egan

and

the

minister.

Spanish

“The American
The despatch says:
minister informs me that the Chilian
minister of foreign affairs has changed

HENRY SMITH.

Is Truth stranger than Fiction?
MARVEL

AMONG MARVELS!
$1,000 Reward to the Manufacturer of any Sarsaparilla who can show a bonaf.de cure
like the following:

Some SarsaparHIas are Cheaper,
Some have mere Doses,
BUT

Dana’s is “The Kind That Cares.”
Wellington, Me., Dec. 17,1891.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co. :
Gentlemen:—Our son Henry Smith

who is now 13 years of age, was taken
last fall with a severe pain in his
lees, extending to his hips,
which increased to such an extent that
the cords contracted until his legs
were drawn up to his body, and
it hurt him so to move that it took three
to remove him from his bed.
is hip swelled to three times its
Three running
natural size.
sores appeared, one upon the side of
his hip discharged some days nearly
half a pint.
We employed seven different physicians, but they did him no good. All they
could do was give him morphine to
kill the pain. They unanimously said,
“I think the poor little fellow must
die. But if he should Jive, he will always be a cripple, his legs will

Sersons

straighten.”

He had been confined to the house for
seven months, and we were disconragcn. one nay we read oi dajna'o
SARSAPARILLA and sent and got a
bottle, and before he had taken that one
bottle the pain began to cease.
We stopped giving morphine. He kept
saining, and we continued giving him
DANA’S SARSAPARILLA until he
had taken nine bottles, and HE IS
HOW WELL AND GOS3VG TO

SCHOOL.
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BEECHAM’S PILLS
ill in future for the United:!
States be covered with a ! >

Quickly Soluble, i:

Pleasant Coating, |;

•; taste

|way
I

disguising the;;

of the Pill without in any; \
impairing its efficacy.;;

Price 35 cents a Box.
New York Depot 365 Canal Street.
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affairs that I am responsible to my own
and not to that of Chili in
such matters, and I consider his criticism
offensive and will not accept it.”
The decision of Senor Perera, the Chilian minister of foreign affairs, that refugees might be taken out of any merchant
vessel touching at a Chilian port by the
local authorities, was a surprise to the officials here. They had been led to believe that the refugees would sail yesterSecretary
day on the way to Europe.
Tracy said tonight that lie will send instructions to Commander Evans tomorrow.
He will probably order the refugees to be taken to some place in neutral
territory by the Yorktown. There is no
ground for offense to the Chilian government in the action of Commander Evans
in saluting the Spanish minister when
the latter came on board to deliver the
refugees who had been under his care.
The naval regulations require commanders of vessels to extend this courtesy to
This latest move of
a visiting dignitary.
the Chilian government is very unsatis-

for

•fociwTi officials in Wn.shincrtnn

n.s

willing to express themselves with
respect to the matter. Secretary Tracy
evidently regretted what occurred and
are

seemed to think it an affront to the nation. Neither Secretary Blaine nor Minister Montt had any news bearing on the
Chilian situation for the press tonight.
ADMINISTRATION HOPES FOR PEACE
But Has Made Its Plans for
Means

War

If

Cliili

Fight.

New York, January 16.—The Evening Sun's Washington special says:
Secretary Tracy and Assistant Secretary
of State Adee say that the reported flight
of Minister Egan from Chili is untrue.
Nothing has been received from Chili
The published refor several days.
ports of the messages from Egan to
The PresiMontt are pure inventions.
dent and Secretary Blaine are now rest
ing on their oars, hoping and expecting

government, when its
investigation is completed, will make a
If they do not the
suitable apology.
President says he will act promptly and
effectively.
The special adds that, incase of a campaign against the Chilian navy, the command of operations is likely to be reposed in "Hear Admiral Gherardi, at
present in charge of the North Atlantic
station, and that there would be two divisions commanded respectively by Admiral Walker, who is now at Montevideo
with the so-called squadron of evolution,

and Admiral Brown, who has had some
It is
experience with the Chilians.
planned to establish a coaling station in
the South Pacific, whence vessels may
The
sail upon the forts of the enemy.
extent of the expedition against Chili
cannot be determined until the intent of
the Chilians >s more apparent than it is
at this time. Expert opinion as to the
nature of hostilities is naturally varied.
If something more than a naval demonstration shall eventually appear to be
n/moccomr

Garments Cleansed
--OR-

is

r»f

Missing

Chili's Warlike Preparations.

Washington, January 16.—Unmistakable preparations for war on the part of
Chili are to be discerned, it is said, such
as the reported despatching of a fleet of
three cruisers and a torpedo boat from
Valparaiso under sealed orders, which
was reported from Chili through private
It is the prevailing
sources yesterday.
opinion at the Navy Department that

tills fleet is hound for the Straits of Mawhich may be regarded to a certain extent as the gateway to Chili. A
comparatively small number of well
armed vessels advantageously placed in
these straits could, in the opinion of naval
experts, hold that important passage
against a large fleet. To be sure, this
would not necessarily prevent the ultimate rounding of Cape Horn by an American squadron bound for Chili, as two

gellan,

-RtSSED READY FOR

WEAR,

No. 13 Preble Street.

Fester’s Forest City Dye House,
eodtt

Relatives

Man’s

Allege Robbery

anil Murder.

New York, January IT.—David Bluinenthal, a wealthy, retired merchant, 74

old, disappeared from home last
May. The loss of liis wife bad affected
years

bis mind.

Several of his children live in

city and are wealthy. After his
wife’s death, he went to live with a married daughter, but his mind became so
this

unbalanced it was deemed best to place
His son, Samuel,
him under restraint.
took his
says that another son, Henry,
Samuel also claims
father to an asylum.
that Henry induced the old man to withdraw $4000 from several banks where he
Then father
had the money deposited.
Samuel alleges
and son disappeared.
The latter’s
that Henry was a gambler.
wife is anxious for liis return. The father and son were traced to Bremen. The
wife believes that her husband and bis
father were murdered for their money.

HOW WEATHER IS MADE.

days’ steaming almesfc would

carry Uie

New Yokk, January 17.—A mysterious
personage known to the police of this

“Jack, the Slasher,” was arrested
The police have
morning.
been agitated since December over a series of peculiar assaults, five having occity

as

at 2.30 this

curred up to date ami at least

one .re-

sulting fatally. The victims have, without exception, been under the influence
of liquor and walking along the street,
when some one noiselessly approached

He was arwatchman in another mill.
rested Saturday night, but escaped from
He was recaptured this
the officer.
morning. After holding out some time,
he confessed to Agent Cumnock that he set
three fires in two years, in each of which
between $18,000 and $20,000 was lost.
Hadden gave no motive for his crimes
except that he was drunk when he committed them. He is 23 years old, is married and has been seven years in the employ of the Dwight Company.
loss of

*300,000.

at the spot, hut the stranger fled,
with the officer in hot pursuit.
Patrol-

The fugitive
joined in the chase.
quickly overhauled and taken to tho

The invitation
1

conveyed by the followrepay

Portland people to accept:

everybody,

and

although

a

large

and constantly increasing number of people are
each dav becoming more familiar with the present method of the Weather Bureau in determining these conditions, yet there are a great many
intelligent people who, from lack of opportunity
this subject the
nr otherwise, have not given
consideration it deserves, or even acquired suiBcient knowledge of of the weather charts (issued daily at this office) to enable them to understand the advantage to he derived by
them.
It is believed by the observer at this station
that a
of the

thorough or

even

partial understanding

manner in which storms
are traced across the

temperature
country, would
changes
lie of benefit to the public and to the official
makiugitlie predictions, ns then the people would
and

be capable of understanding wily a certain forecast was made (whether verified or not) from
a
the data at his disposal. With this in
copy of a chart accompanied by an explanation
of the same will be furnished to any one who
time a cordial inmay desire them; at the same
vitation is extended to the public to call during
the afternoons at the Weather Bureau office,
First National Bank building, where any explanation desired on this subject will be cheer-

view,

Very Respectfully,

fully given.

Fair

E. F. Jones,
Observer in charge.

TVeatlier First, Rain or Snow Next,
Cold Wave Afterwards.

Washington, January 17.—The followis the forecast of the weather for
New England: Generally fair; followed
by snow flurries; slightly warmer; south

ing

winds.
Boston, January 17.—Following is the
local forecast for southern Maine: Fair
uid warmer followed by rain or snow;
falling temperature Monday night and
southerly winds. A condition favorable
tor rain and snow extends from the
and is

moving
region
toward the Atlantic coast, followed by a
to

Lake

decided cold

Texas

wave.

Local

Weather Report.

roitriiAND, Me, January 17, 1892.
S A.

jiJs

Barometer..SO.071
Thermometer.
Dew Point.
H

3.0
4.

mnidity.S3.

Wind.?
Velocity.*

r.

M.

30.525
24.0
1~.
7a.

!?W

Weatlier..Cld’ies]Clondy
10 N
Mean daily ther... 14.0|Max. vel. wind.
Maximum ther.. ,24-OlTotal pvocip.0
5.0|
Minimum tlier
...

Weatlier Observations.

Tiie following
the

found in the pocket of his coat.
The victim, whose throat was seriously, though not fatally, slashed, was also
was

taken

Office of the
)
United States Weather Bureau, >
Portland. Maine, January 18,1802. I
The prevailing and probable future weather
conditions of the United States are of more or
less interest to

Blood-Stained Bazor

A

letter is one which it will well

the observations of
Department Weather

are

Agricultural
yesterday,

January 17, takthe oben at 8 p. in., 75tlx meridian time,
servations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
Bureau for

the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 28°, S, cloudy; New York, 28°,
26
mK,
NE, cloudless; Philadelphia,
cloudless: Washington, 26°, SE, cloudless; Albany. 22°, S, cloudless; Buffalo,

tho

to

station.

He said he was

William Miller, of 326 Cherry street. He
had been drinking heavily, and was going homeward when accosted by his as-

The latter is a well-formed,
man, of medium height,
with dark blue, restless eyes. lie gave
the name of Henry C. Dowd, f>4 New
Chambers street. He denied having assaulted the man, although he told the officers when arrested that he acted in
He subsequently denied
self defence.
sailant.

middle-aged

u.—:

i,ij

detectives

j-i,„

was

•..

sent

a

out to

„e

investigate

several clues, and enough was learned to
prove conclusively that Dowd and
“Jack, tlie Slasher”
were

one

and the

same.

It is hinted

that it will be shown that he is identical

with “Jack, the Ilipper,” and that lie
murdered Annie Brown, known as
“Shakespeare,” for the killing of whom
a poor Algerian, “Frenchy,” is serving a

life sentence.
Dowd was born in Liverpool 45 years
ago and came to this country while an
infant. His father was one of the original
Central Bark engineers. Dowd has been
adjudged insane and at ono time was an
inmate of the F'latbush insane asylum,
lie long seemed to have a mania for
slashing people, and served two years of
a live years’ sentence for cutting a man.
lie was pardoned through
The Influence of

Wealthy Kelatives,

upon whose bounty he has since subsisted. He lias a brother, James J. Dowd,
now in custody as a religious crank.
Another brother, William 1). Dovyd, is a
fancy goods merchant in Boston. To
the fatter Dowd has been a source of annoyance for a long time. Ilis brother
anil other relatives paid his hoard at a

mittee clerks to be
Other News from

Beyond

Borders—Summer
Edward’s

Country’s

the

in

Weather

Island—Birds

Prince
and

Singing

Cows Out to Pasture—An Incident
Life—It

Itussian

Siberia

Means

of
or

Death for One Man—Sarnia at Halifax.

Drinking

telegraphed that the miners
good

deal of

shooting,

to

the Press.]

doing

one

a

had

a

the Press.]

of

authorized,

com-

the

air

has been thick with rumors of a duel between the two statesmen, or at least that
a challenge would he sent by the
fiery
Alabamian. A New York paper yesterday had a sustained and circumstantial
story to that effect. When Gen. Wheeler
was asked w nether he would send a carwill

Preparations

for the Funeral To Be Held

never

to slioot at.

London, January 10.—The dead prince
was, until last evening, still lying on his
The room,
bed in camp-like simplicity.
however, had been adorned with loving
hands by his sister, Princess Victoria,
the Prince of Wales's second daughter,
now 23, with white flowers, ferns and
The duke's hands lay crossed
palms.

If we should meet. 1 would

certainly insist, as one of the terms of the
meeting, that there should bo chalked out
on me m oroaa

iraiuuo

aisunctuess

of Gen. Wheeler’s figure and if lie hits
me outside that outline,the hit should not
count. That is the only way things can

be made equal.”

The Democrats and the Rules.

Washington, January 10.—The Democratic members of the appropriations
committee and the Speaker had a conference on the subject of a code of rules for
the 52d Congress this afternoon.
The code of the 50th Congress lias been
referred to the rule committee by the
House, and will, with some changes and
additions, be the rules of this Congress.
The principal modifications which find
general favor with the majority side of
the House

propose

a

return

to

the

in
the
49th
in
vogue
practice
which legislation
Congress, under
on
was' permitted
appropriation

bills when in the interest of a retrench
ment in expenditures and the adoption
of a rule carefully framed and not liable
to criticism as a gag on the House, but
which will effectually prevent prolonged

filibustering.
Another proposed modification is the
adoption of the Keed rule, constituting

quorum of the committee of the
it is an open question whether or not this change from the rules of
the 50th Congress will be recommended.
There will also be some .definitions of
what motions shall be considered dilatoThe practice of counting a
ry motions.
quorum will, of course, find no place in
the new rules.
100

Wednesday.

were

but no

Certain

Talked of
l ines.

Captain Boutellc, he replied, “I
challenge a man who won’t
Halifax, January 17.—Sir John light.” He then went on to remark that
Thompson, minister of justice, ad- he would, however, have something to
dressed a mass meeting of Conservatives
say on the floor of the House by way of
last night. In speaking of the reciprocity
reply.
the
negotiations, he denounced as false
When Captain Boutellc was asked
statement that the Dominion representa- about the matter, he laughed and said:
tives had been snubbed by Mr. Blaine or “A duel between Gen. Wheeler and mythe President in their attempted negotia- self, with pistols and without conditions
1 am a good deal
would not be fair.
The Brittions with the United States.
bigger physically than he is, and of
ish government had said that at least course afford just that much better mark

Making Threats.

the soldiers’ camp with a view of making an attack. An operator in the camp

im;

tel to

[Special

THE DEAD PRINCE.

Rum

Knoxville, January 17.—Late last
night reports were received from Coal
Creek stating that 2000 miners were assembling on the mountain overlooking

a

whole; but

The Care of Uncle

Sam's Buildings.

Washington, January 16.—The Secretary of the Treasury has informed the
committee on appropriations that the fol-

his breast, on a white coverlid,
prettily bordered with lilies of the valley, while the portrait of Princess May, lowing amounts will be required for the
over the mantelpiece of the unpretencare and preservation of the public buildtious room, looked down upon her beings in Maine named during the next fistrothed, whose face still wears a pleas- cal year:
The outer coffin that
ant expression.
Augusta court house, $2220 ;Bangor cuswill be used at the funeral has been tom
orwl vrAefou
house, $1680; Bath custom house,
on
the
esmade of English oak grown
Castino
day morning one of them, who was rate, ana is imumuu wiui crass. mu $810; Belfast custom house, $600; custom
custom house, $540; Eastport
drinking, said they were going out there coffin shell is also in oak.
house, $1740; Ellsworth custom house,
The fact that
to “clean up” the militia.
The funeral, which now has been defi- $oou; JvenneomiK luisium jiuuwj, -ipu-iv/,
the wires have not been cut is construed
in
St.
for
fixed
noon,
Wednesday
nitely
Maciiias custom house, $540; Portland
to|mean no trouble. The tiring by the minGeorge’s Chapel, will, from present ap- custom house, $3120; court house, $2070;
ers is thought to be merely a demonstrapearances, prove one of the most re- Rockland court house, $1080; Waldoboro
tion to harass the troops.
markable ceremonials that have recently custom house, $000; Wiseasset
custom
occurred in connection with English house, $000; Iloulton custom house,
WOULD BANKRUPT CITIES
court life.
Not only will all the royal
$000; Lewiston postoffice, $000.
houses of Europe he represented, but in
If an Iowa Man Should Win in a Law
of
The Democratic Convention.
that
one
at least
instance,
Belgium,
Suit.
the sovereign will be present. The Czar
Washington, January 17.—The nawill send his second son, the Grand
tional democratic committee will meet
bis
brothers
of
one
besides
Duke
George,
Sioux City, la., January 17.—One of
here Thursday. Boomers for cities comto
him; while the Emperor of
the most Important legal
for the national convention have
questions Gcirepresent
many lias instructed bis brother, peting
headquarters
raised in Iowa for years has been brought Prince Henry, to attend the funeral. In already opened several
did a good deal
Kaiser has ordered here and some of them
up by a suit on behalf of George Owen addition to this, the
of the officers of of work today.
of Cedar llapids, for an injunction to re- a deputation composed
of which the
the Bluclier Hussars,
strain the city from collecting an assess- Prince of Wales is
For the Lightweight Championship.
honorary colonel, to
his property for be
ment made against
present. Besides these distinguished
Mew York, January 16.—Articles of
Duke of Hesse
grading streets abutting his lots. Owen mourners, the Grand
agreement were signed in this city today
claims that the law under which the as- will reach England early next week, as calling for a fight between Billy Myer
sessment was made is unconstitutional, also a member of the Danish royal fami- and Jack McAuliffe before the Olympic
If the suit ly, to take part in the solemn function, club in Mew
being special legislation.
Orleans, March 2nd, for a
should be won, it would compel the cit- the latter will go directly to Sandring- purse of $10,000 and
the; light weight
ham.
ies to pay back to property owners all
championship of the world.
ever
collected in this
been hurt. The camp was expecting an
attack, but the men were in good trim to
costs. Nothing
hold the fort at all
further was heard from the operator.
Yesterday was pay day at Coal Creek
and some persons have been predicting
trouble. The miners from Blocton went

upon

4-,.

the assessments
way, and would bankrupt most of the
In (Sioux
leading cities of the state.
City, alone, it is calcoi vied that the ret.,
bates would amount
yl,000,000.

lodging house here. Dowd was taken
before Mjller today at the hospital, hut

BRIEFLY

GO NORTH AND FIND SUMMER.
Cows Pastured

and

lloldns

Singing

Gorham and the Flush Mill.
in

writes that the citiGorham arc very enthusiastic
over the remarks of ev-Gov. Robic in regard to the plush mill, and it is thought
that a meeting should he called at ati
early date and invite Mr. Atkinsqn to
visit that place and look over the situaA

zens

Prince Edward Island.

TOLD.I

correspondent
of

PiCTOtr, X. S., January 17.—Steamer
is now running every day to
Stanley
Sir Henry Drummond Wolff has been
and steamer NorthumberGeorgetown
ambassador
at
MadBritish
appointed
Dowd.
land to Charlottetown, P. E. I. Schooners
rid.
Another of the slasher’s victims is
John B. Wickham, the oldest man in are arriving here daily from the Island tion.
John Clark of Elizabeth, N. J. He is in
It is said he was 120 and the weather has been regular May
Hie hospital. Today Dowd was taken tuS Iowa, is dead.
Clark! at once said: Vears old.
The gardener at Sir John
Clark’s ward.
weather.
Charles H. Aldrich of Chicago has ac:‘There’s the man
Judge Lindsey of Kentucky declines Boss’s place says that small trees are
the position of Solicitor General
be inter-state comto
nomination
the
ceptecl
to
Murder
Who Tried
Me,”
budding in his garden. The weather can
ted States, to succeed William
the
Uni
of
Oe Jliaguu vy iuu
uianc s
and became greauy nxeneu.
Vance C. McCormick of Harrisburg,
on the roadside in tlie suburbs,
Taft.
grazing
identification is regarded as complete. Pa., full-back on tlie victorious Yale foot and robins have been seen on several ocDowd admitted today to Inspector ball team of ’91, has been elected cap- casions.
Byrnes that lie had cut the throats of a tain of the ’92 team, to succeed McClung.
different people. In the next
dozen
A Washington despatch says that GenAn Incident of Kussian Iiife.
breath, he denied that, he had ever been eral Alger would be glad to take the secSt. Petersburg, January 17.—A citiguilty of any such action. He then con- ond place on the Republican ticket should
Miller said he was so dahmk at the time
of the assault that he eould not identify

1UV1VV VOIUJUIOUIUUV,!.

tinued in his admission.

He knew the

of the people who had been cut
Subseand had a record of every case.
quently he told the Inspector that when
he was a boy, a big man entered liis
borne in Brooklyn and forcibly assaulted
his mother before liis eyes. He vowed
vengence on all Dutchmen and, as soon
as lie attained manhood, lie executed liis
threat upon every one whose face resembled that of liis mother’s assailant.
The woman at whose house Dowd
boarded said today he was a dangerous
names

He frequently came in
with the law and was feared
man.

who kne

v

collision
by those

him.
Favorite Pastime

His

SW, cloudless; Detroit, 28°, SW, was to sit in the window and discharge a
cloudy; Chicago, 10°, N, snow; St. Paul, 44 calibre revolver into the crowded
_W, cloudless; Duluth, —1°, NW,
He waisfinally persuaded
cloudless; St. Vincent, missing; Huron, thoroughfare.
this peculiar
sport.
So Dak., —10, N. cloudyless; Bismarck, to desist from
called on him tobrother
Jacksonvlle,
crank
Dowd’s
52°,
NW,
cloudless;
—22°,
said: “My brother
NE, cloudy.
day and to an officer
has been in an asylum, and he is a
He will
The wind blew a gale yesterday in the damned fool, utterly dadnned.
and when I
north of England and in the Irish Chan- not pray for himself,
get on
it is apt right."
my knees he curses,
nel. Several fatalities are reverted.
34°

and

Oak street station.

Factory.

ing

Burning Powder,

to

Has

in the debate over the number

TENNESSEE’S BLOODLESS WAR.
Miners

Wheeler, Wlio
Duel, Shot, in

mniMoon

was

Portland People Asked to Visit the Local

Unless

[Special

Wausau, Wis., January 17.—Yester- Newfoundland should wait for a more
day fire broke out in the Opera House convenient season in her advances for
block and the entire block was soon in a
Ho could easily understand
blaze. The flames, fanned by a heavy reciprocity.
wind,spread so rapidly that but little was the hesitation on the part of the United
saved.
The upper floorswere used as States to conclude a reciprocity treaty
offices and lodge rooms by Masons. They
while the Liberal party was pledging itself
The heavy losers are
are a total loss.
to give the United States bettor terms
Stewart & McCrossen, owners of the
Early this morning, Detective Master- Opera House, $75,000, and the German than the government in power. The
A
Qovinirc Runlr
OHO
Ti’.luvPll
son of the Oak street precinct, in which
statement they made was that they would
most of the assaults were committed, stores were burned.
The total loss is
the United States whatever they
give
was standing on tire comer of New Bow$200,000, slightly insured,
asked for reciprocity. Sir John was
A Kansas City Blaze.
willing for reciprocity, but it must be
dressed man approached close to him and
fair reciprocity, of benefit to both counstared into his face. This action
Kansas City, January 17.—Fire totries.
“We can,” be said, “live without
the
Deardorf
building
night destroyed
Aronscil the Officer’s Suspicions
The country has lived without reciand its contents, causing a loss of $150,- it.
and he determined to shadow the man. (XX). The building belonged to James procity for many years now and surely it
can continue to do so when it is seen tliat
l'hc stranger led the officer a tortuous Deardorf and was valued at $60,000, in- our
foreign trade has increased fifty milfor $40,000. Blennan it Co, clothsured
lion dollars a year. Canada hss already
trip up and down the streets of the East
lose $30,000, insured; S. D. Mills,
ing,
made up much of the loss inflicted by
side until finally a drunken man came
jewelry, $20,000, insured; Irwin Eaton, the McKinley
bill in her vastly increased
along. The stranger accosted the inebri- crockery, $40,000, insured $25,000.
exports to Great Britain.”
ate and the two walked together a short
Fort Dodge Suffers.
The weekly steamer Sarnia arrived last
distance. Then the stranger fell behind.
Site experiFort Dodge, Ind., January 17.—Two evening from Liverpool.
The drunken man had proceeded 20 feet
enced rough weather. She had seventy
the
three
of
Crosby
buildings
composing
in advance when the stranger suddenly
fire this morning. passengers, some of whom go to Portflashed some glittering object from his block, were gutted by
land. She brought very little freight for
Loss $40,000, partially insured.
the
and
other.
The
pocket
sprang upon
this port.
latter fell. In an instant the detective
was

uw

Washington, January 17.—Ever since
PREPARATIONS FOR THE FUNERAL
Captain Boutellc poked fun at Gen. JoOF THE DEAD PRINCE.
seph Wheeler, of Alabama, last Friday

slashed their throats
with a razor, making his escape before
being identified. One of the supposed
rictims of the slasher was Lawyer James
Carson of Baltimore, whose dead body
was found on Chrystie street,
Friday
morning with the throat cut.

men

trn/ncnm'Hno’

sufficient troops for operations on land
will come up, and even now the possibility of such a feature has not been lost
sight of. The President has completed
his message to Congress so far as dictating a resume of the entire correspondence is concerned, hut lias not yet prepared any portion of the recoin mendations.
Negotiations are at a standstill and
have been for several days.

Leading

Sterling Dow,
H. N. Pinkhail
eodtfsxi
dcel

mtosi+inn

STRANGE STORY.

A

that the Chilian

smith.

The truth of the above is certified
to by the following prominent
citizens in Wellington:—S. S. Huff,
Hotel Keeper; Herbert Lawrence, Merchant; Sarah E. Harriman, P. M.;
Rev.
Isaiah Whitehouse, Selectman;
Franklin T. Frye; C. C. Whitehouse.

^completely

A

Thompson Talks About
Reciprocity Negotiations.

loss

Chicopee, Mass., January 17.—Hugh
Madden, a laborer employed by the
Dwight Mills, was arrested this morning
and confessed to having set fires in the
Maniac who Says Ho Is Avenging His
company's mills in which between $50,Head Mother’s Sufferings—Is. He the 000 and $00,000 have been lost during the
Man who Killed “Old Shakespeare?’’—
past two years. A slight lire broke out
in No. 0 mill, Friday night, and Hadden
Another Is Now Serving a j.jfo Scwas discovered to have been in the place
ience for that Murder—Tli© “Slasher”
when he should have been on duty as a
Identified ky a Vict&n.

opeiwu

and Rev. Mila 1'. J’upper
preached the sermon having for its subject “A Law of Success.”
with prayer,

Sir Jelm

from behind and

government

Respectfully vours,
MR. & Sirs, asa

in the vicinity of GarAll are armed and arc evidentflocking to join Sais and his lieuten-

a

IN

risalillo.

Should I land them at Callao, Peru, or
no steamers from there go diThis unexpectrect to neutral territory.
ed act of the Chilian minister of foreign
in
affairs is due, he says,
part to my saluting the Spanish minister when he
came on board to deliver the two refugees. I notified the minister of foreign

„•

Bandits.

bers, congregating

Hopes for Peace.

Administration Still

Malando,

I

Community

the

St. Louis, January 17.—A special from
Denting, N. M., says: Captain Janies
Hyland, United States mounted inspector
of customs, lias arrived here from the
border and says that malcontents are
crossing the border line in large num-

Yorktown. They may be taken out of
a Chilany merchant vessel touching at
Arian port by the local authorities.
rangements had been made for all
This change of
of them to sail today.
base on the part of the Chilian minister
of foreign affairs compels me to keep
them, which crowds me very much.

:

of

the Mexican

Causing

*60,000.

NEW YORK STREETS.

p

mo

never

Classes

Worst

MEN

to

Key. Anna ii. cuiaw

BOUTELLE WOULD NOT DIE

GOT DRUNK AND SET FIRES,

Hugh Madden Confesses
HE HAS STABBED MANY

ALARM ON THE BORDER.

Joining

Death of James Heffier.
Death of Aunt Abby Japan.
Labor notes.
General Neal Dow has an ill turn.
Jiecent elections.
The Columbian Exposition.
A Portland cat’s soft bed.

A

Men Have at Last Caught
Jack the Slasher.

Byrnes’s

Another report of the arrest says
Dowd admitted that he murdered John
Carson, the Baltimore lawyer, hut later
retracted those statements.

of

AS A RESULT HE IS STILL BOARB-

not mmm m mine.

ficers.

sail for Perth Amboy, N. J., with gun
cotton and torpedoes, which will there
he loaded on cars for Mare Island Navy
The
Yard.
shipment weighs 20,000
pounds, but it is perfectly safe as the
gun cotton is dry and the torpedoes have
not been primed.

to the Chilian Minister.

Dowd

up.

taken
magistrate today and formally remanded to the custody of the of-

Death in Transit.

Yorktown’s Commander Talks Back

locked

was
before a

Newport, K. I., January 10.—The
United States tug Fortune will tomorrow

IXG THOSE REFUGEES.

Editorials.
John Sherman by Hon. J. J. Perry.
Home topics,
Fage 5.
Sermons on the Grippe and Catholicism,
lost
his foot.
George H. Tanner
Graduation at Gorham Normal School,
Drama,
and
Music
The Court Eecord.
Page 6.
Story;71 and 73.
A hero for a day.
Wit and Wisdom.
Fage 7.
Marine News.
Financial and Commercial.

Fage

The crank

outside

an

route.

Fage 4.

Obituary.

the Pacific by

into

ships

was

j.<iuu

Mr. Blaine decide to run for President.
Fire in New

$250,900.

One man

perished

in

the flames.

Guy R. Brown, the alleged murderer
of David Sanborn of Salisbury, Mass., is
held without bail at Newburyport,
He claims that he can prove he
Mass.
was in Haverhill when the murder was
His father, who lives in
committed.
Livermore, Me., is now in Newburyport.
said that the manner in
which the body of Tena Davis dragged
beneath the surface of the water while it
was being towed ashore, after being
discovered in the Mystic river, would indicate that a weight was tied to it hut
slipped off before shore was reached.
It is

now

Congressman

Springer

was a

speaker

Reform Club’s dinner in New
York, Saturday night. He advocated
tlie introduction of bills attacking the
at the

McKinley

law

by enlarging

the free

list,

and declared that the Democratic party
should define its position respecting re-

ciprocity.

(UV-

sctru

named Katschurichin of ICason, in
the eastern part of Russia, on pretence
of presenting a petition, was granted an
audience by the governor of that town.
When admitted to the presence of the
governor, the man suddenly drew a revolver and tired three shots at him. The
governor was not dangerously wounded
zen

York, Saturday, destroyed

tlie warehouse of the Van Tassell Comelevator. The
pany and an adjoining
loss is

cuitu uuws

and the

man was

arrested.

The Dead

Cardinal.

London', January 17.—Canon Farrar
and preachers of ail denominations paid
touching tributes to tiie late Cardinal
Manning in their sermons today. While
the body of the late cardinal lay in state
today, a hundred policemen were required to keep in line the people waiting
to vieiv the remains.
one time a mile long.

The line

was

i

!

at

Absolutely

Woman Suffragists at Church.

Pure.

Washington, January 17.—Delegates

to the 24th annual convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association held religious services today in
tho Church of Our Father at which a

large number of persons

weie

present.

A cream

of tartar baking powder.

Highest of

all in leavening strength.~£c.(csf U. S Government Food Itcj>or.

platform at tue top of me
mast runs a sheltering' rim. On this

solid rail the1

men

aloft may operate

Gatling guns. Like the Miantonomah,
of
the Terror will have a displacement

Sam’s Monitors

Uuele

Putting

3,800 tons.
The Puritan will be a bigger moniHer displacement will, indeed,
tor.
reach 6,000 tons. In this valiant seatake the
fighter two barbettes will
will
place of turrets: The shielded guns
lire over the rim of these barbettes,
which are being covered with a 14-inch
in
layer of steeL The two 13-inch guns
each of these securely armed barbettes
will throw shells weighing each a snuff
are
800 pounds. The two barbettes
united by a superstructure on which
Withwill be carried four 4-inch guns.
in the superstructure will be two more

k

Sea.
tC

The

Miantonomah Has

a

Successful Trial

and the Terror Is Gettins; Beady
—Tije Monitor Model Has Bees

Trip

Modernized.

[COPYRIGHT, 1833.]

Thousands of delicate young ladies are employed in fashionable Dry Goods, Millinery,
and other stores, where through the long day
they are constantly on their feet. Among
this class, come of the worst cases of female
There is no rest, and,
diseases occur.
when their ill-health becomes apparent, they
To such, the aid
are at once discharged.
and sympathy of Mrs. Pinkham are always
available.

LYDIA E, PIIIKIUM’S <£££?£
at once those pains, aches, and
weaknesses, brightens the spirits, and inremoves

vigorates the system.
Sold by all Druggists as a standard
article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills, or
Lozenges, on.receipt of §1.00.
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers letters of
inquiry. Enclose stamp for reply.

When Secretary Tracy recently visited the New York navy yard his official attention was drawn to the sturdy
little monitor, the Miantonomah, on
whose iron decks sounded the feet of
busy workmen. After months of work
that was called “finishing” the monitor
was about ready for sea, and the secretary examined with lively interest the
massive, uncompromising turret, the
steel mast, the lookout shelter, the
splendid modern guns and the delicate
yet vigorous enginery below stairs.
A few days after Secretary Tracy’s
visit the Miantonomah made her first
or perhaps I might say trips, for

4-inch guns.
If what the navalmen say is true the
Puritan will draw 10 feet less water

than the big foreign battle ships with
Her
which she may safely be pitted

The
draught
draught is 18 feet.
of the two other monitors is even less.
Both the Miantonomah and the Terror
of
draw only 14 feet. The importance
this fact will be seen when it is pointed
of these
out that the special utility
Powerful
ships is in coast defense.

trip,
her

“first

formal

trip” was
She is not

plished in sections.
sive engine of war as she

warships capable of Scurrying around

accom-

14 and 18 feet of water will have an
immense advantage over vessels that
necessarily draw a much greater depth
Then a monitor rides so
of water.
as to form a fine basis for her
m

a mas-

appears above
the water line. Her lines do not fascinate like those of a cruiser like the ChiBut the Miantonomah is a little
cago.

steadily

Lydia E. Pinkham MecJ. Co

for her gunners.
No one who saw the Miantonomah
move away from the dock will forget
the sight. The first impression of a

Lynn. Ma38.
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Cigars

made throughout.
Coupled with
the above fact, we employ none but the
most skilled workmen to make this
famous brand of cigars.
Why, then,
smoke other and inferior goods when
at the
article
can
this
get
superior
you
All dealers.
same price.
are

CIGAR GO., Mfr$„
Bgmihly

IRWIN
J65

Mllk 8t-

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
will be received by the undersigned till Jan. 25th, for the sale to said
Company as trustee of four thousand dollars
(4000) Main > Central Sinking Fund a per cent
bonds, 1885-1905, at not moi-e than 10$ and interest for the sinking fund of the above named
issue of bonds.
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY,
jaa8F&Tii2w By H. BUTL K. Secretary.

PROPOSALS

Lewiston Mar.'s Disgrace.

A

16.—Henry J.
Mayor Newoffice, was arrested today for forgery
January

Lewiston,
Emerson,
ell’s

a

law student in

and fraudulent

use

of

mails.

tlie

He

not guilty to the former charge,
but admitted the latter and was bound

pleaded
over.

Emerson hired a box

in

tire Auburn

and then sent out to people in
the eastern part of the state notices saying he had a note against them for collection. The reply would naturally be that
the person knew of no such note. From
letter Emerson
the signature to the
would forge a note and send it, request-

postoffice,

ing that, if it was not all right, the
son receiving it would remit $1 for

perex-

penses.
A

Strange Death in Berwick,

A North
Biddeford, January 16.
Berwick correspondent of tire Biddeford
—

Times writes that a man in that town has
died, his death being believed to be due
to

injections

of chloral made

cian who was

by

a

physi-

treating

the man for an ordinary ailment. After the third injection of the drug the patient became
drowsy and fell into a state of epilepsy
from which he never roused, dying soon
after.
Maine Notes.
In the case of John F. Haines vs. C. H.
Nelson for §257.04, alleged to be due the
former from the latter, the jury at Saco
brought in a verdict for the plaintiff for

$152.87.
The State Board of Trade meets in
Biddeford in March, and the local board
is having a lively fight over the question

PRESENT

CONDITION

OP

THE

marvel when it comes to close inspection, and the enemy who ever has the
ill luck to meet her will find her a little marvel at a considerable distance.
The Miantonomah is, indeed, one of the
most formidable of our ships of war.

suggested turret ships
before Cowper Phipps Coles brought up
the matter before the British admiralty.
Coles took

a

three-decker called the

mounted at the bow with a 4-inch
armored shield; but at present they
was

Ericsson’s ideas have dominated
every movement that has since beer
made with the monitor design. England
has built the Devastation, bnt has no1
shown so much enterprise with turrets
in the monitor form as the leading
spirits of the United States navy. The

Btrn.DrNG a

iron

of

the deck

is two

inches

thick, and with all the weights on boarc

tuebet.

planning

to

place

a new

that warships
So far as it
reagoes the United States navy is now
sonably modern.
“What we want,” said one of the
commanding officers to me yesterday,
“is three or four new ships of the very
first class, such as England and Italy
have been turning out within the past
fifteen years. And we need several
The
more monitors for coast defense.
Miantonomah should have half a dozen
sisters instead of one.”

shipyards move so slowly,
soon become urynodem.

since it not only gave a splendic
range to the guns, but permitted the
shielding of the gunners during the
times of loading.
The United States laid the keels o:
three double turreted monitors in 1S7-:
and 1875. They were named the Puri
tan, the Miantonomah and the Terror.

The

monttob’s

6-inch rifle
at the bow, and use the little ship for
training gunners. The navy in this,
and other directions, is rapidly advancing with the work of modernizing the
Naval science advances with
navy.
such rapid strides, and congress and
are

tage,

inches of compound armor. Heavily
armored also are the lower parts of the
-smokestack and the ventilators. Sever
inches of steel are in the armor belt

1

Victob Sims.
MOTHER.

WASHINGTON’S
She Was

Busy Woman and Her Hands

a

Were Novcr Idle.

street,
Va., Washington’s
Fredericksburg,
mother, who was in her day a famous
In a little old house in Charles

cook and housewife, was at times fond
of giving a “small dance and dinner

party.”
There,
front

“on

room

waxed floor of the

the

lighted by

numerous

can-

dles,” the belles and beaux of other
In a
days “did dance righte merrily

diary now worn and yellow by age, one/
bright-eyed belle tells.
“My petticoat was of flowered Peach

saiiD,

wiLn

*» unc.

lou^-waibwju

gathered round

A lace Kerchief
my Shoulders, and my Arms were bare
A string of Milk-white
to the Elbow.
Pearls did tie around my throat. My
hair 1 had high, and pleasing Powdered.
And Silver Buckles were upon
was

Cumberland county represents an investment of §11,000 and work for 274 persons.

THF MIAXTOJJOMAH.

,t is only two feet above water.
10-inch
high power rifles of

Twc
mos1
from

threatening physiognomy protrude
each turret—a quartette of devastating
engines. The machinery by which the
turrets are moved is of the most ingeniThe rollers are a suous description.
perb device. It need scarcely be saic
that the propelling engines are massive
and lusty, i have forgotten the exact
speed of the Miantonomah but it is sufficient to guarantee a marvelous agility.

Miantonomah's
The Terror is the
sister ship.
She is a month or two, ii
I
not further, away from completion.
suppose if we had to go after Chili the
Terror could get down to business by
March 1. The military mast is being
placed in position. The military mast oi
steel and iron is an important feature oi
our modern warships. Around the little

right.”

Then she turned to the convent bred
girl and asked: n
“I beg your,pardon, but if you are acquainted with this portion of the city,
will you telfe me how far it is yet to
Franklin street??
The shy creithre lifted her eyes to her
j

UUOLiUUCi

MIXXU.

my Shoes.”
Old Mr L-, one of the neighbors,
happening to drop in one morning
while Mrs. Wash.Jgton was busy in her
dairy, was requested to come there if
he cared to speak with her He entered,
found
Mrs. Washington with skirts
turned up and sleeves rolled, busy with
the fresh made butter which she was
molding in a wooden tray “For you

know, Mr. L-,” she said, briskly,
“my tongue and my hands may be employed at the same time without loss.”
Appearances Often Deceive.
Mrs. Gobbs—1 think it very strange

married.

that your friend Dobbs
Mr. Gobbs -Oh,
you don’t know
Dobbs. Ha isn’t half such a fool as he
looks.—N. V Weekly.
never

Cnsutisfactory Fishing Excursion.
Arthur’s Sister—Well, I asked her if
she saw anything in you to admire.
Arthur (anxiously)—And what did she

say?

“Nothing.”—Jury,

“

is

a

All she lacks of beauty
little plumpness.”

This is
and

frequent thought,

a

wholesome

a

All of

one.

baby’s beauty is
due to fat, and nearly all of a
woman’s

a

—

know

we

it

as

and

curves

What

dimples.
plumpness has to do

with health is told in
book on

a

little

careful living; sent

free.

i imjpiRY
We have

a

One

are

We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling that they
in a handsome stoppered bottle congive entire satisfaction. They are put up
at 20 cents.
taining a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce

will

Would

healthy

or

you rather be
beautiful? “Both”

is the proper

answer.

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, *32 South
New York.

5th Avenue,

Your druggistkeeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. $x.

C.

GEORGE

FRYE,

Congress Street.

3 SO

_dtt

clcc23

R.

J.

LIBBY’S

XXX CH

Way

of

Mammoth Sale

Banking.

“You ought to come up into our part
of the state,” said a tall countryman
over the bank counter the other day to
the cashier of a Griswold street bank.
“Where’s that?" inquired the cashier.
“Up in the Upper Peninsula.”
“What have you got there that’s in-

teresting?”
“Got people that’ll make more money
in ten minutes doing banking their way

you’ll

OF
Mr. GEORGE E.

DEARRON,

“How do they do it?”
“Discountin.”
“We make something in that line our!
selves.”
“Yes, I s’pose so; but not like them.
By criminy,” life went on emphatically,
“I had a note for $150 the other day I
wanted discounted, and I took it to one
of them shavers, and after he had figgered about ten (minutes he said I owed
* !
him $1.37.”
“How did he make that out?” inquired
the puzzled cashier.
“That’s what I said to him, and he
told me that according to his way of
calculating the discount on a note like
‘that, the whole thing would amount to
$151.37, and he was willing to take the
note if Td pay the balance in cash. You
ain’t got any bankin like that in Detroit,
have you?” and the cashier hastened to
assure him that'Detroit hankers didn’t
do business in that way.—Detroit Free
Press.

UUM

V/***

writer’s own experience he knows this
to be the case. This may be from the
mechanical advantage and better balance of the body, the right side being
heavier, or it may be due to the large
muscles of the unused arm being less
hampered by the development of other
muscles. It is difficult in these cases to
say which is the “right” hand, for the
fact that the untised arm is the stronger
does not imply ambidexterity, nor can
we justly give the precedence to strength

North Vassslboro. Me.

WITH SOUR STOMACH,
ANT>

GRODER’S SYRUP HAS CURED ME!
I wish to explain in a few words to other
sufferers the condition I was in three years
ago. I had been what I called a Chronic
Dyspeptic for fifteen years; and as I stated
above, 1 was not free from Sour Stomach
for three years. Everything I ate soured
It caused
on my stomach before digesting.
me to have Headaches, I would be feverish
I
could
not
that
and
so
nervous
by spells,
make myself comfortable in any place. This
times
me.
a
burden
world was
to
Many

thought

I

of

meeting

death.

During

my

choking spells my feet became cold, ana
the chills would come over me so it would
make me think of death.
Such was my life until I used Groder’s
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup. That has once
more given nie a chance to eDjoy this world.
I am today able to do as good a day’s work
as ever I could in my life, and I say that
Groder’s Syrup is worth ten dollars a
bottle for any person troubled as I was.
Yours respectfully,
George E. Dearbon,
North Vassalboro, Me.

TO PROVE

THE

MEDICINE^ I

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good yon can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
will, every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Iiiduev Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating. Palpitation ot tne neart, rone, oervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of tile Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind Oil the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it mire? Because it is Relaying, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded froj.' the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alee iol
It >
jarmless to the smallest
or Morphia.
child; children -0 it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil ana all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA 1URE COMPANY,
watebviixe,

iaine.
TTS&w

That have accumulated
will take

Brotherly Foresight.
Little Tom was involved in the difficulties of learning to dress himself, and
regarded the buttons which had to be
fastened behind his back as so many devices to torment small boys.
One morning he was informed of the
arrival of a baby sister, and later in the
day was allowed to steal into his mother’s
chamber to loq]j at the baby as she lay

asleep.

3

Tom regarded, the small creature with
much interest, #nd the nurse, wishing to
know what his thoughts were, asked him

softly:
“Well, how
a darling?”

9.„

djj> you like her?

Isn’t she

UTT,_-r,r4n

enough to fasten
Youth’s

r.V,«

T-vl«

my back buttons?”—

Companion.

Seat

been devised by
means of which children can derive from
bicycling the benefits of rapid motion in
the open air. This consists of an extra
attachment, to hold a child in front of
the rider in such a manner that it cannot fall out and will not throw the machine out of balance, while it may also
be adjusted to suit children of different
sizes. When the child is not riding the
seat may be easily removed and the
bicycle used in the ordinary way.—New
York Telegram.
An arrangement has

Jan. 18, 19, 20.
We make this a THREE DAYS’ SALE by Departments, in
order to give onr patrons better service and avoid the over-crowding of the store.
The affair is too large to attempt to handle in one day.
This is a Genuine Sale of Remnants and Odd Lots, not a manufactured one. No goods have been purchased and cut up for this
sale.
Our purchases and sales havelbeen so extensive the past year,
that we have accumulated a great quantity of remnants which
must now be closed out.
we

Angry Land lprd—You’ve either got to
pay your back gent now or get out.
Tenant—All.j-jght, I’ll get out. By the
way, have you-, seen furniture car No.

a

great loss in the markdown
£

MONDAY.
The Sale of REMNANTS in the Housekeeping Department, Including Table Linen, Towels, Flannels, Soiled Blankets and
Quilts, Ginghams, Prints, Cotton Dress Goods, Bleached and

Velvets, Plushes and Cloakings.

Office Stationery
IHT

GREAT

VARIETY.

WEDNESDAY.
The sale of RENMANTS of Eaces, Hamburg's, Handkerchiefs,
Hosiery, Underwear, including Cotton Underwear, Corsets, Rib-

bons, and all other kinds of Fancy Goods.

LORING, SHORT k MfliON.
dceSC.eodtf

INCREASE*

M INCOME.

Please notice carefully what goods are to be sold each
come all three days, select the day on wlii<

and if you cannot

goods you

are

most interested

in,

are

to be sold.

The Greatest Clearance Sale we ever made in our Cloak
occur during the Three Days’ Remnant Sale.

will

1 lib MMLtMA MlVMVu VJUlfll'AlVV,
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Paid up Capital $600,000.
Offers its G per cent. Bonds, interest semi-

mnually, in denominations of §100, §200, §250,

{500, §1,000 and §5,000.
Organised in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.
Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
md matured principal. The bonds are a legal
nvestment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

>8

EVERETT SMITH,
Exchange St., Portland, Me.

PEERING, WINSLOW
SAWYER,
readier of Shorthand and Typewriting
HEAD
BKOWN

BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

Send for

PORTLAND, MAINE.
circular.
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of. Isn’t one furnigctod another?”
“Yes, but I've got a 5’early contract
with
York Weekly.
Au

Loss,
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MISS A. L.
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Umber, Plank and Flooring Boards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices

today?

him.”—Neyr

6
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“Not that i

Sable, Mich.,->Mrned Saturday.
$75,000.

We take

have made for this sale.

The Sale of REMNANTS and ODD EOTS of Dress Goods, Silks,

tot* of Moving.

NineteeiTlroBlneisTnlirdings

on

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.

Attachment for Bicycles.

ture mover as

past year,

TUESDAY.

...i

“I don’t think she looks much good,”
answered Tomj, with uncompromising

place

the

MDNDAY.TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

that excels in one series of dexterous
motions the superior hand if it can be
shown that the other is chosen to

perform an act which, apparently trifling, may require some knack or nicety
of touch. It is the hand put forth in
emergency, when taken by surprise,
that makes a spontaneous gesture, the
hand that acts first, which is the “right”
hand.—London Spectator.

during

Brown Cottons and all other Domestics.
No remnants will be sold in any other department on Monday.

'!l

dexterity.
Moreover, we cannot call the hand

over

TS MID ODD LOTS

FOR THREE SOLID YEARS I SUFFERED

make your way in ten

years.”

999

line of these Standard Odors among which
the following:

YLANG YLANG, WHITE ROSE, JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE
LILY, WILD ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE VALLEY,
FRANGIPANNI, CLOVE PINK,
AND NEW MOWN HAY.

“What yer soy?”
Then the observant woman said that
the next comer 'was where she wished
to' get off.—New York Sun.

than

complete

'fi

plied:

uuuu

Jtngiisn snips carrying turrets luciuut
the Thunderer and the Agamemnon.
Among her monitor types are the Glat
ton and the Cyclops.
Ericsson claimed, and experience has
shown, that a monitor can carry much
heavier ordnance than a ship having
guns broadside. The rolling of the turret was naturally her immense advan

The original designs were never car
ried out% for work on them was discon
tinued until 1886, when the governmenf
decided to go ahead with the monitor;
and fit them out with the best moderr
guns. The Miantonomah, as I have
said, has just been completed. She is s
splendid and terrible object. Her tur
rets are plated with eleven and a hah

the street car. **
“Indeed?” replied the latter with in”
terest.
“Yes, indeed! Now notice the girl
across the aisle.
Ordinary people woula
see nothing special about her, but 1 can
tell that she is a convent bred girl.”
“How can you tell that?”
“By the way she holds her feet on the
Boor. You notice her left foot is set
squarely down. The right one is at an
angle to the left, and with the heel
placed midway between the left heel and
toe. Convent girls are always trained
to sit with their feet that way.
Now,
I’d be willing to wager my week’s allowance that if yon spoke to her she would
open her eyes and say, ‘If you please,’
with a rising inflection, meaning, in
plain English,.‘What is it?’”
“I’ll speak to her,” replied the woman’s companion, “and see if you are

The ^Pwo Hands.
It is remarkable that with the majority of people the neglected left hand is
not in mere strength inferior to the
right. We have heard truly right handed people actually declare that their left

itself.

show that in the last year the manufacturing capacity has been increased
Tlic total value
in 86 towns and cities.
is §3,023,850, and the number of new
The increase in
hands employed, 417S.

The funeral of the late Judge Samuel
Tilcomb of Augusta was held Saturday.
The services were conducted by Ilev. I>.
A. Griffin of Augusta, and Rev. Seth C.
Beach ol Bangor, both being ex-pastors
of Christ church in Augusta, of which
The pall
Mr. Titeomb was a member.
bearers were Col. Elias Milliken, I)r.
Harlow and Oscar Holway of Augusta,
and James H. Lehigh of Hallowed.

placement. Her ram bow has a wicked and aggressive look, and is provided
with an opening through which a long
shaft bearing a torpedo may be run out
and drawn in. Originally a 15-inch gun

It was a very fine affair, but it turned
bottom side up in the Bay of Biscay
twelve years ago with Capt. Coles anc
six hundred men on board. Ericsson’s
Monitor differed from Coles’ design in
having the deck very close to the watei
line leaving very little mark for the
enemy’s guns save the circular turret

Labor Commissioner Matthews's fig-

county.

The little ram Alarm is being polished up. She was built from Admiral
Porter’s designs, and has 800 tons dis-

Royal Sovereign and adapted it to his
turret plan.
Although the nondescript
warship resulting from this combination was not what a specially designed
vessel might have been, the turreted
11 oval Sovereign was admitted to be the
most powerful ship in the English navy.
Capt. Coles had a big turret ship, the
Captain, built after his complete design.

ures

formed by
in Oxford

engines
at a thrilling gait.

Let us see why:
An American

meeting.

An organization lias been
the graduates of Bowdoin

a

of the water, and leave the enemy nothing but the turret to pepper away at.
Among the other little giants of our
has
navy which the New York yard
is
its
been
blessing
parting
giving
just
The Cushthe torpedo boat Cushing
ing is a first attempt on the part of the
United States navy, but it is probably
true that she has j,o superior on the
She is a “rustler” for speed, her
seas.
sending her through the water

“TERROR.’

Some members favor
a dollar a plate
banquet, while others
After a
want a more elaborate spread.
lively tilt between the members the
the
to
next
was
referred
regular
question

Last week a vote was taken among
the pupils in the Augusta high school to
determine the mind of the school as to
whether it was right or wrong to do Sunday studying. There was a majority of
about 10 in favor of studying on the Sabbath. The affair has created no little
talk outside of the school.

painted

be, to go under water, for in action the
Miantonomah will let water into her
hold, with the deck beneath the level

nf .>ntfirt.ainment.

Plans have been made and submitted
to the naval bureau o£ construction and
repair for altering over two of the big
timber sheds at Kittery navy yard for the
reception of the new iron and steel
plant. Among this new in ichinerv is an
iron roll recently made at Bath, Me., iron
works at a cost of §12,000.

were

Study other people can form unerring
conclusions,” remarked the observant
sat in
woman to
hpr companion as they

kViitv

glistening black.
Everything on deck was spick and
trim.
Fighting
span, and in fighting
trim, in this case, means ready, if need

miles,

The above word is the name of a certain specie of tohacco plant grown on
the Island of Cuba, which is admitted
by all expert judges to be the ilnest
variety of that weed in existence.
From this very choice quality of tobacco the

10c.

Rh/”vrt.. frit.

q

But the Miantonomah is nearly 260 feet
long. Her turret guns, capable of
throwing a shell a distance of seven

HAVANA"

ERWIN

sighting point

and an effective

guns

two 2-cent stamps for MrsTpinkhan] s^V
beautiful 83-pane illustrated book, entitled »
“GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE.”
f
It contains a volume of valuable information. &
It has saved lives, and may save yours,

(Send

Observant wohm.—
“A person who makes it a point to

circular

MISCELLANEOUS.
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Non-T'orfeiture Law.

oct24eoctu

PORTLAND, ME,

janio

&

CO.,
!

BROWNS WHARF

eocitf

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in tho
forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentyfive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding. Itching, Chronic, Rc-eut or HerediThis remedy has positively never keen
tary
known to fail. *1.00 a box. 0 boxes for 35.00;
A
sent i>y mail prepaid on receipt of price.
written Guarantee positively given to each
when
at
6
boxes,
of
one
purchased
purchaser
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by XV. XV. XVHIFPI.E &
CO.. Wholesale and Uetail Agents, 21 Monuoet28eodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.
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Postmaster Osborne. Forestdale. Mass., writes: "For over
10 years I was a great sufferer
of
itching and
protruding
Piles. Pratt's Cure lor Piles,
cured me with only two ap-

plications.”

cts.. all ref 'll, wholesale druggists, or
Pratt Med, Co., Boston.
diw*
Jaul±
25

The

MISCELLANEOUS.

HERE’S A GOOD IDEA.
A Combination Street and House

eariy stages
can

by the prompt
use

It Has Been Worked Out

of

Sisters—Pannier

CherryPectoral
Myerssoothes
It

tissues,

the inflamed
l

aids expectoration,
and hastens
recovery.

Ayer & Co,

Dr. J. O.
Lowell,

•

by

and Will Be Welcome to

ftSass.

Drapery

One

Woman

Many

of Her

Is

Now

In.

Other Matters.

[Special Correspondence.)
ITew Yoke, Jan. 14.—A novel and
highly useful idea in having a gown that
is perfection for the street and also for
the house has just been evolved by a
lady who has plenty of means and time
at her command, but it is an idea that
will bear working out by many another
sister, it consists of a skirt and jacket,
or cloak, trimmed in the same manner,
so as to be worn in the street.
The skirt
has a deep border of moufflon fur, above
which are braided ornaments, more oi
less elaborate. The back of the dress
skirt is fan plaited and plain, and training
a very little at
the bottom. The
cloak is bordered
with fur
and
trimmed
to
match the

eves. n.
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PURELY VEGETABLE.
MADE BY THE INDIANS.

COMPOSED OF HERBS
AND BARKS.

lilro

n

nooeent
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scalloped and embroidered on the edge
with very narrow gold braid, and the
scallops are laid on a background of upstanding fur like that on the skirt. The
upper part of the waist is of jonquil
surah, dotted with small jet nailheads.
The upper part of the sleeves are the
same

RHEUMATISM,
SICK HEADACHE,
SOUR STOMACH,
LOSS OF APPETITE.
HEARTBURN,
NEUKAL-UIA,

DISORDERS,

Among the lovely dresses shown by
importing house 1 counted twenty-

an

three out of 100 dresses that had either
pannier or apron drapery. One very
dainty home dress was of jonquil (which
is a very popular color) India silk, with

CONSTIPATION,
JAUNDICE,
IMPURE BLOOD.
Ash your Druggist for it.

THE ICICKAPOO

INDIAN

|

*

WORM KILLER.

The Childrens Savior.
Sold by ell druggists.
25 Cents per Box; Five Boxes for $1.00.

PANNIER DRAPERY U3 IN.

We should bo pleased to send you circulars,
and solicit a portion of your business.
COREY, MILLIKEN & CO.,

(Members N. Y. Cou. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Scud for circular, or, better still, call and
see us.

dec11

dark brown polka dots. T1 le back was
shirred in four gathers and. the front of
the skirt plain at the botf cm, but with
a doubled drapery in front put on in
tablier style. The waist was draped
across beautifully and tine upper part
filled in with cream Japanese crape.
Another very elegant gown for an
elderly lady was of black faille francaise, with a skirt plain .'ill around, but
with a flat applique of escurial lace. 1

also

eod3m

CoaiaiiMMoum’ Notice.
undersigned, having been appointed by
the Hon. Judge of Probate, for the County
of Cumberland, on the first day of December,

THE

A. D. lap], commissioners to receive and examine the claims of creditors against the estate
of Samuel Herrick, late of North /Yarmouth, in

said County, deceased, represented insolvent.,
hereby give notice that six mouths from the
date of said appointment are allowed to said
creditors in which to present and prove their
claims, and that they will be in session for the
purpose of receiving the same, at the office of
ft. D. & H. M. YEKKILL, No. till Middle
street,, Portland, Maine, at two o’clock in the
afternoon on the following days, viz:—Tuesday,
January 26,1892; Tuesday, March 29, 181)2;
and Tuesday. May 31,1»'.I2.
Dated tills fourth day of January. A. D. 18!)2.
ilABKISON M. DAVIS.
HARRY M. YEKKILL.
jan5,ll&18

The yon Forfc.Ho.blc and Incontestable features of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIRE INSURANCE COM PAN Y, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

ality.

I had never seen an anarchist before nor
had I ever read any of their platforms.
It therefore seemed wonderful to hear a
man say, with the greatest earnestness,
that all men elected by the suffrages of
their fellows to office were, by the acceptance of the positions, criminals:
that the president, senators, governors,
mayors, all members of tho national,
state or municipal governments should
be shot: that if of two men one had a
few dollars more than the other, the
poorer had a right to take them from
the richer, and if resisted to kill; that
all government should be abolished;
that the property of all corporations
should be confiscated; that society as
we know it, that is, the social organization under which we live, should be uprooted, annihilated, destroyed; that all
laws should be defied; that all men who
execute those laws, from the judges to
the police, should be killed.
If you will imagine these astounding
propositions, astounding to one with the
American reverence for the law, to
come from a man speaking in the gentlest of voices, with an educated choice
of words, and who, as he spoke, played
with a little child, you may perhaps understand my amazement. Yet the man’s
more his record,
manner, and still
proved to me he believed these things to
be right. For Herr Most, when I met
him in 1882, had spent the greater part
of his manhood years in prison for his
faith.
T

another gown Luke this in every
particular, but with a pinked rose rucking five inches wide aro and the bottom.
The front has an apron drapery laid
quite pointed, with very deep folds,
which are bunched up at the back. The
corsage has a plastron vest of esourial
lace over white satin. This is removable, and any other color can be substituted to vary the costume.
For the small dinners, operas and
dances of this season there are some
superb brocades, almost rivaling upholstery in richness. One gray in two
shades, with silver outlining, is exAnother has a
quisitely beautiful.
ground of pale gre en and cream shot
silk, with a delicate latticelike tracery
in silvery white ove.ir it, altogether makSome
ing a most fairyl.ike pattern.
has black and red 'woven in such a way
that it looks like the bright lines of fire
on the edges of bnmed pasteboard, and
with the movement of the wearer it
quivers and trembles like living fire.
Olive Harper.
saw

was

nna.Klo to

from FTorr Most

any outline of the

organization of society which should succeed the present,
were all these things to be accomplished,
have 1 ever seen such an outline
from him. Since his arrival in this country he has succeeded in getting himself
imprisoned several times by his extraordinary talk. Still, while i do not for a
moment believe in his ideas—to me they
are worse than impossible—1 shall always associate in my mind the name
of Johann Most with the little blue eyed
German baby he petted as he talked.
Alfred Balcii.

nor

GEORGE
An

Interview

with

IcorraiGHT. 1802. |

Like every other mortal, Tommy Atkins has his failings, and, as a natural
has now and then to
consequence, he
answer to the powers that be for some
infringement of rules. When a soldier
is brought before his superior officer—
the captain of his company, or the commanding officer, according to the gravity of the offense—it nearly always
happens that some punishment is meted
out to him; and as military punishment
is

Man

Who

In-

vestigated Russia’* Prisons.

[Special Correspondence.]
New York, Jan. 14.—The unfavorable reports regarding the health of Mr.
George Kennan, the distinguished writer
and traveler, appear to have been greatly exaggerated. Upon his arrival in this
city from California the other day he
appeared to be in most excellent health,
but this was due in a measure to the
month’s voyage from San Francisco by
the way of Panama. His face and hands
were well browned, and there was a vigor
in his step and a cheer in his voice that
gavo no hint of a victim of sleeplessness
and nervous prostration.
It is well known among Mr. Kennan’s
friends that he has never wholly recovered from the hardship and exposure to
which he was subjected in Siberia. He
is a rugged, wiry man, capable of great
and prolonged endurance, but the nervous strain caused by the sights of cruelty
and woe that came under his eyes at
every step, the lack of proper food,
and the fierceness of a Siberian winter
were too much for his strength.
Sleeplessness came upon him with its exhausting tax. Instead of taking the
long period of rest that he needed, he
began to write his Century articles and
to lecture in every part of the country.
The preparation of his book on "The
xvusHia-u

ojsLtjm

cti»u

uuiitnuuteu

to the breakdown that was so much ex-

aggerated. “But I am quite well now
after my sea voyage,” he said, speaking
of his health.
In conversation Mr. Kennan is very
rapid, but very interesting. His discourse is simple, direct and somewhat
unfinished. No one would think to hear
him talk that he was the master of the
charming style to be found in all that
he writes. His pet subject is of course
Russia. On this he can speak by the
hour, and to the listener the last word
is as absorbing as the first. It is curious,
however, that his language discloses
none of the feeling that the recital of
his stories of Russian rascality and barbarism invariably arouses. I do not remember a single adjective or expletive
of indignation or denunciation during a
conversation of nearly an hour on these
subjects. My blood, however, was boiling with rage. I suppose that his lias
been boiled so much that it has lost the
power of ebullition. It ha3 the calm
that he noticed with amazement in the
wretched victims of Russian despotism.
They always spoke of their sufferings
without emotion. He has come in the
game way to do the same thing.
Franklin Smith.
Bit! me discourse, I will enchant thy ear with
remarkable tales of astounding cures of all
sorts of suffering, by Salvation Oik

f
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power of the highest military tribunal
in times of peace, the general court
martial, which has for its president a
general officer, hence its name. This
.court may order a man to be imprisoned
for any term up to five years, which is
the longest term given in time of peace.
Should a soldier commit—at home—
a very serious crime, say murder, he is
handed over to the civil authorities to

the general public, a
few facts there anent may he of interbe dealt with.
est. There are three distinct varieties
The usual sentence of a general court
of military tribunal, via.: the company
martial is “imprisonment with hard
officer, the commanding officer and a /labor for five years, thereafter to be
Courts; martial are o'
court martial.
Hieehnrrred from her Tnmestv’s service
throe' degrees of importance, and the
as an incorrigible and worthless characmaximum sentence which a court marter.” Flogging, which used to be a comtial may impose varies according as the
mon form of punishment, is now abolcourt is a regimental, district or general
ished, at least it is never employed save
one.
(
on rare occasions of disobedience or inTo begin with, what is known as
in the military prisons.
“minor” offense, i. e,, those which the subordination
In such cases the governor of the prison
captain of a company has power to dismay order the delinquent to receive a
pose of summarily, we will suppose number of
lashes, not more than thirtythat No. 1,716 Private Thomas Atkins,
six, except that the governor has power
has been guilty of remaining out of
to deal at his own discretion with lazy
barracks for ten minutes after “last
This he
or insubordinate prisoners.
the
previous evening,
post,” ten p. m.,
generally does by ordering them to soliwithout being possessed of a “pass” entary confinement, which is a terrible
abling him to do so. Some time during form
of punishment, the prisoner being
the following day the orderly sergeant
kept in a cell with absolutely nothing
of his company brings him up—“wheels
to do and no one to see for a certain
him up,” as it is called—before his capnumber of hours; moreover, twice in
his
offense
states
and
his
tain,
produces
twenty-four hours a small piece of bread
“defaulter sheets,” or record oj his past
and a basin of water—his sole food
misdemeanors. Should the sheets be
while in solitary confinement—make
clear or nearly so, considering the
their appearance at a small trap door in
the
man’s
the
of
service,
captain
length
the wall of his cell; he does not even
will probably admonish him; but should
see the warden that feeds him.
the unlucky wight have been in any
A few hours of this generally suffices
scrape lately, or should he be an old
to bring a man to his senses; on active
offender, he will be sentenced to be
service ot course punishments are more
confined to barracks for any number of
as discipline has to be much
days up to seven, that being the limit severe,
more strongly enforced than at home,
of power to punish of a company officer.
and if necessary a summary court marLet us suppose that our friend has
known as a “drum head” one, may
tial,
to
sentenced
three
confinebeen
days
sentence a man to be shot. This exment to the barracks. One might imtreme course is only employed, howagine this to be no great punishment.
in a case of desertion from the
Before jumping to conclusions, how- ever,
field, desertion during times of peace
ever, let us sea what “C. B.” actually
means.
Besides being forbidden to being visited—whether the deserter returns voluntarily, as nine out of ten do,
leave barracks, the culprit must turn
or he is captured—by a longer or shorter
out in full marching order, i. e., with
term of imprisonment.
Life in a milipack, helmet and full equipment on,
is almost identical with
at least four times a day, and oftener in tary prison
that of a civil one. Should he be proof
many corps, and each time he underagainst this treatment and remain inhour’s
“defaulters
which
an
drill,”
goes
the “cat” may be ordered,
consists of a monotonous march up and subordinate,
and it has never been known to fail in
down the barrack square under the eye
a man of the error of resistof a non-commissioned officer, usually convincing
ing the authorities.
the sergeant of the regimental police.
Ernest P. Neville.
Of course, this drill has to he performed over and above the usual day’s
drill of the regiment; nor is this all, for
A WEALTHY WOMAN’S WILL.
the victim has to keep his ear open
She
Was Without Near Kin and Gave
when off drill to answer when the
Millions to Churcn ana unanty.
bugle sounds for “defaulters,” as it does
Mrs. Mary Macrae Stuart, of 871 Fifth
with extreme frequency, the unhappy

paraded before

I..R. L

Greatest Clearance Sale
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avenue, New York, owned a trifle over
$5,000,000 in money and property, and
consequently
there was great

transgressors against military law being
always held eligible for whatever
fatigue duty may b§ going.
“The nnkindest cut of all,” however,
to the average private is the stern dethat defaulters may not go into
the canteen during their days of durance; so that after the day’s drill, etc.,
have been got through, there is no
solacing beer allowed.
Then indeed doth Tommy vow never
to offend again; but, pad to say, on the
completion of his time and the regaining of his freedom, he is apt to indulge
in a small spree which lands him in
durance vile once more.
To come to the next grade of military
junishment, let us suppose that Thomas

just got a drop too much, and finds
high and dry in the guardroom, friPm which he is marched next
morning, under an armed escort, into
has

himself

the dread presence of the “chief” himself.
Should this be his first, second, or
even third appearance on such a charge,
ho will receive no further penalty than
a fresh—and
longer—term of days “C.
B.” Should he, however, have been up
three times previously for indulging, lie
will be sentenced to a fine in addition
to being confined to barracks.
Fines
range from two shillings and six pence
(sixty-two cents) to ten shillings (two
dollars and a half)1 according to the
length of time whick has elapsed since
his last appearance, and they are kept
off his pay, a system- which has been
found most effectual in lessening drunkenness in the service;

graver offense, such as impertinence to a superior, 6b refusing or neglecting to obey an order, a soldier is usu-

For

a

ally sentenced by his--commending officer to undergo a number—from twentyone
to
four
hundred
and
up
sixty-eight—of
uritl.

11

i"/l

hours
lnlini'

imprisonment

A

m nn

sentenced is conveyed to the regimental
|
cells, where he exchanges liis uniform ;
cf
for a gray suit
unbecoming cut, and
undergoes an operation at the hands of
the prison barber, which is a disfigurement for weeks after he is liberated,
viz.: his hair is cropped as close as it

interest in her
will.
And she
made what the
boys call “a yaller good ’un.”
New York smiles
to find that while
the lawyer, Samuel J.
Tilden,
failed to draw a
will that would MRS. m. m. stuart.
stick, this old lady has uot only kept in
perfect accord with the law, but satisfied
almost everybody, which is far more
difficult.
She first hunted up all her relatives—
descendants of her mother’s brothers
and sisters, all in the third and fourth
generations of the Wilsons, Macraes and
Fergusons—and gave them from $20,000
to $30,000 each, $350,000 in all to the
thirteen. Her husband’s few relatives
were supposed to have been provided for
at his death many years ago. She gave
nearly as much in private bequests to
friends, including $30,000 to Rev. Dr.
John Hall, $10,000 to Dr. James MeCosh,
of Princeton, and $5,000 each to his children. After ‘remembering” every' friend
and relative she still had $4,000,000 to
disposo of. This she divided among
churches and charities and educational
institutions, and this division is what
excites greatest interest.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art and
American Museum of Natural History
had $50,000 each in the will as drawn,
bat when those institutions were opened
on Sunday' she struck out the devise. To
the Lenox library she gave $300,000 in
cash and all her magnificent collection
of paintings, worth at least $300,000
more, on the sole condition that the gallery' in which they aro placed shall not
bo opened on Sunday. It is to bo called
tho “Robert L. Stuart Collection,” in
honor of her husband, who gathered the

paintings.
T’l.o „-;ii
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Hooper C. Van Vorst. Among the important bequests were $75,000 to the
.can be all over his head.
This is done even if the man’s sen- University of New York, §50,000 to
Princeton college, $25,000 each to the
tence was twenty-four hours in cells,
and is looked upon as the worst part of Cancer hospital and Society for the Prehile in cells a man vention of Cruelty to Children, $250,000
the punishment.
has to pick oakum, which is a tarry each to the American Bible society,
abomination ruinous to the fingers, and Foreign Missions of tho Presbyterian
to perform a certain number of hours ; church, the homo missions of the same,
of “shot drill.” This is a monotonous : and a variety of missions and hosprocess, consisting of laking up a four- pitals. The total to missions, ministers,
teen or twenty pound shot in the two churches and charities is over $3,300,000,
hands, walking with it for a few paces, ; and almost every one of prominence in
laying it down and picking up another New York and New Jersey gets someand carrying it a few yards, only to lay thing, the Presbyterians being most
it down and exchange it for a third, and favored, as that was her church.
This process sounds
so on in a circle.
simple; let anyone try it for an hour
An apparatus for purifying lubricatand then pronounce fe to its enjoyable
oils
from
has
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Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 8S, 39,20,

The Mark Dome Is

Simply Frightful.
Down

High Cost Jackets Marked

$1.00.

to

cost from $35.00 to

Long Garments that

$25.00,

$5.00, $7.00 and $8.00.

Marked Down to

cost from $8.00 to

Long Garments that

$80.00,

Marked Down to $2.50.
Rubber Garments

50 cents.

-

In some cases tlie Garment is marked at less than one quarter the cost of
material. Many of them are not new styles, but they are good styles, of splendid
material, and very finely made, and could not be made today at less than the full

price.
lucre never was sueu

an
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but we are determined to close out the Odd Lots in our Cloak Department; and
when you see the goods and the prices at which we have marked them, you will
believe it.
Kemember the sale is fol- Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 18, 10 and 20.

J. R.
janir>

LIBBY,'__
Congress St.
-

<ltf

EDUCATIONAL.

BUSINESS

PUPIL OF EICHBEM,
will receive pupils September 1st,
ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

255 FEDERAL

ST.,

Portiand, rate.

ST.,

Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished.
and Stonework, Cementing and Excavating done at short notice.
Mr. F. ft. Kedlou was admitted to tile firm
Tan. 1,1892. Prompt and personal attention
riven and satisfaction guaranteed.
F. K. TiEDLOX.
N. E. ItEDLON.
Brisk

Thurston’s Piano House, 8 Free
Street Block, Portland.
aug27dfim

or

coil lino'

jail 15

A. E. II

a7r. & E.
Real Estate

Will receive pupils in Crayon Portraiture; also
in Academic Drawing from cast and from life.

Studio, 34 First National Bank Building, Port-

A.

large

n

BOTANY.

DOTEN,

and Loans.

$5©,©©©

decSOeodlm

land, Me.

INSTRUCTIONJN

CARDS.

nXredlonT
Mason and Builder,

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

liOSiBl

tO

small amounts. Parties wishing cto
build can be accommodated.

or

PAPER.

Classes in Botany will be formed during January that pupils may be fitted for the work of
classification as soon as the early flowers bloom.
Attention will be given to our native orchids.
For terms and course of instruction, apply between 3 and 0 p. m. to
MRS. MARY Ji. TAYLOR, 10 Gray St.
d3w
jano

COMER/S RCiAL

LADIES

Harry Mighels Verrill.
Byron IT. Verrill,
janldlm
Portiand, January 1,1892.

4, Jose Building,
EXCHANGE STREET,

Rooms 3 and
98

SO.

eodly

jul

B. D

& H. M. VERRILL,

Cotuasellors cvt Xji
Middle

191

AND

GENTLEMEN,

STEPHEN

Street.

BERRY,

Hook, Job and Card Printer,
NO. 37 PLUM STREET.

GEORGE

HCPKJNS,

C.

Coimseilo!1
S8 1-2

(iei;18

Law,

531

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Organization

ONE TRIAL.

WE SOLICIT

Corporations

of

an2G

a

specialty.

dGm

til in.

WM. M. MARKS,

IDr* E3. S3. Reed.
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

~PMNTER,

cure.

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
iny way in regard to your diseases and after
► ou have a true examination of your case he
vill tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Feed’s
nedicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
iacli case, lie thinks lie can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
There
>erson becoming an entranced medium.
las been a great many people who have lost
heir lives by
the above mistake. Kximinations at my office every
including Sunlay from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
ettcr staling their name, place or residence and
ige ami one stamp, $1.00.

making

JOB
«

1-2 Exchange St*, Portland.

>7

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All Orders by mail
1 ended to.

_my22d9m

—

CLASS

or

telephone promptly

'X^EX-S;

to

are

a

I

or

Plain at

—

NT.

dec!7

AT

re

iXUX

direct

laundry

to our
business
and Japanese Fancy
line of tea. All goods
from China, and are of the

snail lie open for business Monday, l)eember 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowWe

,
1

—

P. HASTES

of

a

j mostimported
mmiity.

MO. 114 3-2 EXCHANGE ST.

ing

—

Myrtle Street, Near City Halt.

5

RENT; ALSO

add
about
Chinese
stock
OMGrAMS WE
foods, and also choice

Very Fancy

at-

novllcodtf

MIKADO LAUNDRY,

PIANOS
FOR SALE OR

EXCHANGE,

PRINTERS’

day

FIRST

Card

Book,

No 399 1-2 Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that llesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make

j

coming
machinery
simplicity!
been patented in Norway whereby tho
to
d
cells
in
The food given
prisoner
same oil can be used many times at a
is neither over palatable nor over plentitrifling expense.
ful: it consists chicfly'of a sort of oai-

>11 aimnn

.< XL.
Ul IUO

——-——--

cree

KENNAN.
the

Varieties of Tribunal—Penalties for
Offenses—Regimental, General
and District Courts Martial—
Military 1'risons.

Minor

his t.vnical (4er-

being carried in his arms. I found
Herr Most spoke excellent English and,
if I may so express myself, his talk was
educated,- But what queer talk it was!

gowns.

KIDNEY DISEASES,

Three

1 rememdown the deck by ourselves.
ber the little children were very fond of
him, and one little tot would insist on

skirt,

and the lower of the embroidered
cloth. The peasant corsage has a long
point in front, which is richly embroidered in lengthwise pattern. I have
written at this length to explain this
idea clearly, as it may be of service to
many ladies who have the notion that it
is necessary to have a separate toilet for
ceremonious visits and for best street

POSITIVE CURE FOR

FEMALE

in

on

IE.

face. I introduced myself to him,
and we had a long talk, pacing up and

below the knees.
When a jacket
is worn, as in the
picture, the vest
is
made quite
plain. When the
jacket is removed
it will be seen
that the corsage
is as elaborately
ornamented with
galloon and fur,
often with a little very rich lace
added as a sort
street and house
dress.
of cravat bow.
The richness of the corsage added to the
trimming on the skirf and the fineness
of the material makes a most elegant
and dressy costume, which becomes
plain by comparison when the outer garment is on.
Some of the dresses made in this style
have at the bottom just the band of fur,
and then a large pattern in applique
velvet embroidery headed and finished
by narrow gold or silver cord. The
cloak reaches to below the knees, so that
the fur border on that reaches nearly to
the fur band below and almost hides the
rich embroidery, and thus makes the
dress rich, but modest enough for the
street. When the cloak is removed the
superb garniture of waist and skirt
makes a gown fit for the grandest reception.
These are usually made of line ladies’
cloth and the most effective are vieux
Tan and green
rose and biscuit color.
also come up well under this treatment.
The corsage shown in this costume is
tnoi-ln

MAPOO INDIAN SAGWA

foil

kiudlv look

'•

How the Rank and Fifc of the Britisii
Army Are Corrected.

man

with square tabs
fn

it?

New Voice, .Tan. 14.—Herr Johann
Most, the New York anarchist and editor of The Freiheit. is at present serving
out his term of imprisonment in the
penitentiary on Blackwell’s island. He
is employed in the blacksmith shop, his
duty being, with the aid of a Chinese
helper, to punch holes in iron plates.
He has still about six months of his
sentence to serve. His appearance has
greatly changed, tor his hair has become
almost snow white. Under the rules of
the prison he should shave clean, but as
it is extremely painful to him to shave
his upper lip the rules are not enforced
in full, and he retains his mustache.
This is gray in color, and will pi-obably
be white, as is his hair, before long.
Over his blue eyes this white hair gives
him a wonderfully gentle and benign
look.
I shall never forget the first time I
I boarded the
saw Herr Johann Most.
stealner at quarantine and found him in
the steerage. I saw a man of medium
height, with brown hair and beard, blue

Dress.

i

be cured

1

■d$f
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MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

meal gruel,

known as “skilly,” and not
much of that.
Such work,
combined with such
.fare, makes a few days “with hard
work” by no means a treat; in fact,
many old hands would far sooner
undergo a month in the regular
military prison than a week in
the cells. Terms of confinement in a
military prison can only he ordered by
:a court martial, and the several courtsi martial before mentioned have different limits of power, viz.: A regiment
!court martial, which is composed of
officers of one regiment; for the trial of
that regiment cannot
a member of
order more than forty-two days imprisonment, while a district court martial, consisting of different corps for the
trial of any soldier, may sentence up to
eighty-four days. Greater still is the
;

At Present He Is a Hlacksmith in the
lSlnokmoII’s Island Penitentiary.
| Special Correspondence. |

CONSUMPTION
in its

MOST.

JOHANN

.

1

st

prices.
Please Call and See Us.

iVONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
dec21
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PORTLAND DAILY
AND-

Subscription Bates.
for

Kates.

rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 pelsquare each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under tiicse headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will bo charged

nation of Senator Chase

of
to

Up

leading

ported also, except by your opinion.
And opinion on this subject, no matter
from whom precreding, without any stavalue.
The Aroostook railroad gets a big lift
from the subscription of the American
Express Company. Perhaps it would be
too much to say that this subscription
absolutely assures its construction, but

highly probable.
The whole state lias reason to rejoice at
the good fortune of the new enterprise,
it

material

benefit from it.
Another striking piece of proof of the
decline of the Cleveland boom is the

apostasy

of

Judge Bradley

of Vermont.

B.

Smalley,

W'hen Cleveland was Presi-

dent Judge Smalley had

of the best
nffipp.c in t.lip rirpfin "MYmntain
anH
one

date has been regarded as an uncompromising advocate
of the nomination of Cleveland. But
■within a short time he has seen a new
light and now declares that it will not be
expedient to nominate the ex-PresidentThis is the way he puts it: Cleveland
had the presidency four years, was renominated and defeated, and therefore
has received all the honors to which he
is entitled from the Democratic party.
It might be inferred from this that
Judge Smalley had been a constant reader of the New York Sun, and that his
conversion was due to the light shed by
up to a

that

very recent

luminary.

The way the New York legislature in

rushing through partisan measures _has
called out protests even from such hidebound Democratic organs, as the New
York Sun and New York World. Nothing
like the

performance

seen

The

that

took

place

in

been

day
legislative body in this country.
Republican Senators refused to vote

the Senate the other

has ever

in a

the enumeration bill for the very substantial reason that they did not know
on

what it was, it never having been read
to the Senate, whereupon Lieut Gen.

Sheehan declared them in contempt
and expelled them from the Senate.
When several Republican members of the
House threatened not to vote and thus
break a quorum—the New York Constitution declaring that a majority of the
whole number must vote to make a
quorum,—the Democrats declared that
they would promptly vote their seats
*111

..4-

il.r.,,-,

•nrS-fl-.

candidates who were not elected. Hill
has evidently left behind him men who
have thoroughly learned their master’s
tricks.

Mayor Jones of Waterville attempts to
justify his refusal to appoint a Republican member of the registration board afReuben Foster refused to
accept the position by this section of the
iaw:

ter the Hon.

any member of said Board, so
appointed by said mayor, neglects or refuses to
act as a member of said Board, the other two
shall proceed with the business of tliis Board,
as provided by this act, in liis absence.”
•‘And in

case

It would seem that this section of the
law was intended to cover the case of a

who had been appointed and qualified as a member of the board who afterward for any reason refused to act.
1^
will be seen that the language is “any
Mr. Foster was
member of the board.”
He was
never a member of the board.
appointed hut declined to accept, and
therefore was never a member. Suppose
Mr. Foster had been appointed a justice
of the Supreme Court and had refused
to accept; would the governor of the
state be justified in refusing to make another appointment simply because the
other members of the court could act?
Certainly not. Yet it is difficult to see
any essential difference between the two
man

cases.

twenty-

man

Mr.

Francisco

Don

from

Manoel’s hand

book, “The Government

Wife.'-y

of a
which was translated into English in
1697, and was considered for a long time
a good model of vigorous domestic dis“A woman
Manoel
cipline.
says:

to iianaie money wiui as muuu
caution as she would a sword, of lire, or
anything else she ought to be afraid of.
Money in the hands of a woman is as

ouglat

unbecoming as a weapon.”
However, this is more consistent, says
Mr. Higginson, then to put woman into
is responsia state of society where she
ble for her own debts, can make her own
contracts, can transact business independently of her husband, and yet leave
her wholly ignorant of prices, stocks,
profit, anil thus absolutely dependent

upon some man to do all this for her.
It follows naturally that women must
know more. This they are rapidly finding out for themselves. A woman no
more than a man is willing to remain
ignorant of what conduces to the best results, and given a knowledge of the first
steps toward independence, will advance
Hard experias she has opportunity.
ence and loss of property through the
dishonesty and inefficiency of men will
show that if a woman has money, or a
business, she must learn to look out for
it herself.
WOVEX RAG RUGS.

lent ana caretua

always

tavui-

sound, but rigid economy in adninistrating the affairs of government.
a

ng

Johh Sherman in several national Rejubliean conventions lias had a very respectable support as a candidate for the
Presidency, and in point of statesmanship and fitness for the place he is the
jeer of any of the distinguished men of
lis day who have won the presidential
and found home quarters in tlie
: •ace,
►White House.
Senator Sherman never practiced any
>f tlie arts of the demagogue, or resorted
o questionable means when a candidate
jeforetbe people. Complaints have someimes been made against him that he is
:old, formal and not easily approached;
jut they usually come from those who
lo not know tlie man, or from others
,vho have attempted to secure his iniiumce in favor of doubtful matters of legslation.

It was a remarkable family that gave
our county, Gen. Sherman, the war■ior, and Senator Sherman tlie statesman,
;wo illustrious names that will go down
e posterity high
up, emblazoned upon
lie scroll of fame and honor, which will

In

Seafaring men"frequently have novel
experiences. One of the fishermen ol

the schooner Canopus, while at work on
the Georges banks recently, thought he
had hooked a particularly large fish.
When he got his-catch to the surface of
the water he Was horrified to see a quantity of human hair attached to an objecl
which investigation showed was a large
stone. No one has been able to explain
how the hair got there, although medical men have declared that it is the
genuine article. Another experience
which several vessels have had. withoui
profit, is the sighting of the derelicl
schooner W. G. Sargent in midocean.
No one has yet been able to bring hei
into port, although she has nearly $35,000 worth of mahogany in her hold.
The Panama Canal Boomers.

iv-ti

its building,, the Woman’s Department
has copied one of the most admirable
The
designs made for the exposition.
architect u ho drew the design is Miss
Mrs.
Soplihi G. Hayden, of Boston.
Palmer has planned a treasury of objects
illustrative of woman’s work.
The
exhibit will embrace a model kitchen, a

modem creche, a kindergardeu and hospital with trained nurses, a notable exhibition of books written by women,
periodicals edited and published by

interesting of all, the
mechanical inventions by women. It is
women,

and,

most

curious to read in Western papers that
Mrs. Palmer is of Southern birth, and
The reason for
the wife of a Democrat
so unexpected a reference to a lady lies
in the fact that originally it had been

charged that the Columbian Exposition
was to be a partisan Republican institution.—From“Our Exposition atChicago,”
by Julian Ralph, in Harper’s Magazine
for January.

lu
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into the hands of the United States. The

Isthmus papers are particularly energetic in publishing paragraphs tending
to show that the. Nicaragua scheme it
only being pushed sufficiently to cause
it to continue to-be
issue.

regarded

as a

live

Greatly Beloved.
that the poor peoof Russia are all said to be “lovers

Countess Tolstoi

It is

ple

not

surprising

of the Countess Tolstoi.” She is in the
habit of giving periodical receptions foi
the benefit of the starving peasants, all
of whom the countess is wont to speak
of as her sons and daughters. To these
receptions people come from miles
around, and after inspecting the pictures
of the saints which adorn the wall and
praying to them they depart, leaving
contributions on a large table in the center of the room. These the countess
causes to be promptly distributed, and
in this way she probably does more rea'
good than any woman Russia has evei

produced.

old lumber

man

weight
strength of

has

nor

“Timber sense” is
what he calls that faculty which will
insensibly yet infallibly distinguish between the good and the bad. This can
be acquired, if at all, by long exa

log.

only

perience.

DIARIES

rrow
lave

brighter and brighter so long as we
a name or a place among the na-

ions of the earth.

John J. Pekky.
THE

HOME-

“SOME NECESSARY' SACRIFICES.”

of Harper’s Baliis “Men
Higginson
; md Women” column to some “necesi iary sacrifices” that women must make
In a recent number

:

:ar

T. W.

devotes

■

ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING, STATE ST„ BOSTON.

of Portland 4’s dne 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
of Saeo 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s dne 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1S94.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s dne 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
^liy

vauio

New Year.

STEVENS i JONES
eodfcf

dec28

MWm
Do you want a cup o£
Beef Tea? See that it is
made from the Genuine.
Incomparably the best
Pure, palatable, refreshing. Dissolves clearly.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

FRED E. RICHARDS k C0„

YorkLigh{<£HeaiCo.
Mortgage
O’iS,

CSt-OJLiIO
TAB

in
AND

98

jan5

Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
at the National Bank, New York City.
Real value of Taxable Property... 816,000,000
Assessed value of TaxablePrope.'ty b,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this
14o,000
isrme)...
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1804, by Legislative Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of

II. M. PAY80N & GO.,
BANKERS,
jan9dtf

32

-TI2B

PIANOS.
I. Slim i Sis (l
STElfeSWAY,
WEBER,

—

INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Ed,’
1.0VP0X.dtf
nov24

viusic

nARUIHAN,

WEBSTER and
WESES BROS.

540 CONGRESS ST.
Mo&OtTX«X>R.XC,

T. C.

XvaL.-t.^L-n.gox-.

eodtf

Mass. Real Estate Co.
St. JBoston.

POnTXiAKTID,

ivris.,

Incorporated 1824.

THE MYRON W.

AMUSEMENTS.

GRAND CONCERT Whitney Quartette.
JOHNSON, 1st Tenor.
GEORGE WANT. 2d Tenor.
CLARENCE E. HAY, Baritone.
MYRON W. WHITNEY, Bae,.
HISS ALICE PHILBKOOE, Pianist.
I—“Secure your prisoner.”
Act
Act II—The Escape. Conn played the fox.
Aet III—Conn comes to life and Father Nolan
jives his consent.
F. E.

Hall,

I iTAKrtJArtY X®, 1892,
-BY THE-

singers.
—

ASSISTED BY

Beserved seats 60 and 73 cts.
—

HAYDN

UtiJlIlUl

UIIU

i I

Now
h. nr

Per Annum.

S2,000,000
1,200,000
100,000
108
Price Stock to-day
Sale of Stock U'iUjpeasc after Jan, 31 st next,
OliGAJS'jLZEP IN 1885.
Paid Dividends of 5 per cent per annum for
4 1-2 years.

Paid Dividends <£f 7 per cent per annum
since July, lflyo.
Average Dividend; since organization over

perfaimnm.

Surplus at close % last fiscal year, over
u
!#100,000.
Send to or call at the office for information.
eodlm
dec29
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Half fare

sales at Stockbrldge’s.

R

ill holding

Also the

on

it.. G. T. B’v and P. & B. B. B. to
-Pop” tickets. Late trams on all

ibove.janl4dtd

QUAKTETTE.

FORESTERS’ BALL,

Miss Katherine M. Ricker,
Alto Soloist.

Tuesday Evening, January 19, 1892.
8.15
o'clock. Notice the Horn-.
Sale of reserved seats will begin at Stockbridge’s Thursday morning.
Admission 50c.; Keserved 75c.
dtd
janl3
8.15

Programme

for

CITY

I Virginia Keel.
I Waltz.
I Schottisclie.
I Polka.
| Waltz.
I Galop.
I

Waltz.

Scliottlsclie.
Galop.
Lancers.
Polka.
Waltz.
Sell ottlsche.

Chandler’s Orchestra.
Novel and Charming Exhibition oi
Borestio Decorations ever witnessed in
Portland.
Most

Trice of Tickets.

WALTZING CLASS MONDAY EVENINGS.

Admitting Gentlemen and Ladies,

_dtf

jan9

ANNUAL

PORTLAND

Annual

Kft
JG1A. tl
V

) qj

Tickets for sale at the stores of C. H. Guppy
fc Co., E. C. Swett & Co., R. F. Somers, Hogan
3ros., and bv members of the organization,
rickets will also be on sale at City Hall box
iffice on the night of the ball.
Half fare on M C R R.
Ladies, without gentleman escort, not admitted.
_jan!3dlw

MEETINGS.

RAILROAD

HALL,

Tuesday Evening January 19th.

THURSDAY EVENING.

COMPANY.

Meeting:.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Portland Railroad Company will be held at
the company’s office. No. 471 Congress street.
Portland, on Monday, January 18,1892, at 3
o’clock p. m., for the choice ol directors for the
ensuing ynar. and the transaction of any other
business that; may legally come before them.

CITY
Wednesday Evening:, Feb, 3d,
(In the Popular Course.)

Thursday

Evening:,

Feb,

4th,

(Extra.)

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland Steam Packet Co., will be
held at their office, Franklin Wharf, Portland,
on Tuesday, the 19th day of January, 1892, at
three o'clock in the afternoon, to choose directors for tho unsuing year, and to transact any
other busiue ss that may legally come before the
J. F.XISCOMB, Seo’y.
meeting,
Portland, .'an. 71.1892._jan!2dtd

annua
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Accounts of individuals, firms aud corporations received on favorable terms.

on

time

deposits.

Stephen R. Small, Marshal! R. Ming,
Cashier,

President.

febli__dtf_

FAHNESTOCK & SO.

!> WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds,
_

1

238 St. John a treet. Portland, on Tuesday, the
19th day of Ja unary, 1892, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, to eh oose Directors for the ensuing
year, and to tn msaet any other business that
may legally ouate before the meeting.
did
JOHN IV. DANA, Clerk,

COMP

ARTISTS

Orchestra of 10 Musi*
| select Chorus.
and the following principles in Ami
Thomas’s

Charming Opera

Odd Fello rs’ Mutual Belief Ass’n.
rglHE Annual meeting of this association will
be held at Odd Fellows’ Hall, on Tuesday
evening, JanuarV 19,1892, at 7.30 o’clock, for
election of officei 'S for the ensuing year and for

MICNON,

PON DICl IERRY^ COMPANY.

Miss Lillian Durell, Prima Donna; Dr.
i. Rob Clark, (of theJEnggles) Basso; Mr. .1.
Bartlett, Tenor; Miss Lanella Wagner,
ioprano; Miss Mary Bosley, Contralto; Mr.
IV. H. Dodd. Baritone; Mr. Alex. Emslie,
Baritone; Mr. Leon Keach, Director.

the transaction i, f any other business that may
Per order,
legally come beta re it.
CHAi i. T. PEUMMEE, Secretary.
Jan.
Portland,
',11,1892.
janl2dtd

fllHE annual meeting of the stockholders of
i- the Pondielii tr ry Company will beheld at
its office, in Dridg ten, Me., on Tuesday, the
19tli day of Janrasry, 1893, at 2 o’clock p. m.,
for the purpose, of electing live directors for the
ensuing year, and far the transaction of any
other business that- may legally come before
them.
P*r P. BURNHAM, Clerk.

jaulldtd

1

Special Scenery. Elegant Costumes. Superb
Company. Beautiful Music.
Reserved Seats, 50 and 75cts. Admission,

;

Wets.

On sale at Stoekbridge’s Music Store, Satur16th. HALF FAKE on M.
! lav moruing. Jan. and P.& B. R. R., to all boldR’V.
! it K G. T.
ng ‘-Opera” Tickets. Late trains on all above.

BANK, muriumm. janU__dlw
sill STOCKBRIDCE!

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Having just receiv ed Tuning Forks from the
Secretary of the Plan » Manufacturers’ Association. we are prepare*l to tune pianos to the
International Pitch as( adopted by the AssociaHaving three first-class tuners connected with
our house, we are ivepared
to fill orders
promptly and guarante a satisfaction.

THURSDAY EVENING, JAN. 28th,

] 59R

EDWIN ARNOLD.

Tickets, 50c., 75c., #1.00.

CRES8EY A JONES,
apr21

eoulyr

Now

janll
SPECIAL

in small or iarge amounts
394 Congress St.,
draw interest from the first
3V03.
day of each month.
:EsO>£^X,Xj.*3lX&'X>,
dt£
jlyU5

OO

DURELI

OPERA

BRAND

of

of the

lion.

in

LILLIAN

Ogdensburg Railway.

Bridgtou, January 11,1892.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Deposits

Two performances of the

Stockholders
meeting
I Iflfl ODD THE
the Ford and & Ogdensburg Eailway will
be held at the Maine Central Bailroad offices,

PORTLAND NATIONAL
Authorized Capital
Capital paid in
Surplus (June 30, 1891) over

Admission

(S cts.

ADAM O W SKI,

Portland &

jand

Intellectual Overwork.

by the following celebrated Artists:

THE

-OF-

Interest allowed
Wo have just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Pianos for the
Holiday trade.
All of our instruments are carefully selected
by an expert.
TUNING, EEEAIEING AND POLISHING.

6 per cent

Ten characters impersonated by Mr.
Powers.

PORTLAND STEAM PACKET CO.

PqhiIqI and Drnfife

CABLER,
HENNING,

Dividend.

POWERS
“The Shaughraun”

eodlni

Washington

MB. LELAND T.

E. A. NEWMAN, Secretary.
jaulldtd
Portland, Jan. 11,1892.

dec.2E

24-6

Wednesday evening, Jan. 20tli.

the

Exchange Street.

Popular,

AT CITY HAIjIj,

818 Middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters ot Credit, available in ail parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

each label thus:

dec3

5th

lu Dion Bouoicault’s Finest Irish Flay,

The celebrated violinist.

Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6’s, due
1896.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, dne 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st o’s,
1905.
Knox County 6’s, due 1894.
Eastport, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage o’s, due 1918.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.
Mt. Vernon, lnd.. Water Co. First
Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, N. Y., Water Co. 6’s, due
1908.
Arkansaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.

oceutJ,

J. B.BR0WR& SONS, Bankers,

dtx

Slid io Sale, wo Offer:

mi(Ui

15, 35, 35 and 50 cents.

janl8citf

rvf MilinPUDtifl.

Kotzschmar

signature in blue on

f

auc .ut;cuidu.u

Prices

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf
jan5

INTEBEST.

Street.

UGHTI

SUPPORTED BY-

Sxciting and Laughable Stage Realism.
The Funny Police Court Scene.
The Thrilling Night Express.

The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

1901,

Exchange

of

success

Tillle Hendley,
ustin Page,
tichard Raymond,
Agnes Harrington,
Ethel Wallace,
idwin Bowing,
Lem Badiuan.
aud full company.

dec2i)

Baron Liebig’s

See

DUEJULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.

Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910.

Extract cf' Best.

--

BANKERS,

Ten Year First

MARK’S CO!

THE GAS

i JHOER

SWAN &BARRETT, WOODBURY I MOULTON,
BANKERS,

FRED E. RICHARDS k CO.,
-FOE THE-

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur.
day and Saturday Matinee,
JANUARY 20, 21, 22 and 23,

HELEN

General Fund Bonds.

♦lvrv Utotn

Aaun«j

Mort 6’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

price of Allentown As Bethlehem
Rapid Transit Company 6 per cent,
first mortgage bonds, has been raised
from Par to $102 1-2 and interest.

a

ml,

Producing Austin Daily’s

City
City
City

tieveiauu

clog dances, etc.
Grana Street Parade.
two grand free concerts by the
the
miss
Don’t
famous Russian Band of recognized soloists.
Gen. Rep.
W.
Jr. Geo.
Huntley,
Prices 35, 50 and 75 cents.

SIX PER CERT.

to

Subject
Sale,

We Offer,

AT

-AND-

Bright and Sparkling.
tighest grade, refined fun, comical conclusions,
musical specialties, acrobatic features,

Agent for Portland and vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland.
__eoabm

The

m

Lucicr Bros., and Lew Benedict,
he great comedian, supported by a full and
lowerful company.
! coterie of Brilliant Artists. Everything New.

President, E, B. PHILLIPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads;
Offcers
a.
APPLETON BUST, Treasurer, Director Blackstone National Bank; Hon. J. <_>•
BRACKETT, Counsel.

BONDS. lie of West Duluth,

MSTRELS !

Straffln & Lueiers, Managers,
MILITARY
headed by

TO.

sepl)

& 19

IUSSIAN
UNIFORMED
RAND AND ORCHESTRA

The rentals of Company's property are earning a considerable surplus above
this amount.

Bue

a

“Trained too line’' is the verdict when
a celebrated racer breaks down.
Why
isn’t the same phrase applicable to the
wreck of genius? The brain, worked to
the limit to achieve dreams of conquest
or fame, runs at lightning speed.
An
obstruction on the track causes a smash.
The machinery goes to pieces and the
rain is irreparable. Are not these casualties of intellect the forced tributes of
progress to the “avenging deities who
fear that man may become as the gods
in wisdom?”

PER ANNUM, BY COUPONS ATTACHEDTO
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
bank in the country.

—

& Tuesday, January 18
THE FAMOUS

LliCIER’S

"("“ymldeMs

Write for Circular, or call at office,

EIGHTS,

TWO
londay

located Business
Home Company, under Boston management, are invested only in centrally
Pi opeHyto
of
or
Investors
$100
$10, 00 Oreeeive
a part-owner of such property.

gjW|CBNT

Lessee aud Mauagcr

Management.

and Conservative

UNITED STATES REALTY CD
pEP
zm

THEATRE.

PORTLAND
;. E. LOTHROF,

THE FU>’DS OF THE

ajE*2j’*.EHPt

says that neither coloi
anything to do with the

Honest

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and

A Matter of Experience.

There is a popular fallacy that the
strongest timber is the heaviest. An

_

Safe Investments?

are

N. S. GARDINER.

Public opinion in Panama seems tc
incline to the opinion that the big canal
enterprise will eventually be taken up
by the United States government, and
this the papers there affect to believe
would be the best thing that could happen, if France will not again take hold
of it. In Panama the people pretend tc
despise the Nicaragua canal scheme, and
many persons there are said to be of the
onlj
opinion that tl^e' enterprise
puai

What

AMUSEMENTS.

J__FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL.

Two Tiles from the Sea.

England rag- carpets and

rugs go by
the name of American work and a recent
Of course the Republicans became ex- writer says that a well-known mat is not
cited and did not dare to risk another disdained for the
nursery, smoking-room
vote on that day and after a hard fight
But under
chamber.
succeeded in carrying an adjournment to or in any lady’s
the next Monday by the skin of their clever hands and taste it turns out very
teeth. A close canvass was made, and it different from the ordinary rag carpet
was found that Sherman would lack one
with its stiff bars and stripes. Cut cloth
vote certain and probably two of an election. Among
those interviewed was or flannel in strips three-fourths of an
Geo. Briggs an old time Whig from New inch wide clear through the piece. Sew
York city who finally agreed to vote for these by the ends together till you have
Tom Cerwin then a member from Ohio a
pound, which makes a large ball.
or ex-Governor Pennington of New JerFine heavy cloth of men’s wear is cut
sey if his vote would make a choice.
Upon learning this Sir. Sherman request- half an inch wide, and the finer the strips
id a Republican caucus called, which the more
A
they make in weaving.
was held, when he withdrew his name
and a quarter ball is allowed to
and on liis motion William Pennington pound
make a yard of carpet a yard wide.
of Ne w Jersey was nominated.
On January 80th at the next session Allow two or three yards of bright red,
came the “tug of war” under the new
green or yellow for every six or more of
arrangement, On the first trial Penning- dark
color, and you will have imeveu
ton had 115, Smith 113 and five scatterbarrings of gay color and dark.
inir
Tim
novf rnfpc
TTUO +llO
CfilUP
Mix bright color with every yard or
with 4 and 5 scattering. On the final dark
stripes and the result is a mottled
the
Democrats
1S60
rote February 1,
ground. If you have enough of any rich
ibandoned Smith and voted for John A.
color, you may have a carpet or mat with
McClernand. Mr. Briggs withheld his mottled centre and borders of deep blue
rote until the roll had been called through, black and
deep yellow, or red, black and
when finding Pennington wanted but one
orange. Tbe strips can be dyed bronze
rote of a majority he voted for him,
peacock, deep red or any strong color
jiving him 117, just enough to elect him after they are sewed.
ind the long contest of nine weeks was
After the carpet is woven you may sew
over.
tbe breadths together with an ingrain
Mr. Sherman was made chairman of
border, and have a mat which is nearly
the committee of “Ways and Means”
indestructible, for there is no end to the
durof
the
House
leader
and became the
wear of rag carpet in any one generation.
that
Congress.
ing
No one seeing such a mat for the first
In the foregoing account of the great
time would dream of classing it with
Sliermah contest for the Speakership in humdrum
rag carpets of old. The smooth
1839 and 1860 I have only glanced at basket work
surface, the rich colors vie
some of its leading points—not intendwith those or foreign mats, and in point
ing it as anything like a complete his- of taste, a well-chosen home-made mat
tory of that protracted, interesting fight, will please better than the crude red and
where John Sherman was the principal
green Turkish rugs which, in fact, are
hero.
the rag carpet of peasant homes in the
our
If we are to look among
public East. Let us show due respect to the
into
account
a
men for
statesman, taking
crafts of our own county, now that forall that word implies, we can find no beteigners have found out their merits for
ter representative than John Sherman. us.—N. E. Fanner.
financial
all
the
questions
Upon
great
which have a national importance, he is THE WOMAN’S DEPARTMENT OF
THE
the Alexander Hamilton of our day. In
EXPOSITION.
this regal'd he stands head and shoulders
Uncommon interest has from the beabove all his peers in the national Congress.
ginning of the work been attracted to tbe
a
he
and
officer
As a cabinet
legislator
Woman’s Department, the most notable
has done more to give this country a
safe and sound currency placed upon a feature of the great fair. It was fortusolid basis than any other public man we nately placed under the charge of Mrs.
have had in our national councils for the Potter Palmer. She is a
society leader
last thirty years.
in Chicago, where it is proudly boasted
Senator Sherman has another virtue,
not found everywhere among our public that she would grace any court. She is
men, and that is honesty. During his the possessor of great wealth, and was
long public life, like our own Hannibal wholly unacquainted with public affairs
Hamlin, he has never been even suspect- before she undertook this
charge, and yet
id of dishonesty. Corrupt lobbyists.and
Government swindlers never dared ap- she has taken hold of the Woman’s Deiroach the “Old Koman”, or call his at- partment as of something by the conduct
tention to any of their put-up jobs on of which ■■he may crown her life, and in
the government.
doing so has shown the most marked
He has always been a safe man—a pm- executive ability. In choosins' a plan for

base it upon, is of very little

will derive

some

Prior to the 27th of this month this
remnant of the old Whig party several times voted for William N. H. Smith
a conservative Whig from North Carolina. On the 88th trial January 27 the
Democrats deserted their candidate and
voted for Smith who received 112 votes
to 106 for Sherman—Smith wanting but
two votes of an election.

Yes, and it remains entirely unsup-

for the whole state

January 26, 1SG0,

to

five old time Whigs had voted for a candidate of their own, cx-Governor John
A. Gilman of North Carolina being their

Our statement that there was more liquor
drunk in Portland in 1891 than in 1S90, remains intact.—[Eastern Argus.

makes

sort of
Sherman re-

consent a

tion.

_

certainly

common

in which
ceived 86 votes and Galusha A. Grow, 43.
Upon the second vote Sherman ran up to
107, the whole number of votes cast being 231. The third trial gave Sherman
110 votes, he wanted only three votes of
an
election.
Upon several occasions
Sherman received 112 votes, and upon
one trial lacked only one vote of an elec-

be introduced to Senator Hill. What a
state of mind the Mugwumps will now
be in.

it

Republican

5,
by
scattering fire

MONDAY, JANUARY 18.

tistics to

the

1850 was

PRESS.

The Hod. George Fred Williams,
Massac&useets has suffered himself

Ho

says:
The most conservative women cannot
if she would withdraw herself within
the shell of the old protection and privacy. The shell is not there to receive
her; laws and usages aro all changed.
If she must, like the mass of women, toil

Higginson refers to the time when
it was thought the less a women knew
Ohio; about business the better, and quotes
was

candidate for
Speaker. It was while he sustained
this relation to the House that the old
Banks contest was substantially fought
over.
The first vote in the House Dec.
gated

for

each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

THE

in 1S61 he

chosen a Senator in Congress from
and with the exception of four years,
when Secretary of the Treasury, he has
ever since held a seat in that body.
When a member of the House in the

per square
square

have

Ohio legislaRepublicans
ture have honored themselves and the
country by re-electing John Sherman to
the United States Senate. As a member'
for her own support, she can no longer
of Congress, Senator Sherman is one of
stay at home and spin, for nobody wishthe few connecting links between the
es the result of her spinning; she must
past and the present. He first entered
the
go out into that vast Babel known as
the House a member of the 34th Conlabor market. If she is protected from
gress then being only 32 years of age. this
necessity, the protection goes little
Although a new member, he took a
law and custom all assume that
farther;
prominent part in the great contest which she should know something for herself,
resulted in the election of Nathaniel P.
should do something for others. The
Banks, Speaker of the House.
married woman is no longer a feme
With the exception of the venerable
an
covert,
irresponsible agent, but in
Justin S. Morrill, now a Senator from
wo
many respects stands alone. What
Vermont and then a member of the
do not always reconiza is that all these
House, he is the only survivor of the
imply further changes, and that
34th Congress.
Senator Sherman was changeswoman must, adapt herself, as
every
successively re-elected to the 85th, 86th Emerson said of all of us, to “the
and 37th Congresses, when on the resig- new works of the new days.”
in the

The

In Daily Press S1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these

In Maine State Press—$1.00
Insertion, and 50 cents per

Matter of

To the Editor of the Press:

six

Daily (In advance) $0 per year; $3
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of thenpapers changed as often as desired.

for first

a

National Congratulation.

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Advertising

Senate

His Re-election to tlie

changes of conditions that
taken place in the last century.
in the

JOHN SHERMAN-

PRESS.

on

sale,

dtd

NOTICE.

Portland, Jan. 12,1802.
I, tlie undersigned, do hereby forbid ail perNettie. K.
ons harboring or trusting my wife
ilie having left my bed and board without just
nuse. I will not pay any bills contracted by
I ler alter

jau!3

tills date.

WILLIAM A. COLCORI).
Iw*

t

grandmother’s remedy

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
ren-

WALDO county.

Isabella A. Ladd vs. Melviua
Judgment for defendant.

Dickey.

Relations of the

HANCOCK COUNTY.

ond

Franklin Land, Mill and Water CornMill and Water Company.
First case before court on motion for
new trial; the second on exceptions.
Motion and exceptions overruled.

George

a

Grippe
Coming.

to the Sec-

POWER OE THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
IS AMERICA.

franklin county.
Bray et als., exrs., vs. Eldon H.

Pullen et als.
Court holds that Eldon H. Pullen takes
an half, and three grandchildren the other half of $7000 legacy; also that to Hiram Hackett is bequeathed all sheep
which testator owned.

Rev. E. P. Woodward
how to Avoid the

His

of

Hearers

Grippe—Remedies

the Grandmothers Better

Than

of

Rows

Doctors-—Professor

held,

SUPERIOR COURT.

Tells

on

Power

—

Lee, of SpringEmigration and the Catholic

Finances of the

Woodfords

Congregational Church.

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Saturday—State vs. George L. Roberts.
The respondent, a farmer living on the

At the

little Second Advent church
onCongress Place, an interested audience
to
listen
to
yesterday
coast in Brunswick, one day in Decem- gathered
ber about 4 o'clock in the morning, was the sermon which the pastor, Rev. E. P.
had
announced on “La
arrested by Sheriff Despeaux two miles Woodward,
below Brunswick village with a load of
the modern plague, considered in
grippe,
lobeight barrels containing 1087 short
the light of history, experience and
sters, which he w*as hauling to the Maine
Central depot. Six of the barrels were prophecy, as to its origin, prevention,
headed up and two were covered with cure and the time of its final disappeargunny sacks tied on—all directed to ance from the earth.”
parties in New York. The government
Mr. Woodward chose his text from
put on a witness who said the night before he took his two horse team and went Luke XXI., verse 11:
to the defendant’s place and read him
And great earthquakes shall bo in divers
places, and famines, and pestilences; and fearthe following letter:
ful
signs and great sights shall there he from
“Mr. Roberts: If the boys ain’t to heaven.
your house take a lantern and go down
The preacher said that these words
to Clough Point so they can see you.
JeFrank.”
were a part of the words spoken by
■Ci.r.l KaTai*a V. 1
ni’iinlH vi An
Roberts was abed; he dressed himself
and went down with the lantern as di- ferred first to the destruction of Jerusarected.
Thereupon two boats came
The witness lem, and second to His second coming to
ashore with 20 barrels.
There have always been
took 12 barrels and brought them to the this earth.
It was the other those, who, from study of the Bible,
Brunswick depot.
eight barrels that Roberts afterwards have claimed that many troubles should
took which he is indicted for. The.penalBut there
the second coming.
ty is $1 for each short lobster, and in this precede
have
case would have amounted to $1087.
always been others who have
Roberts testified that he did not know scoffed at the idea, and at the troubles
who the letter read to him was from; he
as things that had been seen before.
didn’t know the parties that brought the
barrels ashore; he didn’t know what was Within recent years men have been getOne of ting hold of the secrets of nature, and
in the barrels and never asked.
the men offered him $5 to haul those science has told us that famines and
peseight barrels to Brunswick depot, and as tilences and earthquakes will become
the $6 looked large to him he took it.
As the
The jury was out about five hours and less frequent as time goes on.
returned a verdict of not guilty.
earth grows older men of science say its
Robinson, county attorney.
crust glows harder and earthquakes beI). A. Mealier for defendant.
less frequent; as methods of proState vs. Patrick Flaherty and Maggie come
and transportation become betduction
Flaherty.
Complaint for search and seizure at 79 ter systematized famines disappear; and
Centre street. The officers found a jug as
anitary science becomes better underin an empty room containing about two
are abolished.
quarts of whiskey, and were prevented stood, plagues
But in spite of these claims of science,
from seizing a pint of whiskey by the defendants spilling it into the sink on the the fact remained that in the year just
approach of the officers. The defendants passed there had been one of the greatest
denied any knowledge of the jug and
said the room was under the control of a earthquakes, one of the most appalling
tenant who had just moved out, but had famines, and one of the most deadly disThat they spilled
not given up the key.
This course of
tempers ever known.
no liquor to prevent seizure; the smell of
events was, Mr. Woodward said,
liquor testified to by the officers was
An Awful Sarcasm,
from a punch which had been mixed
for Patrick and drank by him, taking on the theories of science.
the last drop in the bottle, which was
The preacher said that plagues were no
The jury
then rinsed out in the sink.
new thing; cholera, yellow fever and the
was out about two minutes and returned
a verdict of eniltv
aeainst Patrick and
jHtijjlUJ
nea t

rti.r.

c*

UWTO

not

guilty

as

to

Maggie.

Patrick Flaherty was sentenced on a
nuisance indictment brought forward
from the special docket to pay $500 or
six months in jail. Committed.
C. A. True, assistant county attorney.
George Libby for defendants.
William O. Fuller, for having in his
possession 30 short lobsters, was sentenced to pay a fine of $30, which he

paid.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
lucier’s Minstrels.

Tonight this company will appear at
An exchange says
Portland Theatre.
the old favorites are better than ever and
The musinew stars have been added.
cal finale of operatic selections was a
mixture of sweetest music, and comic
actions, and a most laughable termination. The clog dance of the Higgins
brothers, La Barre and Mullen, was fine.
Eddie La Barre’s highly grotesque acrobatic feats brought down the house.
George W. La Eosa, with dancing barrels, globes and tables, was a novelty
Lew Benedict in his
and a good one.
funny analogues was irresistible. But
above all the charming music of Mr. J.
K. Lucier, the blind actor, was listened
to with deep interest and appreciation.
There will be a street parade at noon.
Singers’ Club.
Tomorrow evening the Portland Sing
the violinist
ers’ Club, Adamowski,
Haydn Quartette and Miss Kicker will
m their concert at Kotzschmar Hall.
•kets at Stockbridge’s. This will be
The

programme:
mg Chorus.Mendelssohn
Portland Singers.
Solo—Andante and Finale, from Conirto by Mendelssohn.
Mr.

Adamowski.

jreak.Gaul
Portland Singers.
) Solo—‘•Tantum Ergo”.Mascagul
Miss Katherine M. Kicker.
.olin Obligato by Mr. Adamowski, accompaniament for piano and Sizt organ.
Miller’s Wooing.Faning
Portland Singers.
Three Waltzes.Brahms

But those
the

UUTWIJLUJUVU

diseases

present scourge.
ignorant of the

were

I’AIiT II.

Dream Pictures.Whiting
Portland Singers.
Notes.

“Under tlie Gaslight” will be produced
at Portland Theatre Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and (Saturday.
"Little Puck” drew another large and
well pleased audience Saturday night.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate
in this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Westbrook—George W. Jameson to Sarah T.
Jameson. $155.
Scarboro—Katie F. Merrill to Joseph A. Williams. *100.
Windham—Valentine Anderson to C. A.
Smith. $50.
Standisli—Addie F. Shaw to James E. Smith.
__

$1 etc.
Freeport—George W. Soule toSusanP. Soule.
$10.
Dr. Graves, convicted in Denver of the
murder of Mrs. Josephine Barnaby, has

applied

for

a

reprieve

of 00

days.

De-

Wood has secured a number of
affidavits accusing Mrs. Worrell of the
crime.

tective

were

lUtlHUIlvui

different from

In those

days

men

laws of health and

Medicine was worse than
The condition of Europe then
was as bad as Asia now, in regard to
And when men of that
these matters.
time, with a slight glimpse at laws of
sanitation, went to work to improve
their condition, the results were favoraThis showed that the distempers
ble,
were the result of human blundering.
Sometimes the plagues have come from
Asia, or have been sporadic, sometimes
taking long years to travel.
But now, this new form of distemper,
the grippe, comes without starting from
It strikes in
any centre of contagion.
the huts of squalor and the mansions of
It rages toward the tropics
neatness.
and toward the poles; in the mountains
of Colorado and by the sea coasts of
New England.
It is true that it does not seem so seYet if we exvere as the old plagues.
amine the records of the plagues of the
the
number who
old world we find that
died was small in proportion to the number afflicted.
The great peculiarity of the grippe is
that when once it fastens itself upon a
man it clings for weeks, and even years.
The
Death Kate of this City
on one day last week was such that if
kept up it would depopulate this city in
14 years, whereas, under ordinary conditions, the time for such a change would
sanitation.

nothing.

be 40 years.
There have been in times past similar
distempers. The origin of the grippe is
There, seems to be atmosnot known.
pheric conditions that favor its spread;
and the science of bacteriology is doing
something towards explaining this invisible death that hovers over the earth.
There are some who think that conditions in the celestial world may have
cnTripthinor tn Hn with it.
The real question which interests us
is: How shall we meet this condition of
things. AVe cannot flee from' this distemper. AVe must stay and meet it, and
Let
we must meet it if we do not stay.
me tell you that the
Bottom

Haydn Quartette.

(a. Melodie.Paderewski
lb. Gypsy Dance.Nachez
Mr. Adamowski.
Wynken, Blynkenand Nod.Nevin
Portland Singers.

>HUV

of the whole

thing

is

Trouble

sin, [A voice: Yes]
or mine, but sin at

not your sin
time.
That being so, the farther from sin we
can get at this time the freer we shall
be, other things being equal, from this
trouble. [Several voices: Yes, yes.] AVe
are not to understand that it is a direct
But whataffliction for particular sin.
ever afflction we get comes from natural
causes under care of God himself.
Mr. AVoodward next' proceeded to deal
with the practical aspects of the subject.
He said that modern life was terribly
wearing upon the vitality of men ana
women; and vitality was just the thing
needed to fortify one against a disease
like the grippe. Do not overwork, keep
warm in body, cool in mind, regular in
habits, eat nutritous food, get abundant
sleep. Let us heed these rules, and our
chances of warding ojf the disease will
be increased. “An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure.”
And finally, continued the preacher,
if you get the grippe and find that you
must have a doctor, get the doctor who
gives the least medicine. [Several voices,
Yes,yes.] And yet the doctor who gives
most of the

perhaps
some

Old Remedies of the Grandmothers.

There is often

more

good in

an

old

a

whole

If any doctor opposes
our well-tried remedies, hot baths, blistBut
ers, compresses, etc., get another.
after all, the chief reliance must be in
the power of recuperation of the body
itself.
Above all, trust iu God, pray and trust
with a calm and confident mind.
Finally, said the preacher, the one
question that interests us all, is what
shall the outcome be? Science says that
the wisdom of man shall blot out such
of M. D.’s.

row

The following decisions have been
dered:

than in

the grippe; but facts laugh
distempers
science in the face.
But we are not to learn from this pestilence that the second coining is at hand;
for all these things were to go on in the
world while the coming should yet bo
far off; but that there is need of the second coining to put an end to these

over

months,

of

$4000

ffiis

The
is now about
be $7000, after the paywill
and
$8000;
for this payment due February Ifit,
the church has offered
ment a friend of
$500 when the; church raises the
to

paid.

been

give

other

$500._(
GORHAM GRADUATES.

Thirteen

in

the Class of ’91} which Goes out
Next

Friday.

as

things.
CATHOLIC POWER.
Professor Lee Preaches on Emigration
THE

On Friday of this week will occur the
examination of classes and graduation of
the first class at the Gorham Normal
School. Friday forenoon and afternoon
will be devoted to examinations, and the
evening to the graduating exercises.
Each member of the class is to have a
part, as follows;

Theme.Teaching as an Occupation,
Hattie Hilton, North Anson,
School, What?
Theme.After
Mary M. Wood, East.port.
Prof. Lee of Springfield, Mass., spoke
Theme...Habit.
Relation to
Its
Fannie E. Milliken, Ear Mills.
on “Emigration and
Music.
Church and State,” at Second Parish Theme.The .Rewards of the Teacher.
E. Waite. Falmouth.
a
Mabel
before
afternoon,
church, yesterday
Theme.•• ;;.Th« Homes of my Pupils.
Ida M. Mitchell, Deenng.
very large and interested audience. Rev.
for the Teacher.
J. G. Merrill, the pastor, presided, and Theme.Training
and Its Relation to

Church and State.

after the usual services Prof. Lee occupied the desk. Prof. Lee is professor iu
the French college at Springfield, and its

graduates are engaged in the missionary
work of converting their French CanadiRoman Catholic brethren in this country to the Protestant faith, in which thus
far they have been quite successful.
Prof. Lee began by saying: What shall
be done with the stranger? The
is
now
keep him
cry
general
an

But

out.

lie

already

is

here. In Massachusetts iu 1885 there were
885,000 of native parentage to over 900,iatu

uum

iureigu

uuiuuo.

yyajch

either political party dare to put a stringent resolution in its platform in regard
to the great influx of emigration from
abroad, go before the public with it and
alienate the foreign vote? There is one

steamship company that has 3500 agents
in Europe and 3500 in this country securing emigrants and placing them here.

This is but one company and there are 29
others with great capital engaged in the
We not only welcome
same business.
foreigners to the benefits of our institu-

invite them to partake in our
councils. Wien the Grand Army a few
the
years ago marched through Boston,
Bepublican called attention
to the foreign born crowds that filled the
which the
sidewalks and streets
column of veterans passed, a column
that is waning every year. The veterans
made the history of the country, a his-

tions,

we

Springfield

through

on
tory in which the thronging crowds
Go
the sidewalks had no sympathy.
through the streets of Lowell, Worces-

ter, Springfield, possibly Portland, of an
evening between 7 and 9 o’clock, said the
speaker, and you will find their sidewalks swarming with foreign born citi-

zens, with whom you will fall into line
What’s
or you will get off the sidewalk.
to be done with these people on the sidewalks? They must be brought into sympathy with the people marching to the
music of the Union. The thing to do is
to assimilate the stranger to our national
the preachlife. The way to do this is
ing of the gospe of evangelization and
and this is the only way to

by

education,
solve the emigration problem.

aims and sentiments. He is
who doesn’t read the Protestant
Bible. Ours is a Bible civilization. The
foreigner doesn’t read it. The priest govIf you convinoo him today,
erns him.
under the influence of the priest he is
back tomorrow where he was yesterday.
The policy of the Romish church is what
It meets a
it was a thousand years ago.
man from childbirth to death with a sacrament, The man gets a stone for bread.
The sacrament is administered by the
when the church dues are paid, at
with

the

foreign

man

priest
baptism,

Clara F. Harriman, Berlin Falls, N. H.
Theme.. Lights aud Shadows of the Teach-

Marguerite Price, Clumberland Mills.

Music*
Them*. Belative Power .of the School and
>
the Home.
Ida A. Bicker, Watertown, Mass.
Theme.,. Character the End of Education

Mary

who shapes his
course from fear of any human authority

judgment.

Any

man

Ailed, 'Freeport.

r

in Childhood.
Grace M. Lovell, Pride’s Corner.
Music#.
Theme... .Self Control aii Element of Character.
Alice J. Coffin, Freeport.
Theme..What Should the Teacher he to the

Theme.Exaggerations

Pupil?

Theme-.... Obedience, a Habit, a Necessity,
How Obtained.
Mary F. Caswell, York Harbor.
Music.
Conferring Diplomas.
Class
Song, written by Miss Stone.
Singing
Benediction.

Good-byes.
Only six will read.
OBITUARY.
James it. Milliken.

The present generation of public men
in Maine have know n well the kindly,
genial old gentleman who for nearly thirty years had his post in the office of the
Secretary of State at Augusta, and always responded to the title -‘’Squire,”
No official about the state house was
more popular, or will be more sincerely
mourned than James R. Milliken. Mr.
Milliken was a native of Scarboro, bul
bis early life was spent in Portland.
Thirty years ago he became a clerk in the
office of the Secretary of State at Augusta, aud remained in that position, with
but a brief interruption, up to about two
years ago, when he returned to Portland.
For the past six months he remained in
Cumberland, where he died. His wife
survives him but she is so sick that she
probably cannot live more than a few
davs. He leaves five sons, one of whom
Mr.
is Mr. M. C. Milliken of this city.

Milliken was an old member of the Mechanics’ Association.
Henry Hill’s Long Life of Usefulness.

Boston, January 16.—Henry Hill died
today at his residence in Cambridge. He
was born in Newburg, N. Y., January 10.
1795, and travelled extensively in Europe
and was United States consul for Valpaparaiso and Santiago from 1817 to 1821.

In 1822 he was chosen treasurer of the
American Board of Foreign Missions,
which office he held for 32 years. He
was eleven years on the prudential committee of tliat board and nine years treasurer

of the American Tract Society.

Survived Her Husband Only Two Ways.

Saco, January 17.—Mrs. Moore, widow
of Hon. Luther S. Moore of Limerick,
died last night, two days after her husband’s death. Grippe caused both deaths.

confirmation, marriage and
The average Romanist under-

death.
stands that his hope of salvation is in
the hands of the priest. In the Protestant church, man looks up to his God for
direction and then relies on his own judgment. In the Romish church, he looks to
the priest for direction and relies on his

E.

Tlie Foresters’ Ball.

Tomorrow night the Foresters’ ball
The
will be the attraction at City Hall.
grand march will be introduced from the
stage through a descending archway, ilForesters
luminated by calcium lights.
will be here from Maine, NewHampshire
and Massachusetts.
Although it has been decided not to
admit ladies without gentleman escort
the committee w’ish it understood that
Foresters’ wives or lady friends will be
admitted on members’ ticket where it is
inconvenient for Foresters to attend; but
it is only under these circumstances that
There
members’ ticket is transferable.
will be half fare on the Maine Central to
those holding ball tickets.

himself thereby.
The Romish church is and has been for
over a thousand years a political organization, with definite political aims as
plain to her as the McKinley bill to the
Republican party. The speaker illusthe
of
the
Pope
trated
power
by citing the occasion in the German
Parliament when Bismarck wanted to
it until
carry a measure and couldn’t get
he made overtures to the 08 papal memof
the
Pope,
bers, who, by authority
He also
enabled him to carry his point.
eland
was
in
Ir
home
rule
claimed that
only prevented, when Gladstone had
Social Notes of National Interest.
nearly secured it, by the Marquis of Salwith
the
a
Pope.
[Special Correspondence.]
isbury making bargain
He also referred to the success of the
New Yojjk, January 16.—Those visitJesuits estates case, in the French parwill find the following
liament in Canada by similar means. ing Washington
worth bearing ir
In our own Congress a few years ago new reception days
Romish priests succeeded in having mind: Monday, the wives of justices ot
three of their schools placed on the ex- the Supreme court receive; Tuesday, the
and
/•
T»r_1_3__
pense account for public instruction,
V* 1*^0
J
vviixvuviwj
last year obtained money from Congress
for their parochial schools in Indian Ter- cabinet day, Thursday?, senatorial day
ritory, because, as one legislator said, Friday and Saturday, civilian days.
‘‘no uublic man can antagonize the RomWard McAllister’s great annual New
ish church.”
ball at Madiscm Square Garden
Year’s
Tlie
What, then, is the remedy?
The
French-Canadians, who started in with will take place Monday evening.
the defeat of Montcalm in Canada, num- hall has been garlanded and a mass oi
bering some two and a half millions of oddly shaped light designs will throw
people, have, with their increase, not ad- vari-colored hues over the dancers. One
vanced under their Catholic teaching a
pay
step beyond where they were 250 years hundred and eight subscribers
be. One thouago. They swarm all over our country, whatever the deficit may
emigrating in great numbers every year. sand invitations have been issued.
It is the object of our college to follow
On the evening of January 19, the
them and convert them. Our students house of William H. Vanderbilt will be
start from the beginning, with the Bible thrown open on the occasion of the bal
Tlie
ultimate
school.
the
and
given by Mrs. Elliott F. Shepard.and Mrs,
American is not going to be Anglo-Saxon. William D. Sloane. The supper will be
of
the
have
the
to
brilliancy
He is going
eaten in the famous Vanderbilt art galFrenchman, the grace of the Italian, the lery, where later the cotillon will also be
sturdiness
the
of
the
of
Celt,
imagination
danced.
the German, and, if we meet these repreMrs. Bradley-Marten, one of New
sentatives of these foreign nations as York’s richest ladies, will
give a series
us with the Gospel and
to
come
they
of brilliant dinner parties January 16,
train them in the teachings of Christ Je6.
On the 22nd a
ultimate man- 26, 60 and February
sus, we shall obtain an
dance will be given, at which each favoi
hood that shall be of the highest and is to cost two hundred dollars. This seblessed of God.
ries oi feasts will cost the Bradley-MarThe service ended with the singing by tens over
fifty thousand dollars.
’tis
of
of
the congregation
“My Country
M. Depew will
Hon.
Chauncey
give a
Thee.”
stag dinner Thursday', January 28th, at
his Fifty-fourth street home in conunem
Finances of tlie Woodfords Congregationoratibn of the completion of his twenty
al Church.
five years service with3 the New Yuri
i
Central.
Before the beginning of the service at
On January 21, Mrs. Carroll Mercer ol
Woodfords Congregational church, Mr.
Washington, will giveta dinner to Gen
H. H. Nevens, treasurer of the Parish,
eral and Mrs. Schofield/
at
rate
which
made a statement as to the
Postmaster General ’Wanamaker anc
the parish was paying for the enlarge- Mrs. Wanamaker will ,give a dinner tc
Tlie
statement the President and MrsidHarrison Januament of the church.
On the 29th a similar affair will
25.
showed excellent progress. In enlarging ry
be given by Senator aijfl Mrs. Hale, and
the church edifice a debt of
nearly still another by Secretary and Mrs. No
Now, within 15 ble early in February.
$13,000 was incurred.

degrades

—

Ul
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MAINE PEOPLE.

amount has

They Are Travelling Toward the Sunny
South in These Days.

[Special Correspondence.]

Yobk, January 16.—General I. S.
Bangs, of Watervillo, left on the Elbe for
Southampton this week.
George W. Wheeler of Farmington was
a guest at the Fifth Avenue, New York,
New

this week.
Charles N. Davenport and Mrs. Daventhe
port, of Portland, registered at
Cochran, Washington, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. IV. W. Brown and Miss
Farnham of Portland are at the St.
They will make a
James, Jacksonville.
tour of Florida,
Ex-Governor Sidney Perham, of Maine,
was a guest at tho Park Avenue, New
York, this week.
Ex-Senator James W. Bradbury, orfi
Maine, was a guest at the Fifth Avenue

early this weok.
Miss Fannie Mitchell, of Brunswick,
a guest at St. Augustine, Florida.

is

Mrs. Snow and Miss Lane, of Portland
at the Duval, Jacksonville.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Webber, of Bangor,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. Wyman and Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Wyman, all of Millbridge, are
visitors in Jacksonville.
Maine people at Washington hotels
this week included Mr. and Mrs. Pillsbury and son, of Pine Point, Mr. and Mrs.
J. P. Morton, of York Corner, Mr. and
Mrs. S. Worth, of Portland, James W.
Bradbury, J. S. Bangs and Miss E. H.
firpornivp. vptrfst,pvpd from aMaine.”
Portland people at New York hotels
J. F. Cbamplin, Contithis week were:
nental; C. P. Clapp, Granci Union; T.
Tantom, St. Nicholas; E. E. Rand, Sturtevant; G. Hunt, Murray Hill; A. H.
Berry, Albemarle; I. F. Gelkey, Cosmopolitan; F. E. Archer, Earles; H. S. Dyer, Bartholdi; W. A. Milliken, Murray
are

Hill.
From Bangor at Now York hotels this
week; Mrs. Towle, Coleman; L. B.

Wood, Metropolitan.
From Augusta: T.
York; C. H. Phinizy,
Milliken, Murray Hiil.

R. Branch, New
New York; PI. P.

From Calais: C. A. Boardman, Astor.
From Belfast: E. H. Kelley, Astor.
From Lewiston: H. L. Aldrich, Jr.,
Murray Hill; E. B. Tilton, Earles.
From Morehead: C. H. Paine, Grand

Union.
From Gardiner:
W. C. Palmer, St.
Cloud; F. Danforth, Brunswick.
J. J. Graham, SinFrom Eastport:

clair.

From

shire.

Bueksport:

J. Mitchell, Devon-

Bootlibay;

C. J. Marr, Conti-

From

nental.

years, 8 months.
0
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon, at 2 * clock,
from her late residence, No. 1J A streeMvmghtr
ville.

New

A-^te-ft&eiRo^Sei

A't Bethel, January 16, Cynthia, widow of the
late John Bussell, aged 82 years, 10 months.
■In Cumberland, Jan. 16, of pneumonia, Jas.
B. Milllken, aged 81 years 4 months.
In Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 16, William H., son of
Nathaniel and Amanda E. Dyer, aged 17 years
8months.
In 8aco, Jan. 14, Mrs. Mary Wakefield, aged
83 years 7 months.
In Saco, Jail. 16, Mrs. Fanny, widow of the
late Samuel Patserson, aged 68 years.
In Saco, Jan. 17, Mrs. Sarah C. Emery, aged
DO years 9 months.
In Saco, Jan. 14, James Maher, aged 74 years
In Saco, Jan. 14, John C. Bradbury, aged 72
years 1 month.
In Dayton, Jan. 14, Nathaniel Buzzell, aged
,,

Jan. 16, Mrs. Mary A. Davison of
Greenville, aged 33 years 9 months.
In Bath, Jan. 1C, Delia M., wife of Henry
Bartlett, aged 64 years 6 months.
In Augusta, Jan. 11, Dennis Gordon, aged
82 years.
In Gardiner. Jan. 7, Pell Classon, aged 70 vis
In Gardiner, Jan. 7, Mrs. Jerusha J. Webber
aged 79 years.
In Gardiner, Jan. 10, Mrs. Phebe C. W. An
drewis, aged 60 years.
In East Vassalboro, Jan. 7, Samuel E. Mar
dem aged 74 years.
Its Beadfiela, Jan. 12, Mrs. Mary W. Sanford
aged «6 years 9 months.
In Madison Center. Jail. 9, Mrs. Fannie Hay
den Eawreuce, aged 71 years.
Iri Springvale. Jan. 6, Mrs. Sarah Storer.
82 years.
At Kittery Point, Jan. 7. Mary Ellen, daughter of the late Col. Timothy and Hannah Gerrish.
At Kittery Point, Jan. 1, Ellen, wife of Hiram
Grace.
I'll Waterville, Jan. 6, S. B. Trask, aged 06 yrs
Tn North Vassalboro, Jan. 4, Miss Kosabel
Cfcark aged 20 years.
In Abbott, Dec. 26, Samuel Cousins, aged 70
years.
In Searsport, Dec. 31, Fred A. Patterson of
Belfast anti Miss Florence I. Gilmore.
In Pittsfield, Dec. 31, Charles Chase and Mrs.
Jennie Morrill.
In North Berwick, Dec. 30, George E. Johnson and Miss Hattie Abbot.
In North Berwick, Dec. 31, Gilbert Staples
and Miss Mary H. Quint.
In Norway, Jan. 2, Lee M. Watson and Miss
Annie A. Cullinnan.
In Damariscotta, Jan. 6, Mrs. Harriet D.
Gentliner, aged 60 years.
The funeral services of the late Mrs. Elizabeth N. Annis will take place this afternoon at 3
o’clock, at the residence of Mr. Mark Wetzler, No. 116 Franklin street. Burial at Harrison.

[The funeral services of the late Clara A.
Scamman will take place this Monday afternoon
at 2 o’clock, at her late residence, 230 Federal street.
[The funeral servicss of the late Dorcas A.
Green will take place this Monday forenoon, at
11 o’clock, at her late residence, 28 Boyd street.

The week of prayer was observed at
the Congregational church last week, but
the meetings were poorly attended.
Miss Lydia C. Keith has gone to Calais
to spend some months with her sister,

Company

Vice President—Freeland Howe.
Secretary and Treasurer—F. W. Sanborn.
Directors—A. F. Andrews, C. L. Hathaway,
Fred W. Sanborn.
H. Tanner Tost His Foot.

George H. Tanthrough freight on
4he Rochester railroad, stepped between
Mr.

ner, conductor on the

Junction to ad-

shackle, while the train was backHe caught his foot in a crossing
board, fell, and the wheel of a car
a

crushed his ankle. Dr. Parker of Morrill’s Comer, dressed the ankle, and Superintendent Peters sent Mr. Tanner to
the Maine General Hospital in Rich’s
ambulance. There the surgeon, Dr. A1
Last
fred King, amputated the foot.

children.

we

shall put

In Boothbay. Dec. 19, Geo. W. McKowu and
Miss Nellie Gilpatrtek.
In Edgeeouib, Jan. 1, Charles Collins and Miss
May Clifford.
At 1'emaquid Beach, Dec. 25, Ambrose A.
Brackett of New Harbor and Miss Mattie G.
Weeks of Femaquid.
In Dresden, Dee. 26, Lemention Pushard and
Miss Rachel Bickford,
In Norway, Jan. 6, .T. Westley Savage of Medford and Miss Lena Oxnard of Norway.
In Otisiield. Dec. 81, Chester G. French of
Norway and Miss Mabel M. Morey of Otisiield.
In Pittsfield, Dec. 31, Mrs. Lizzie E. Bailey,
year’s.

Madison, Dec. 31, Mrs. Eliza C.
aged 61 years.
In Madison, Dec. 30, Mrs. Sarah L. Daggett,
aged 67 years.
In North Turner, Dec. 20, Map Deering Farrar, aged 89 years.
In Strong, Jan. 3, Fred Lovejoy, aged 55 yrs.
In Pembroke, Dec. 31, Frederick Pliinney,
aged 78 years.
In

COTTON

Abigail Japan, aged 106
afternoon at 2

o’clock,

Dr. Martha S. Vincent, 140

city, January 17, Mrs. Phebe Cole,
widow of the late Horace Cole, aged 82 years.
[Funeral services this Monday afternoon at 3
o’clock, at 161 Oxford street.
Burial at Turner, Me.
In this city, January 17, David W., infant son
of David P. and Adelaide J. McGlinchy, aged
2 months 14 days.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’elflck from
No. 26 Deer street.
In this city, at the Maine General Hospital,
January 17, James Heffler, aged 39 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In Deering, (Morrill’s Corner), January 15,
Mrs. Elizabeth, widow of the late Ross McGuire, aged 65 years.
[Funeral this atternoon at 2 o’clock from Morrill’s Corner. Services at the Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception at 2.30 o’clock.

right.

C. H. Guppy I Co.,
463 C'OiXGRESS STREET.
eodtf
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a
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examine and

BRANCMROWN,
deo,31

461 Qongress St.
| Sign of Gold Boot.
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Corner,

STATION.

Sheriff’s

Sale.

State of Maine, Cumberland ss.
Taken by virtue of au execution dated January 6, A. D. 1892, issued on a judgment rendered by the Superior Court for the County of
Cumberland, at the term thereof begun and held
on the lirst Tuesday of December, A. D. 1891,
to
on the thirty-first day of December. A.
used to decorate our store during D. wit,
1891, in favor of Edward M. Hand of Fortland. in said county of Cumberland, against
the holidays, and now on exhi- Charles H. Fitter of Philadelphia, in the County
of Philadelphia and State of Pennsylvania, for
tiou in our large show window. seventy-nine dollars and sixteen cents, debt or
damage, and fifteen dollars and ninety-one
cost of suit, and. unless sooner redeemed,
The goods are WOT INJURED Ii cents
will be sold by public auction to the highest
bidder
at the sheriff's office in the City Bulldi
in any way, but simply are out ing, in Portland in said county, on the sixth day
of February, A. D. 1892, at three o’clock in the
of order and not perfectly fresh afternoon, live shares in the capital stock of the
New England Artistic Carving Company, being
the original writ in the
and smooth, and for this rea- the same attached on execution
issued.
suit upon which said
Dated at Portland in said county this eleventh
son only we offer them, to close,
day of January, A. D. 1892.
LEANDEK E. CHAM, Sheriff,

at

janlldlaw3wM

3 Cts.

Yard.

a

Arabian.

Eastman Bros.

&

Bancroft.
<12t

i Balsam
invented for

PERFECT AND MEDIATE RELIEF
IN CASES OF PAIS AND 13FLAJHMATI0N.
compound Is achieving the moat
signal triumphs, astonishing mRny who nave ocea'
Bion to use it by the certainty with which it relieves
them of tneirsufTeriiigs, both externally and in^rn*
elly. It is sate and certain in its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys1 'las. Inflammation
0/the Eyes or Boicels, Earache, deafness. RheumaShoulders, Piles,
tism, Pains in Side, Back ox
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchitx
This excellent

CAN AUGHT
Be

more
more

PIAlNTO p
INAUGHT CAN.

Price 25c. and

$1

at al

druggists.

£. MORGAN & SONS, Prop’s,
PKOVrDENCE, a.

>

_aplbeod&wly

THURSTON’S
Snpplies

these in

perfection.

ALSO ORGANS

ROUSLED
With

BAre

DIGESTION
r

Come and see or send for Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

S.

THURSTON,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dec24
dtf
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.
The Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

k
;;!

You

PIANO HOUSE

residence
Washington street.
In tills city, Jan. 17, Elizabeth N., widow of
the late G. O. Annis, of Allston, Mass., aged 52
years.
In this

Prescription busiwill appreciate it

and treat you all

Round the

DEATHS.

at

We

ness.

UNION

_

of Mrs.

your

$3.00 Shoes.
report.

beautiful, more pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
good
Squires, really

[Funeral this Monday

us

Examine "BROWN’S §3.00 Shoes.
BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes vs. all other

sale all the

on

jauie

M ARRIAGES.

years.

Give

On TUESDAY, January 19th,

getting along
evening
nicely; having been able during the day

In this city, Jan. 16,

PREPARATIONS.

Men's

was

Mr. Tanner is a resto read the papers.
ident of Deering, and has a wife and two

&

SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY

D

The company chose E. F.
Smith.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Beals Hotel Company, the
following officers were elected:
President—George A. Cole.

aged 28

aavis

of

»

MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,
Mechanics.
Keep voor Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S, MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.

Friday.

■ ■

I'arxte

line

lull

a

Farmers auri

Colonel Kendall of Biddeford presided

Mr. Tanner

added

Lately

For your Long, Narrow, Slim Feet.

Norway.

just
ing.

Stock Surpassed by None.

Stylish Overshoes

Mrs. Charles Eaton.
HMB
As yet there is not much abatement in
the grippe in this place.

two cars at Westbrook

Every Department.

Ruler Geode

painted in the Maine Central colors, and
presents a much improved appearance.

George

EV

W

services were held at the house of Mr.
.joint yvBiiman, III upper u-wuceauei.
The depot at Rowe’s Station has been

Saturday evening

FULLY EQUIPPED

81 years.
In Bath,

Volney
Cushing spoke
Thursday evening, Jan. 14th.
Subject, “The Saloon in Politics.” Owing to bad weather, hard travelling, and
much sickness, the audience was rather
small, but those present were well entertained, if not convinced.
The body of Miss Miriam Stevens, formerly of this town, was brought here for
Funeral
burial Thursday, Jan. 14th.

captain

c. w.aixen.
Atf

...

Hall

of

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
I', o bailey.
marll

J&mWfflav

in the Town

at the election of

BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
F. O.

at 10.30 a. m„ from her
late residence at Windham Centre.
In Beading, Fa,, January 14, Edward Baker,
sou of JaneX., and the,,late Samuel Kyle, aged

Gloucester.

B.

AUCTION SAUES.

_.,

MAINE TOWNS.

_..

vw

son
rin this city, Jam 18, John F., youngest
of Emery C. and Elizn A. Chase, aged Id years
Q months,
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
17
In Cape Elizabeth (Kmghtville), Jamiaay 17,
Emma A., wife of Eno A. Thomas, a^edAb

any form of Stomach Trouble?

$
|

S
EPEIN TROCHES 5

TRY DR. BRONSON’S
relieve and

cure

you.

25 cents

.russlats or by mall.
,,1
KEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I.

cleel.fi

,<j

8od3wtc

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIKE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

1

--'-

--*

PORTLAND POST
Fall

October

mencing

CARNATIONS.

4,

Tonight,

1891.

ARRTVAE AND DEPARTURE OF MAXES.

Southern#!nd Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Kastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a. m.,
5.05 and 11.30 p. in.: close 8.00 a. m.. 12 in.,
5.15 and 9.15 p. in.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p.ill.,
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p. in.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections
via Boston* Maine railroad, (Western division)
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close
8 a. in. and 2.45 p. ni.
eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a. in. and 1 p. in.; close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m,
Avgusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p. in.; close at 6.15 a.
111.. 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.10 p. in.; close at 8.00, a. m., and
12.20 p.

I dread you, yet I love you more.
in each crimson core!
On Beauty’s breast you’ve made your bed,
From Beauty’s*lips you’ve rifed your red;
1 think that Cleopatra wore
Carnations!
—Boston Globe.

Though Danger's

TTmTT

ill.

lioekland. intermediate offices and connections
via Knox aiid Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and
6 p. 111.; close at 6.10, and 12.20 p. m.
Skovthegon, intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00
a. m., and 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00
a. m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. in.; close 6.30 and
8.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. in.
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m.. 1.00,'and 6. p. m.;
close at 6.15 a. in., 12.20 and 9.15 p. in.
Bidde/ord and Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30
8.00

5.30 and 8.30 p. ill.: close at 6.00 and
in., 12.00, 2.45 and 5.15 p. m.

They met at the Mont de Piete. This
office of pledges and redemptions—this
Parisian shrine of poverty and central
altar of official usury—was crowded. A
long line like a torpidly winding serpent
stretched itself lazily far out into the
Rue des Blancs-Manteaux. For several
hours the clerk behind his grated window has droned out the numbers as he
bent his worn face above the greasy
book in which he i3 busy inscribing
names and addresses.
“Again? So soon? And still pretty?”
with a vicious smile. “Lace pin—with
small diamond—hum! Twenty francs
for 71. Pass on quickly! Next! Well!
And you? A carved crucifix. Ivory? No.
Five francs for 72.”
“No more?”
“No more. Take or leave. You detain
others. Decide.”
No. 72 hesitates. Suddenly a rough
hand tugs at her shabby shawl. She
A moment later
turns. It is No. 71.
the two girls stand side by side in the

a.

Canada, intermediate offices and connections
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25p. ill.;
6.30 a. ni. and 1 p. in.
Gorham, X. H„ intermediate offices and connections. via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. ni. and 12.25 p. in.; close 6.30 a. he, 1.00
close

and 4.30 p. m.
Swanton. VI,

intermediate offices and connections. via Mountain Division M. C. R. E-—
Arrive at 8.20 p. m.: close at 8.00 a. in.
Bartlett, X. Jt, intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 10.00a. m. and 8.20p. in.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 2.45 p. in.
n-11

intnemodiofo r»ffi nno niifl

PAll.

liections, via Portland &Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 and (i.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
11.45

a. ni.

ily Westbrook—Arrive
p. in.

t

at 8.40

a. m.

1.45

and

6.00

Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
6.00 and 8.20 p. m.; close at 0.30 a. m., 11.45
a. in., and 5.30 p. ill.
East-port, (tri-weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. in., Mon-

days and Thursdays.

Chebeague, Long and Bailey's Islands—Arrive
at 9.15 al m.; close at 1.30 p. m.
Peak’s Island—Arrive 10.00 a. m.; close 1.45
p. m.
/Luck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Baymoml
and .South Casco—Arrive at 12 in.; close atl.45
p. m.
Bowery Beach {Ocean House) and KnightviUe
Arrive at 10.00 a. m.; close at 2.45 p. m.
South Portland {Ferry Village) and Willard
—Arrive at 8 a. in., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.
m. and 2.15 p. m.
East Heel ing—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at
5.30 p. m.

—

OFFICE HOl'KS.

Cashier's Office, (Sundays excepted),
m.
m.
a.

7.30 a.
to 7.00 p. 'm.; Money order department, 9 a.
to 5.00 p. m.
Registry department, 9.00
m. to 6.00 p. m.

General Delivery. (Sundays excepted)
to 7.00 p. m. Sunday 9.00 to 10.00 a.

a. m.

7.30
m.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India streets, at 7.00 and 9.15 a. ni., 12.30,1.30,
and 5.15 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. in.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Post
Office window. 9.00 to 10.00 a. m. Collections
fl ora street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.
WIT AND WISDOM.
It Was Necessary,
Fivcl I.ittlp

I'.nv—T thorf.

von

said

von

lived in

B flat.

Second Little Boy—We does—tcntli story.
■‘Wot do you folks want wit a great big bulldog like that cf you live in a tenth story flat?”
We has to have him. Mamma always takes
him along when she wants to speak to the
»
jainitor.”—Good News.

quackery; nothing injurious;

No

sure

cure;

doctors prescribe it; druggists sell; all who
have tried it commend Ath-lo-pho-ros as a specific fcr rheumatism, neuralgia and sciatica.

Might Have Been Worse.
Paterfamilias—There
on

was a

terrible accident

Thanksgiving Day—seventeen people

were

killed.
Little Dot—What time, papa?
Paterfamilias—In the afternoon.
Little Dot (with a sigh of relief)—They'd had
their dinner anyhow.—Street & Smith’s Good
News.

Many honest women suffer rather than apply
a physician;
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Compound has saved thousands of such from
lives of misery and early graves.
to

Couldn’t Lose It.
A little boy sat on the floor playing. Suddenly he set up a howl.
Henry, what is the matter?” asked his
mother.
“The cat scratched me.”
“Why. the cat is not here. When did she
scratch you?

“Yesterday.”

"Well, why are you crying now?”
’Cause I lorgot it then.”- Boston Traveler,

Speakers, singers, and actors use Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral; also, Ayer’s Almanac.
Doubtful About the Kind.
do it, dear?” asked'
they gazed solemnly at the

“Don’t you know how
a

young husband,

as

to

turkey.

“Yes.” said she, “it’s all quite clear, but it
says ‘First clean your turkey,’ and I was wondering whether one should use toilet or regular
scouring soap.—Chicago News.

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor

prescribed

:

Castoria!

Long Reign.
Johnny Boy—Mamma, is

A

lnnrl umpteen

the Queen of
hundred vears old??

Mrs. Bov—Of course not. Johnny.
Johnuv Boy—But I saw in the paper
thing about “Victoria, B. C.”—Puck.

Eng
some-

Kitract, for all Hemorrhages and all
rain. No preparation is equal to it. Inthe Extract Nature and Science are combined. Genuine in bottles with buff wrappers only.
I'oi.ifB

At the Reception.

He—Chawming weccption, isn’t it?
She—Charming.
(After a pause.)
fie—Chawming evening.
She—It is indeed.
(After another pause.)
He—Chawmed to have met you.
She—Thank you.
(After he lias retired.!
He -Chawming girl, ball Jove!
—New York Herald.
Hall’s Renewer is the natural remedy for gray
hair, dandruff and baldness.
“Mother, will you be kind enough to cook the
today” John was so dissatisfied with
the cook that I sent her off without telling him
about it.”
“Certainly, my daughter."
■John (at the dinner table)—Maria, you must
send off that cook. This is the worst meal she
dinner

lias

given

me

yet.—Texas Siftings.

Stranger—Say, Sambo, I’ll give you $5 if you’ll
go through this village tonight and cany off all
the roosters.
Sambo (indignantly)-I ain’t no chicken
thief.

•'I don’t want, you to steal them. Just remove them for a few days. Then you can bring
them back.
“What good’ll dat do you?”

“I

am

’\ f

Carnations that around me abed.
a perfume passioned.
As with the incense rising o’er
The altars where dear Love doth pour
His wine and break his bread,
You wreathe the portals of that dear
That entered once I pass no more!
What wonder that I love, yet dread.
Carnations?

Com-

Arrangement--

Winter

anti

..;

OFFICE-

peddling alarm clocks.—Good News.

:

!

lindens long ago. The night they
spoke of a marriage—their own.
“But it is nothing,” she murmured
while her starry eyes looked past hiu
across the glaring roofs so coldly brig in
in the wintry sunlight. It was broac
day in Paris, but in Jeanne’s life candlf
time had come.
“Paul!”
“My Jeanne!”
“You love mef
“My little one! How can you ask
You break my heart!”
“As dearly as ever, Paul?”
“As dearly as ever.” And Paul softly
stroked a very happy face.
Just then, above the lullaby with whict
.Paris was singing Jeanne to sleep, some
rollicking, distant bells rang out thf
hour. Jeanne raised herself upon hei
elbow, and with one hand threw bad
the drooping locks from her little white
ear.

“Hark!”
As they listened they heard a merry
clatter of high heels on the bare stairway.

“It is—No. 71!”
As she spoke a piquant figure stood
framed within the low doorway.
“Paul!—my saint!”
And then two stood alone in the little
sunny garret, for just at that momenl
Jeanne's soul fled.
“Susanne! You—her saint!” and with
a hoarse cry Paul dropped the dead hand

A
ITne

POWER

NEW

ENGLAND.
Successes

Remarkably

Austin
_

in

Financial
AU itin Corbin*s Rife.

of

Corbin, president of the Long
3X-president of the

Philadelphia and
Beading, is now

of the
New York and
New England
railroad. The
late president,
Jabez A. Bostwiclc, and Direc-

president

Sinclair,
French and Nicktors

erson

have

re-

tired, and the
tew management consists of men determined to make the New England
system “a progressive and controlling
property.” All this is the result of a
“corner,” a “deal” and a “whack up,” as
they say in Wall street, engineered
chiefly by Charles Parsons, of 06 Broadway, who began buying New England
stock in a very quiet way a year ago.
Austin Corbin, who now has such
large interests in the northeastern sec-

tion of the United States, was born in
New Hampshire sixty-four years ago,
his father being a typical Yankee farmer
of limited means. Austin obtained a
common school education, studied law,
completed his le^al course at ffte Harvard law school,land after practicing a
on the straw.
\ while in his native state located in Dav“And so—to her, you were Paul! My 1
enport, la., in 1851. There he organized
God!”
a banking firm with Louis A. JVlacelot,
And Jeanne?
and they succeeded in drawing millions
A little smile stole softly about hex
of New England capital to Davenport
lips. It was Death, who in joke had and
vicinity. Their business was so
tricked Life out of one sorrow.—Johanna
conducted that they went through
ably
QLtfraia iu iii'iUiim r.
the panic of 1807-8 in perfect safety,
paying 100 cents on the dollar of every
Seed Farms of the United States.
claim and attracting the capital drawn
the
The first report ever made through
street.
the timid from other banks.
office of the statistics of the seed by
“Here! Take this,” mutters 71. “I census
When the national bank act was
the United States affords these
farms
of
insist. I stole your luck by my odd
Mr. Corbin at once applied for a
such farms as are devoted passed
number. Besides—it is to cheat the' figures. Only
charter, and on the 29th of June. 1863,
as
are
ina
business
seed
to
growing
devil. No? Why? What a little fool!”
the First National of Davenport was
cluded: There is a total of 596 farms
No. 72 has a face like a pale flame.
His dealings soon made it necin the United States devoted exclusively opened.
Her lips are blue, and much shivering
for him to take charge of the Inessary
to seed production. These farms occupy
has rounded her thin shoulders. 71 is
diana, Bloomington and Western rail169,851 acres of land, of which 96,56" road, and thus he became a railroad
ready, facile, a feminine gamin. She acres
were reported as devoted to seed
thrives on Paris as a dandelion flaunts
and located in New York. Mr.
the census year. This manager
from the crevice of a paring stone. The production during
Corbin is a large and well preserved
industry represents a total value of man and bids fair to be a railroad king
one is smiling, yet dumb with amazefarms, implements and buildings of for
ment. The other talks, laughs, yet will
many years.
$18,325,935, and emploved in 1890, 13,50C
never smile again.
men and 1,541 women.
“Tut! A few francs! What are they
HAD AN EVENTFUL LIFE.
Of the 596 seed farms in the United
to me? And I shall redeem my pin toStates, 258, or nearly one-half, are in the In His Old Ago Colonel Steve on Remorrow, while you”— a glance comNorth Atlantic division, the original
cords His Reminiscences.
pleted the sentence.
of seed production. These farms
Colonel J. D. Stevenson, of San Fran“And I—it was that I might celebrate center
have an acreage of 47,813, or an average cisco, has written a sketch of his life,
Paul's fete day.”
of 185 acres per farm, while in the north from which it appears that he has had a
“You live”central division there are 157 farms, with wonderful expe“At No. —, an attic in the Hue Sainte
of 87,096, or an average of
an
rience, chiefly by
Marguerite. Ho—Paul—works at the 555 acreage
The seed farms of
acres per farm.
theater. It is a good position, but it rehaving lived a
and Connecticut average
Massachusetts
long time and
quires that he appear well to keep it. 142 acres
while
those
of
Iowa
per farm,
seen many noted
This eats his earnings as a moth eats
and Nebraska are 695 acres in extent,
feathers. We are from the south—Paul
people. He was
and are producing seeds on a scale of born Jan.
and 1. He is happy here—but I”1, 1800,
to the other products on Staten
Island,
“Amuse yourself by starring that he equal magnitude
of
the
of
that
section
country.
and Corn elins
may—oh! I comprehend. Here!”—and
2
far
as
there
were
but
So
reported
Vanderbilt was
she draws her into a wine shop. “Waiter!
seed farms in the country previous to his
first playA basket! Now fill it! First—a bottle
1800 (one of these was established in mate.
The first
of wine, then a sugared loaf—then a
in 1784, and the other at
public meeting J. f>. stevenson.
pate—some of those. ’Tis I who shall Philadelphia
in
3
in
N.
1820,
Enfield,
H.,
1795), only
he remembers was at the funeral of Alsupply Paul’s feast. But on one con- 6 in
1830, 19 in 1840, 34 in 1850, 53 in exander Hamilton, and his first dinners
dition, my friend—that you eat your
1860,100 in 1870,207 in 1880 and 200 more away from home were at the table of
halt. Ana the wine is lor you.
raying
were established between 1880 and 1890,
Commodore Vanderbilt’s mother.
the waiter, 71 drops the change into the
leaving 189 unaccounted for as to date
“One of the best women that ever
loaded basket.
or esraDiisnmenr.
“And I who accept this—do not yet
lived,” he says, and when the Vanderblits kept a public resort she served at
know your name!” No. 72 is grateful,
Workingmen’s Coftee House.
the bar and did other work of the kind.
but there are no tears. Tears are a luxTlie Temperance league, of Toronto, Colonel Stevenson claims to have seury with the poor.
has erected a three story substantial build- cured to Commodore Vanderbilt his first
“Call me—No. 71.”
ing on Elm street, which will be a coffee good place as captain of the steamer
“I shall call you—my saint.”
house for workingmen. A company has
but
Well—
that, my girl.
Stoughtenton, and also to have brought
“Anything
been
formed to carry on this idea. The about tho
see
72—1 shall
nomination of James K. Polk
you again.” And she
of the company is to establish and
watches her stagger away beneath her object
by a combination of southern men. His
operate coffee houses in places frequented object was to beat James Buchanan’s
burden.
and to supply them with schemes. President Polk
“Mademoiselle is generous!” ventures by workingmen
gave him a
of good coffee or tea for two cents colonel's commission, and he raised the
the waiter, who has followed them out- a cup
and meals at moderate prices. Friends first
side the shop.
regiment of New York volunteers
of this movement will be asked to take for the Mexican
“Nonsense! It is my caprice! She is
war, with which he
up stock at five dollars per share, and as landed at Yerba Buena (now San Frandying—that girl. It is written. And it
that
the
be
is
work
will
expected
her Paul? A fine, selfish scamp, I’ll warcisco), March 6, 1817.
self sustaining the stock will
He was post commander at Monterey,
rant.” And with a laugh and a whirl largely
probably be worth par.
district commander at Los Angeles, and
on her heel she hurries away.
******
soldier at large all along the coast.
Dogs on the Sea.
After the war ended he went to MokelOne year in a Parisian garret. One
It is a strange fact that sea life changes umno
Hill, founded a town and was
year of green country quiet exchanged the character of domestic creatures.
alcalde. He walked thence with $10,000
for the lullaby of Paris—that mother
After a few voyages they become as dif- in
who too of ten sings her babies to their
gold dust to Sacramento, and finally
ferent f rom the lubberly land creatures located in San Francisco.
Among his
deaths. To be sure, there has always
of their respective species as the sailor is
been Paul, and looking in his eyes
acquaintances was General Sherman.
unlike the landsman. The ship’s dog He has visited New York but
once, and
Jeanne could forget her homesickness.
be quite properly classed as “nonfailed to be remembered by Commodore
And with his arm for a pillow, her may
sporting.” Its life is usually free from Vanderbilt—consequently does not adstraw had not seemed a hard bed. But
excitement. It is obliged to confine its mire him. His reminiscences are of
he was forced to be at the theater early
strolls to narrow limits. It is fonder of
and late. And nowadays his absences
fascinating interest.
the foremast hands than of the cabin
Jeanne fancied
were growing longer.
people, probably because it finds the
Stonewall Fought on Sunday.
at times that he was less tender. Paul
former more affectionate and indulgent.
It has generally been accepted as true
Was it
was tired—tired of being poor.
—London Tit-Bits.
that Stonewall Jackson would never
that Poverty was pinching Love to
fight or travel on Sunday. This is
death? She did not know—but felt a
HU Idea of Angels.
proved incorrect by a paper in Maine,
chill about her heart—a dangerous thing
A little five-year-old of my acquaint- WI1U30 ClULUi
iUUUlUti
do
til
1/110
when the body is also cold.
ance interviewed ins mother tne other
Tenth Maine regiment, which was surSome one else would beat the ragout
the subject of angels having
But Paul came day upon
prised by Jaoksbn on Sunday, May 25,
on Paul’s next fete day.
wings, and on being told that there was 1862, and pursued from Winchester to
anil went auu uouceu uuuimg.
reason to believe that they were so
(Williamsport, to the accompaniment of
One night in his sleep Jeanne heard
equipped, exclaimed, “Oh, mamma, ; rifle cracks. The editor evidently takes
him utter a name.
how funny they must look when asleep no stock in the
story about Stonewall’s
She leaned to listen, hut he said no
roosting like turkeys.”—London Truth.
non-Sunuay-fighting proclivities, espemore, only smiling in bis sleep. She
cially as he states that some of his fellow
thought it was “Susanne.” In the mornJapanese Archers.
soldiers in that fearful forced march
ing she questioned him.
In Japan archers test their arrows by are
suffering from its effects even now,
“1 was dreaming. What of it?” said
balancing them on the nails of the sec- thirty years after it occurred.
he, staring floorward.
ond and third fingers of the left hand
Before he went away that morning he
and rapidly twirling them by the feathAlmost Sees with Her Fingers.
drew her fondly toward him and tenered end with the fingers of the right
The sense of touch is abnormally deand
reddened
kissed
her
rough
derly
hand. If the arrow makes a whirring
veloped in some persons, if the story
slender hands. It was a revival of love,
sound it is crooked and must be straight- that comes from Dexter, Me., is to be
Jeanne thought, and sang softly to herbelieved. There is said to be a girl iu
self all of that day. Life was easier ened.—Philadelphia Ledger.
that town who is able to describle the
after this. Paul grew more kind, and a
The Wife’s Stratagem.
features portrayed in a photograph by
new pleasure was also bers.
cio you go out in this horrible simply
“Why
that
it
is
a
not
know
man's
She did
passing her fingers over the picrain without an umbrella?”
ture. The genuineness of the experiway when he loves one to kiss the other
“My husband said yesterday I had no ment is vouched for by persons who
dumb.
need to buy a new hat, as the one I am have seen the
And every day at noon her “saint”
young lady blindfolded,
I’ll teach and
was good enough.
afterward have heard
came for an hour.
immediately
Every day, in some wearing
him different by tomorrow.”—Dorfbar- her describe the
handed to her.
small way, Jeanne’s small wants grew
"portraits
bier.
smaller. Every day 71 sat by 72 upon
[Electricity in Mining.
the low straw pallet and laughed and
There is said to be a secret society in
bids fair to revolutionize
from
Electricity
until
Jeanne
merry
grew
jested
China, with millions of members, whose
It is particularly valmining
methods.
sheer contagion.
motto is “China for the Chinese,” and
uable on account of the facility and in“We will thank her together—when whose principal aim is to
prevent forexpensiveness ifcith which it can he
you are well again, my Jeanne, and find eigners from living in that country.
transmitted fofuse as a motive power
out also her real name,’1 Paul would
from any distance. It is also being emin
his
absentminded
Victoria’s
way.
outnumber
say
granddaughters
When Jeanne was well again!
her majesty’s grandsons by almost three ployed for ventilating, lighting, pumping and for alnipst every other purpose
One morning she seemed suddenly so to one.
hitherto served)? by steam, being found
weak that Paul found it impossible to
Seventy women have licenses for sell- less costly and dangerous, and infinitely
leave her. For the first time lie became
more satisfactory.
ing beer and liquor in New York city.
uneasy. She did not complain, merely
Thousands sinkTfoto an early grave for want
remaining strangely quiet. And her
of a bottle of Dr.ItBull’s Cough Syrup.
This
The blood-cleansing qualities in Ayer’s Sareyes shone as on that night beneath the saparilla render it Invaluable in skin disorders. great remedy would have saved them.
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The Short, Bright Career of Gen.
Turner Ashby, C. S. A.
A Possible Hival of Stuart aud

an

Emu-

lator of Forrest—His Exploits in the
Shenandoah
Heath in

a

Ending

Valley,

in

His

Skirmish.
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SHBY’S

light

went out forever
Jeb
just as
-* •,
ifL Stuart’s d a z z 1 ed
all the land with
its brilliancy. On
June 6, 1862, the
dashing Murat, of
the
Shenandoah
valley, tumbled
from his saddle a
dead king, and six
days later the
trumpet note that
sounded “Boots
;
and Saddles” for
Stuart’s romantic
ride around the Army of the Potomac on
These
the peninsula heralded a new lung.
two typical sons of chivalry—chivalry that
rivals at one
was no myth—were fated
stage of the war. Both had taken active
part in that tragic preliminary of the conflict, the Harper’s Ferry episode of 1852—
Stuart as an officer of the United States
army and Ashby as captain of a company
of volunteer cavalry.
At that time subsequent events in the

tfyj

lives oi eacu

were

uiuiueu.

auuiuci

> ui-

unteer commander of Virginia vigilantes
at Harper’s Ferry was Maj. Thomas N.
Jackson (Stonewall), leading a corps of
cadets from the military institute at Lexington. During a campaign of several
weeks, guarding the Fiftomac river against
further abolition raids, Jackson and Ashby
became warm friends.
Jackson, as a
trained military man, saw in Ashby, the
saddle sportsman of the Blue Kidge hills,
a bom soldier ■with hero blood in his veins.
Gen. Ashby’s grandfather, Capt. Jack

Ashby,

was

Washington’s lightning

mes-

senger to announce Braddock’s defeat to
the government at Williamsburg, and
Capt. Jack’s son, Col. Turner Ashby, father
of the general, was a soldier of the war of
1812.
Young Turner Ashby won local fame in
the sports and pastimes of his day. He
was a crack hunter, a social hero, and one
of the most graceful and daring riders in
the tournament which during his young
manhood flourished on Virginian soil. In
the jousts he personated the “knight of
Hiawatha,” and in Indian paint, feathers,
beads and buckskin, suddenly swooped
down the track on a fiery black stallion,
bareback and without bridle or rein—a
startling, wild and picturesque figure,
bringing vividly to the doors of the peaceful planters of Virginia the scenes of the
wild west.
5r the “John Brown war” of 1859
y kept up his company of volunteer
cavalry, and as soon as Virginia sounded
the secession note in 1861 took to the saddle
and marched on Hai-per’s Ferry to seize
Jackson also
the government arsenal.
hurried to the spot with a body of state
troops and exercised command.
Such is the lay of the land at Harper’s
Ferry that the post can only be defended
on the Maryland side by a force on Maryland Heights, and Jackson sent Ashby
with his company to picket those hills.
While on this duty Ashby had a chance to
serve his cause a turn that an army could
not have excelled. During the first Bull
Run campaign, while the Union army was
marching from Washington on Manassas,
another Union army under Gen. Patterson
moved down Cumberland valley to the
upper Potomac to threaten the Shenandoah.
While Jackson and Ashby were at Harper’s Ferry, as above stated, Patterson was
gathering his army around Chambersburg,
Pa. In order to learn Patterson's strength
and plans Ashby made a spy trip to his
camp. Disguised as an humble countryman he passed himself off as a horse doctor
and completely deceived the Union pickets
and scouts along the route. His information put the southerners on their guard in
the Shenandoah, and Patterson’s army was
checkmated at every step, a fact that contributed to the Bull Run disaster.
Meanwhile Jackson was superseded for
a time by Gen. Joe Johnston as Confederate leader in the valley, and Johnston
called Col. “Jeb” Stuart to the front as
chief of cavalry in that section. Stuart
was younger than Ashby, but he had been
in the old army with Joe Johnston and
Robert E. Lee, and enjoyed their favor.
Ashby was on the point of quitting the
service when Jackson interfered and got
him detached to another field beyond
Stuart’s bailiwick. When Johnston made
his celebrated march to Bull Run field
Stuart followed him, and Ashby’s star
arose again.
Bull Run made Jackson
famous as “Stonewall,” and with a major
~----

---

““
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Shenandoah in command of the district,
and Ashby resumed his old place as chief
of cavalry. Ashby had not been idle in the
interim, but as lieutenant colonel of the
Seventh Virginia cavalry had thrilled the
hearts of his neighbors with numerous exploits. The young men of the region proclaimed him as the leader of their choice
bv flocking to h:3 standard.
J ackscn began a sharp campaign in the
extreme winter weather of December and
January, Ashby’s cavalry bearing the
brunt, making forced marches in snow so
deep that the horses had to be led, and
striking right and left until their enemy
was driven across to Maryland, the railway
and canal west of Hancock, Md., being cut.
and closed against Union traffic.
The campaign of 186:2 opened at Winchester in March, when Banks’ army began
its historic “advance and retreat” in tho:
Shenandoah. Ashby took two companies
of his own regiment and skirmished with
Banks’ advance until it entered the town.
His passion for seeing what was taking
place within the enemy’s lines led him to
linger behind when his troopers fell back,
and on attempting to regain his command
he found his way blocked by two men, and
a large hostile force on either flank push-

ing far >h advance of him. lie rode quietly
then
up to withiu a few paces of the meu,
put spurs and dashed on them at a gallop,
shooting one and dragging the other along
by main force to the Confederate lines.
This kind of personal daring had a charm
for the actors in the early scenes of the
war.
It was such recklessness of danger
that made Ellsworth a hero, immortalized
young Winthrop at Big Bethel, crowned
the name of Lyon with laurels in the west
and made Phil Kearny the idolized war
god of the hour. Such deeds—und there
were scores of them during Ashby’s short
career, could he possibly have survived the
perils—would in time have placed him
beside Forrest and Custer as a leader of

daring attacks.

—_

LOST AND FOUND.
Stonewall’s methods, however, called for
other qualities in a cavalry commander,
and in carrying out his chieftain’s policy
to “always mystify, mislead and surprise
the enemy,” Ashby was as cunning as he
rrVTTE only place in the city where you can get
In Jackson’s
JL every description of gold, silver and nickel
was reckless at other times.
done; we give special attention to cleanplating
.March
one disastrous battle, Kernstown,
ing. repairing and refinishing old plated ware,
33, 1863, Ashby played a masterly game. hand plating on carriage work, polishing,
All day on the 22d he skirmished with his buffing, etc.; lowest prices for fine work; we
STEVENS, WOODguarantee satisfaction.
enemy, Shields, drawing him farther and
MAN & CO., cor. Fore and Union Sis, )iml8tt
farther from his supports. On the 33d
TLIOUND—We can save you 20 per cent, on
Jackson had his infuntry on the field and
A
buying of us cleft wood for lire places,
the battle opened. Ashby was stationed in
birch edgings and birch slabs; dry.pine edgings
front of the Union right wing v.ifth »
75 cents foot, good fine slabs 50 cents foot, kiln
dried birch spool wood 0 large baskets for 85
meager force of cavalry, four infantry com
or small quanticents: all kinds of coal in
panies and one battery. Jackson led the ties .as low as the lowest. large
All the above goods
main body of his infantry against the
we give good weight and measure, we will give
Union right and was bloodily repulsed.
you good dry wood kept under cover and of the
best quality.
Give us si call at BRUNS St
Ashby held his own and covered Jackson’s JOHNSON,
foot of Wilmot street.
Telephone
retreat.
306-4.18-1
Soon after the Kernstown fight Jackson
lady’s bad complexion and rough,
learned that an army under Fremont was
pimply skin by using Flora A. Jones’famoving on his rear from West Virginia mous Blush of Hoses, bought of YOUR DRUGwith the purpose of entrapping him between
GIST^1H-1_
two foes—one from the lower and one from
black Hound about 3 months old.
lo-l
the upper end of the valley. As he was not
Call at HI Emery street.
strong enough to cope with both, he relast chance to buy Skates at
1
solved to disappear with part of his troops,
low prices is nearly over. Acme Club
go around Fremont's column and head it
Skates, all steel. 45 cents; Long Reach Skates.
nil
59 cents; ladies’ and Misses’ Strapped
Hied,
off, then turn against Banks, who was on
Skates, 64 cents; at RAGE’S BAZAAR, 261
the other front. Ashby took the task
Middle street._15-1
of keeping up a clatter in the old lines
sum of money; the iinder will he
facing Banks while Jackson was away, and
suitably rewarded by leaving at 17 Vine
succeeded to perfection. Jackson fought
street.
_15-1
Fremont’s advance at McDowell on May
OST—About Dec. 25th. 1891, a carriage
meanwhile
Banks
8,
actually retreating
J lamp supposed to have been dropped in
before Stonewall’s shadow, which Ashby afreet; also Dec. 31st or Jan. 1st, one hors©
jt.Wat, on Green or Cumberland streets, becaused to hang over the valley.
The finder
.i City Hotel and corner .Casco.
With Fremont disposed of for a time.
»*■31 jq suitably rewarded by leaving at stable,
Jackson turned again to Banks. The whole ; 431*7 Congress street. FERNALD & SAWYER.
14-1
force marched down the valley toward !
Strasburg where Banks lay behind fortifi j
OST; LACE SCARF. —Taken l>y mistake
cations, and Ashby pressed the Union outJ Saturday. Jan. 9th, during a “Tea'’ at 110
posts, feigning attack. Then with a sudden State street, a large Spanish Lace Scarf. Picas©
to office of Portland Press.
13-1
return
dash he appeared miles away on the Union
left and rear between Front Royal and
have found the greatest cure oil
[BOUND—I
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
Strasburg. His instructions were to cut
their worst, chronic forms; I suffered twelve
wuiaio
iiic
auu tauiuau su tw
years and tried every known remedy. SufferBanks’ army, but in carrying out these ers write to me and enclose stamp. MISS E. S.
several
com
he
met
from
ORR, East Harpswell, Me.
jan9d&w2m*
orders
opposition
panies of infantry guard posted along the
TO LET.
track. Although his enemy was sheltered
by buildings, fences and the high railroad
chance for a live busiembankment, Ashby attacked in saddle, mo BE LET-A rarefor
the
a term of
X ness man to lease
and was at first successful. He burned the commodious stable on Neal street,years
40 feet
Buckton railway station, destroyed the
feet
for
25
stalls;
50
square. 10 stalls, loom
front on Neal street, running back to stable
wires and tore up rails, and then turned
about 56 feet; good ventilation,; sewerage and
had
concentrated
who
the
guards
upon
Sebago; plenty of room for a commodious carUnion rear.
across his pathway to the
riage house; liow occupied by .John H. Lee,
Apply to
Hoping to stampede his opponents, Ashby possession given February 1st.
18-3
GEORGE K.KKLY, No. 10 India street.
called upon his men to follow and rode
KENT—The spacious and well located
over fences and ditches up the embank
store No. 241 Middle, now occupied by
ment, relying upon saber and pistol to cope
Ohenery & Co., as a wholesale fancy goods
with rifle and bayonet. Three times the establishment; also a manufactory connected
charge was repeated, and two of Ashby’s therewith. Frontage about 26 feet, depth 85
BENJAMIN
Possession Feb. 1, 1892.
captains fell by his side before he gave up feet.
SHAW, 51 Va Exchange street.janl6-tf
the contest.
LET—Two very desirable tenements, cenThe remainder of the campaign, so distrally located; Price .$10 and 812 per
astrous to Banks, was an inglorious one
month; also for sale 6 houses near Union
for Ashby’s cavalry. For some reason the
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange
men, with few exceptions, fought on their street.16-1
own hook and but a handful rallied around
BET—Tenement of 8 rooms, 22 Park
their leader to follow up and harass Banks’
street, coiner York, over store. $10.60 per
Forest
month. Inquire of M. H. FOSTER,
retreating column.
When, in turn, Jackson made his retreat City Dye House.__16-1
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FOUND—A
ITIOUND—Your
LOST—A
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up the valley a few days later to anticipate
Fremont’s column that was threatening
the rear, while Gen. Shields pressed the
Confederate front, Ashby made a skillful
defense with the rear guard. One day a
Union battery advanced close enough to
stampede the cavalry and infantry of the
guard with a volley of well aimed shells.
This stroke was followed up by a charge
of Union cavalry, which Ashby repulsed
by personally leading a small ambush
party made up of stragglers that hovered
in the wake of the column.
In an affair of this kind Ashbv ended his
career at Harrison burg, June 6.
Fremont’s
advance, under Gen. George D. Bayard,
was pressing Ashby’s guard closely, and
the leading detachment was successfully
ambushed and its leader, Col. Percy Wyndham, captured. Col. Kane’s Pennsylvania
Bucklaiis were behind Wyndham, and
Ashby laid another ambush for them, aud
with two infantry regiments attempted to
strike the Union column in the flank,
Kane’s men, however, delivered the first
fire, and Ashby, who bravely rode at the
head of his men, was shot down almost instantly. So it was with him as with his
chieftain, Stonewall; with “Jeb” Stuart
also, and with our own Kearny, and with
the ill starred Bayard himself a few
months later. Death came notin the ideal
way of some grand hurricane of battle, but
in a trivial collision that counted for uothing in the final result. Had Ashby lived it
is quite probable that the Shenandoah valley would have become the theater cf exploits as startling as those which in the
west made Forrest renowned as the greatest volunteer general of his time.
George L. Kilmer.
A Stowaway in Central Africa.
A person hiding himself on board a ship
until the vessel shall have sailed so far
from land that it is not Worth while to return and put him ashore is usually called
a “stowaway.”
But the term may be applied to land traveling, too, as Mr. Stanley
discovered when he was leading his small
army of Africans from Lake Albert to
Zanzibar.
A few Europeans, including
Emin Pasha, accompanied him. One morn
ing a little boy eleven years old was found
in me camp,
it seemed mat a week before this he had left his father’s village
and joined Mr. Stanley’s porters, having
covered his head with cloth in order to escape detection. His father, however, turned up to claim him. When asked why he
had gone away with strangers, he said that
he wanted to see the place where the guns
came from and where the thunder rnedi
cine (gunpowder) was made.

Mill and Grain business;
Maine; yearly business
$60,000; profits over §4,000; large cash
Do not
trade; every modern convenience.
wish to sell but will lease for five or ten years.
Only reliable parties need answer. Address,
“Grain.” Press Office.15-1
LET—Grist
TO finest
location in
over

mO LET—Up stairs rent, 7 rooms. No. 37
i Clark street.—Small house, 4 rooms, rear
Clark street.—Half brick house, 10 rooms,
corner Winter and Danforth.—Rent by itself, 5
Vine street-—Two down stair
rooms. No. 19
rents, 6 rooms each. No. 57 Hanover street.
Apply to ELIAS THOMAS, No. 120 Com39

I

j

TITO LET—House No. 210 Cumberland street.
1.4-1
X Inquire at 130 Franklin street.
en

"TATANTED—Boy to work in a wholesale
V T
store. Address, giving age. &e., P. O.
Box 678, City.18-1
PARK

COOK
_STREET.18-1

Protestant girl would like hoard and room;
would go in private family; terms must he
Address
reasonable; can furnish references.
16-1
K. K. H. this office.
»

TSTAXTKl)—A girl for general housework.
T T
Call at M rs. Chenery’s, 91 Emery street.
16-1

__

WTanted—A Protestant cook at003CONT>

or

good stair! way and corridors, all newly finished in natural
\ wood. Steam heat, good plumbing, lire proof
vault, These offices may lie had at very reasonable prices. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exj change Street.13-1
mO LET—Upper rent No. 812 Congress street,
X consisting of G Rooms in good repair. For
particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange Street.13-1
desirable

at 457 Cum-

LET—Very
street.
TO berland
BE LET—The elegant residence
TO late N. C.term
Sawyer, in Deering, is
for lease for
of

CRESS STREET.15-1

1S-4

the
offered
of

years; possession given
of E. A. NOY ES, Treas.

a

j

rooms

immediately. Inquire
Public Library. 85 Exchange St.3-tf

LET—A very pleasant upper tenement of
No. 19 Atlantic
seven rooms In house
street; rent S15 per month. Inquire of B. TV.
j JON ES. 95 Commercial street.
11 -tf
;

TO

mo LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
X Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA. G
Daufortli streat.
oct7-tf
MISCELLANEOUS.

PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,
onus.
Pictures framed.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. 11. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con12-1
gress streets.

PICTURES!
good picture, for
would do well to call

FOR SALE.
teas at very
SALE—Fine
prices.
FOE25c.,
36c., 40c., and 50c. Our 50c. Tea is
Portland lor the
low

new

the finest one, sold in
Call for free samples.

GEO. H. LORD,

cor.

money.
Be3t Roller Flour. $5.40.
Congress and India sts.
16-1

__

XT OR SALE at cost

I have

a

few imported

trouserings left which I will sell at cost, to
Perfect lit or no
room for Spring goods.
FRED W. GROSSTUCK, 10 Free
money.
street.Ifi-lw
make

GKO.

new stout
or wood or

traverse ru
carting; 1
1
pung; new light trotting s
11. MARCH, »9 Oak street.'
SALE—1

FOBpung for coal
second hand

SALE—The

FOB
Thomas street.
its

toe residence, I
Modern and first

Inquire of S. B.

N'O. 243 Commercial street.

WANTED.

No. 148

street.

11

or

appointments.

WANTED —At

Very
single, on

TOR RENT—No.
Exchange
suite
desirable offices
I
second
third floor front and rear;

KL

fai

tv OK SALE—Waste milk for feeding <
JC colts or liogs. Will make oontrac’
week.
FOREST
any quantity per
1
CREAMERY, 987 Congress street.
>

SALK—A great bargain in new' dm.
built and none hotter
JVOKsleigh, thoroughly
style; very high back. Call at 249 OOMMF.

CTAL ST.120

SALE—A tw'o storied house, corner
Sheridan and Monument streets. Apply a
8-4
the. house. 87 MONUMENT STREET.

IVOR

SALE—At cost, rather than carry over
my Fall and Winter Wootens. Trousers
from
from S3 up. Suits from S20 up.
S20 up, for cash only. Good fit or no money.
2 7
F. W. GROSSTUCK, 10 Free street.

IVOR

Overcoats

■V/Sf ANTED—All persons

in want, of trunks or
Tv
hags to call at E. 1). REYNOLDS, 556
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;

evenings until

9.

ja.nl 8-1

public to know that .1. G.
CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 13.7 Clark
street.
Speaking tubes and bells of every
description put into hotels, private houses and
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted;
orders by mail attended to.
L
1

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

WANTED—The

sell the history of
Agents
the Dr. Graves, Sawtell and Almy murders,
wanted to

profusely illustrated,

all in one large book.
Sells for 10 cents. Send 10 cents for sample
and terms.
JOHN J.
LANE, Publisher,
Laconia, N. H.
11-4

ANTED—Situation as traveling salesman
w
v V
by a smart, capable, trusty business man.
Twenty years’ experience, selling goods instore
and on t he road, groceries, hoots and shoes,
baker’s and confectioner's goods. Specialties
in
the general trade. Good references. Address
''W,” 482 Court,street. Auburn, Me.
5-2

to buy from $1000 to $15,NOTICE—Wanted
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
cash
for

highest
ladies’ dresses, gents'
price
and children’s clothing, and gents' winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
auglOtf

All “errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headtired, weak and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by
aches,

A, M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN
548 1-3

Congress

St.

CONSULTATION FREE.
jan24

H. E.

eodtl

MILLS,

3E®i^30-0> TTL&IO.Oir.,
Order Slate at Chandler’s 3Iusie Store 4(!i
Street.
lehoeodut

Congress

Nash. 81 v«
Manhattan Elevated.104%
Michigan Central.105
Minn. & St. Louis.
0%
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 22
02%
Missouri Pacific.
New Jersey Central.112x-d
Northern Pacific common. 23%
Northern Pacific pfd. 67%
Northwestern.117%
Northwestern pfd.141
New York Central.114%
New York. Chicago & St- Louis. 20%
do pfd. 80
Ohio & Miss-•:... 22
Ont, & Western. 20%
North American. 10%
Pacific Mail. 37%
Pullman Palace.187%
Reading. 40%
Rock Island. 01%
St. Louis & San Fran.
boms &

Quotations of Staple

Products iu the

Leading Markets.
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy

Sterling

Exchange Quiet and Firm Government
Bonds Dull and Steady—Railroads Active
and

Firm—Stocks C losed Firm.

At New York money is easy, with no loans,
closing offered at 2 Vi per cent. Prime mercantile paper 4Vi@6 per cent. Sterling Exchange
quiet and firm with actual business in bankers’ bills 4 82% for 60-day bills and 4 84%
tor demand; posted rates at 483Va@485
Commercial bills at 4 82V4®4 84V4- Government bonds dull and steady. Railroads are
active and firm.
The stock market yielded after 11 o’clo-k, becoming quiet to dull, and the early gains were
in most cases lost. Chicago gas displayed considerable weakness, deelineing fractionally.
New England, Rock Island, Erie and St Paul
were the only active stocks and the dealings
lacked feature throughout. The market finally
closed with a firm tone generally at a shade better than first

prices.

Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre-

gated 143,500

shares.

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf SVicjconfectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6e; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Retail Grocers'

Railroad

Receipts by Maine Central K. R.—r or Port-

land, 87 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 100 cars.
Foreign Exports.
Schr Nantasket—576,007

_

Quotations.

Grain

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COKRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Friday’s quotations.
Opening.
Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

Feb.

May.

101%
10134
100%
101%

bush;

23%
07%
117%

rye,

141
114%

2014
70
22

20Vs
10%
37%
187%
40%
91%

pfd.

Express.4... 50
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific... 13-%
do pfd. 305/a
[T. S.

Western union. 83%
sugar Trust. 80
do pfd..
Richmond & West. Point. 10%
do

pfd.

Dregon Nav.

70
88

„.

50

13%
30%
835%
785,4
16%
72%
87

May.

Feb.
50 Vs
50%
50Vs

Jan.

Opening. 50%
51

Lowest. 50%
Closing. 51

4-9%
49%
49
49 ii

50%
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jau.

Feb.

May.

101%

Opening..101
Highest.101

102%
101%

Lowest.100%
Closing......101

Boston Produce

Jan.

May.
49%

Feb.
50%
50%

Opening51
Highest. 51

49%
49%
49%

50%

Lowest. 50%
Closing. 50%

60%

L4 0Obeli 50; backs at 14 50;«14 75; lean lends
it 00 00 if 15 00; pork tongues 10 50; butt pork
10 50.
Hams at 9 ^c; smaildolOc; pressed hams
11
e.

Lard—Choice 7c g lb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb
>ails incs 8%c.
lb ;eountry do
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6c
5c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 29@30e;
Alley higher; firsts and extra firsts at 23 «,28e;
extra imitation creamry 22@23e factory choicee
jxoruieru

Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
37V2/il 50 41 bbl; choice Vt and northern N
K and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 i> bu;
•ose 46c; Houlton Hebrons 60c; Aroostook HeL

irons

46c.

Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea, 1 95@$2; marpea, 81 90®1 95; choice screen pea, 1 60 a
L 70; hand-picked med. 1 85®1 90; choice yelow eyes, 1 85@1 90; California pea beans,2 20
22 30; hand-picked, 2 30® 2 40.

Seed—Timothy. 1 55®1 65;red top, 1 75@$2;
Jersey, 2 00©2 25; clover, 8@9c ;Hun;arian, 90c®$l.
Hay—Choice. 17 50,5818; some fancy higher;
air to to good at $15®$17; Eastern fine, $12@
Western

§14; poor to ordinary Sll®814.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, 1 50@1 62V2; Maine
tnd N. H. choice Baldwies.l 02y2@l 76;Green; Kings 82®2 50.
ngs 1 50®1 62
Chicago Hog Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Jan.

"May.

90%
90

Opening.

Lowest. 84%
CORN.
uau.

Opening. 3S%
Closing. 38%
1

41

41%

Saturday’s quotation*
WHEAT.

May.

90%

Opening..
Closing...
Jan.

May.
41%

Opening..
Closing.

Dally Press Stock 1,1st.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Far Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128Canal National Bank.100
116
117Bank.100
Casco National
98
100*
First National Bank.100
40
40
40*
Bank..
National
Cumberland
115
117*
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
100
116
118Bank....
Eraders’
National
103
105
Fortland National Bank.... 100
114
116*
Portland Trust Co.
100
Portland Company.
80
90
60
Portland Gas Company.
116
120
Portland P.ailroad Company
Portlan d

Div’d off

BONDS.
Portland City 6s, M’ncip’l various.. 100
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid, 1907... 123
Portland City Funding 4s.102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.100
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.110
Bangor City 6s, long Municipal.118
106
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid..
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895.... 104
B.
R.
6s.105
&
Leeds
Farmington
Maine Central R. R. 1st. mtg 7s.... 115
Maine Central R. R. Con. 7s.133
Maine Central R. R. Com 4 s.103
Maine Central R. R. skng fluid 6s... 103
Portland Water Co’s 6s, due 1899. .108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, due 1927.. 95

110
126
123
105
112
120
107
105
106
117
135
105

105
110

97

Boston Stock Market.
following wex-e to-day's quotations

of
in Boston:
Eastern Railroad 1st 6s, 1906.122
Lewiston, Me., City 5s, 19 7.111%
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth K.x.dl26%
Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 431/8
C.B.& Q.107%
Mexican Central. 21Va
on Pacific. 48
on & Maine R.162 V2
The

stocks

pfd.145
elephone.210
'ork and New England R. 49%

do

pf d.106 Va
isin Central. 19%
Central.

o

xv ew

x

om iuiiuuj$

aiucuBi

(By Telegraph.)
,W YORK, Jan. 16, 1892.—The following
okay’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Coal..37
citing Coal..16
12
imestake.
llario.44
uicksilver. 4
do

pfd.22

00
00
00
00
00
00

Mexican. 170
Gould & Curry. 115
115
Yellow Jacket.

Ophir.

2 80

Best & Belcher.
Con. Cala. & Va.
Horn Silver.
New

irm.

quiet

York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Jan. 16,1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
of Government securities:

Jan. 15.

New4’s ..
New 4’s coup.116%
United States 2s reg.100
Central Paciiic lsts.10 %
Denver & R. G. 1st..116%
*
Erie 2ds..
Kansas Pacific Consols.108ys
Oregon Nav. lsts.109
Kansas Pacific lsts.IOC Vi
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.147
American Express.117
Central Pacific.33%
Ches. & Ohio. 26 Vi
Chicago & Alton.139

Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.. 107%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 124%
Delaware, Lackawana & West..139%
Denver & Rio Grande. i6Vi

Erie. 32%
Erie preferred. 78%
Illinois Central.107ys
Jnd., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West.. 22%
Lake Shore.122

Jan. 16.

ana nrm.

r reignis

rainy

active anu

Jan.
Jan.

1G, 1892.—Wheat closed firm

8614c for
Corn closed rather firm at 38% for Jan; Ills
®4114c for May.
Oats closed steady 2914c for Jan; 3114c for
M ay.
Pork closed firm at $11 80 for Jan; 11 6214
'or May.
Lard closed firm at 6 25 for Jan; 6 5214®
3 66 for May.
Short ribs closed firm at 5 5714 Jan; 5 8714
for May.
ST LOUIS, Jan. 16,1892.—Wheat firm at 87
5,87% c cash.
Corn firm at 36%@36%c cash;36ys@37c bid
Jan.
Oats steady at 30c cash and Jan; 31 Vi @3114
_

May.

DETROIT, Jan. 16,1892.—Wheat steady for
No 1 Whits at 91@0114c cash! 95@95%e for

May.

Friday’s quotations.
NEW Y0RK.Jan.15,1892,—The Flour marked-receipts 25,635 packages; exports 1360
bbls and 33,017 sacks; sales 20,450 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 30@3 90;
city mills extra 5 00@5 10; city mills patents
5 10®5 40; winter wheat low grades at 3 30@
3 75'; fair to fancy at 4 00@4 76 ;pateuts at 4 0
®6 25; Minnesota clear 4 15@4 50; straights
do at 4 35@6 00; do patents 4 50@5 15; do rye
mixtures 4 00@4 75; superfine at, 2 90@3 60;
fine at 2 75@3 25. Sothern flour dull and heavy;
Rye flour quiet and weak. Buckwheat flour
at 1 80® 1 90. Buckwheat at 53@58c. Corn-

unchanged. Wheat—receipts
79,500 bush; exports 181,392 bush; sales 138,000 bush; dull, lower and weak; No 2 Red at
meal

dull

and

9914 e@l 00 in store and elev, 1 00% @1 0214
afloat; 1 0014@1 02% fob; No 3 Red at 98@
98
c; No 1 Northern 1 01% @1 03; No 1 hard
1 04% @1 06; No 2 Northern at 9714c. Rye is
steady and quiet; Western at 97@99c. Barley
quiet and unchanged; No 2 Mil —c. Corn—receipts 162,675 bush; exports 151,413 bush;
sales 211,000 bush; opened weaker, closing
stronger and fairly active; No 2 at 50%@51c in
elev, 51%. @52 % c afloat, —c f o b; No 2 White
—c; No 3 at 46@47c; steamer mixed at 4914®
51c. Oats—receipts 91,225 bush; exports 39,525 bush; sales 110,000 bush -.dull and weaker;
No 3 at 3614c; do White at 37% c; No 2 at 36
®37c; White do 3914c; No 1 at 36!4@37c; do
White at 39%c; Mixed Westernt 3 14@37 c;
White do at 38@42 c;White State 38@4214 c;
Coffee—Rio quiet and
No 2 Chicago at 37c.
firm;No 7 at 13%c. Sugar—raw steady and
quiet; refined steady ;No 6 at 3%c;No 7, 3%e;
No 8 at 3 9-160; No 9 at 314c; No 10 at 3 7-16;
No 11 at 3%c:No 12 at 3 5-16e; No 13 at 314 ;
off A 3% @3 15-16; Mould at 4%c; standard
A 4V4c; Confectioners’A at 4V»c: cut loaf at
514c; crushed at 5 e; powdered at 4 6-16c;
rtraniilatpH A

(i(S)A ii-1

1

flllhPS 4
Pftunited 627a c. Pork

quiet aud steady;
fairly active and steady; Beef dull; beef hams
beef quiet; cut meats steady and
tierced
quiet;
quiet; middles quiet. Lard lower and (lull;Western steam 6 60; city steam at at 6 05196 10;
refined ill fair demand aud firm; Continent at
6 60@6 97Vs; S A at 7 50. Butter is quiet and
firm; State dairy 17®25e; Western crm 21®
SIVac; Elgin at 31®317ac. Cheese in moderate demand and firm.
Freights to Ijverpool Arm and fairly active;
grain per steam —d.
CHICAGO,Jan. 15,1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 9,000; shipments 3000; fairly active
and steady to strong;no extra steers on market;
top priSes 4 90(0,5 00; others 3 25®4 65; Stockers 2 30®3 00; cows at 1 1U®2 65.
Hogs—receipts 37,000; shipments 10,000:
steady; rough and common 3 85 A3 95; mixed
and packers 4 00®4 10 ;prime heavy and butchers’ weights 4 l-'®4 25 light 3 85®4 10.
Sheep—receipts 5000; shipments 1600; active
and steady; native ewes at 3 25@4 25;mixed at
4 35®4 75; wethers 4 75@6 30; Western 5 05®
troleum

5 30

116 Va
100

10o%
116%
1^7
108 Vb

1-9

147
117
33%
26%
140
.16o

107y«
125Vi
140
16
32

72Vi
107%
22M:
122

90c; No 2 Red at 90. Corn—No 2 at 41c. Oats
—No 2 at 335/20; No 2 White 34V»c. Rye at

J^Pl’er.18^21
Norway!!!\
gfc.i^gao
Li*ffldry..".I!8%%7'lS
(iaermaSestee'l.....|3y?
Sl“el.a'2%

Beftned

Receipts—Flour. 105 bbls; wheat 8231 bush;
bu; oats, 1852 bush.

..

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Jan. Hi. 1892.-Tbe Cotton
market is quiet and steady; sales lbo5 bales;
at J-lbc,
ordinary uplands at o 3-1 (>c; do Gull
good ordinary stained at 4 ll-16e; middling
stained
7
do
15-lbc;do
Gulf
at
7
0-lUc;
uplands
7%c.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 15, 1892.-The Cotton
market is firm; demand good; middling b lo-16.
CHARLESTON, Jail. 15.1802.-T110 Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%c.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 15, lS92.-The Cotton
market is firm; middling 6 ll-16c.
MOBILE, Jan. 1 ,1892—The Cotton market
is firm; middling 6%c.
MEMPHIS. Jan. is. 1892.—The Cotton market is firm; middlings 6 15-llic.

Lambs 4 2P®6 75.
CHICAGO.Jan. 15,1892—The Flour market
is easy and dull. Wheat weak and lower; No 2
Spring wheat at 85c; No 2 Redat86%c. Corn
dull and weak; No 2 at 3814c. Oats dull; No2
at 28c; No 2 White —. No 2 Rye at 82yac. No 2
Barley 60e. No 1 Flaxseed at 96c. Provisions
lower; mess pork at 8 12ys®8 25. Lard 6 15
®6 17'"'. Short rib sides at 5 40®!i 60. llry
salt meats—shoulders at 4 50®4 62%; short
clear sides 5 75® 85.
Receipts—Flour, 19,000 bbls; wheat, 56,000
bush; corn 117,000 bush; oats, 97,000 busli;
rye, 10,000; barlev. 44,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 27.000 bbls;wheat. 46,000
busb; corn, 214,000 bush; oats, 201,000 bush;
rye, 9,000 bsh; barley, 39,000 hush.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 15, 1892.—The Flour marWheat closed 1 14
ket is quiet and unchanged.
lower; No 2 Red at 87c. Corn closed 14 lower;
No 2 at 36%®367e. Oats quiet and lower ; No 2
at 30c. Rye quiet; No 2 at 82*/ac.
Barley is
steady and unchanged; Minn at file. Provisions dull and shade easier; pork 9 00®9 50
for old, and 11 37Va for new. Lard at 6 05®

Market,

Havana

(By Telegraph.)
for
HAVANA, Jan. 16,1892—The demand with
has
been
good during the week
Sugar
Molasses
only- small business transacted; at
2 2o®’
sugar regular to good polarization
37% Kind O' qtl; Centrifugal 92 to 9b deg po2

871/3 6
larization in lihds, bag* and boxes at
3 12 V>; stocks in warehouses at Havana and
and 420 lihds;
Matarizas 28 boxes 190,000
receipts for the week 82,000 bags, 320 lihds;
57,500 bags, of which 45,000 were to

bags

exports

the United State.
Freights firmer.
f

tjdcholce.39&10

Sheet .I
..6 g«Vs
Fine

.«»....

FROM'

FOR

Saale.New
Valencia.New York .Laguayra Jan 20
City of Berlin .New York- Liverpool .Jan 20
Teutonic.New Aork. Liverpool ..Tan 20
.New York. Amsterdam Jan 20
Edam
Alvena.New York Gonalves, &c Jan 20
Allianca.New York.. Bio Janeiro .Jan 30
Colon .Jan 20
Lampasas .... New York..
Niagara .New Yoik. .Hav&Sagua Jan 20

&

.“..5 37®5

roller.
clear do...

5 15fe5

StLouis st’gt
.5 50@5
rooler.
clear do... 5

Grain.

I

lev/grades.4 75®5

25@5

Corn, car lots.. 57@" 8
00 Corn,bag lots. 60®62
Meal, bag lots. .59® CO
25 Oats,car lots.. .44®45
Oats, bag lots. .46^.48
25 Cotton Seed,
car lots.. S28®28 50
62
bag lots S29®30 00
25 Sacked Br’n
car lots..
821®22 00
651 -bag lots. ,$23fe24 00
37 Middlings.. $23®2 00
bag- lots. #24fe27 00

Wnt’r wheat
patents... 5 76©6 00
Fish.

Cod—Large
Shore

6
.5
3
.3

....

Small do.
Pollock
Haddock..
Hake.2
....

Provisions.

Pork.Backs® 15®15 50
deal*.. .14 75®15 00
short Ctsl5 00fel5 25
25®6 50
00®5 25 Beef,extra
8 50® 9 00
00®4 25
jaess
25®5 50
plate... 10 00® 10 50
00®2 50
ex-plate. 10 50fel1 00
Lard, tubs. 6Vi@ 7Vi
■

■

Scaled...
14@18c tierces... 6'-•'(§> 7
pails.... 6Vifel2
Mackerel, bl
Shore Is..# 24®$2G; pure leaf.lOVifell
.10
®10
Shore 2s..8 14®816 Hams :
dooov’rd.ll fellM
Med. 3s... 1150fe$13
OilLarge 3s..
Produce.
Kerokene, Portland ref. pet... 6 Mi
CneCran’s. .6 00®8 00
Pea Beans.. 2 00®2 15
Ligonia.G
Centennial. G
Medium do.
Pratt’s Astral.. 8 Vi
Ger. rued... 1 75@2 10
Devoe’s brilliant 8
Yellow Eyes.l 75® 2 00
Raisins.
Cal. Pea.. .2 65®2 75
Irish Potat’s 50® 55c Muscatel... .1 50@2 50
2 50®3 00 London lay’r2 ()0®3 50
Sweets
Onpura lay’r. 8 feOVi
Onions—Natives.2 50®2 75 Valencia.
6W®7
Geese.
14® 15c
Sugar.
Chickens...
15®171b Ex-qual’ty fine
Fowls
13® 14c
granulated.. .47-16
Turkeys.... 17® 18c standard do... 4:1a
Extra G........ 3 Vs
Annies.
....

.....

1

Bam-

1

seed.

wins.1 75@2 001 Red Top... 1 00®2 00
1 55® 1 60
.2 25@2 50 Timothy..
ating.
8® 12c 1 Clover.10 @14
vap y> ih..
Batter.
do old....
7@ 8c I
...

Creamery.28@30

Lemons.

.4 00@5 OO'GiltEdge Vr’mt.27@20
Palermo
Messina... .400@4 75 Choice.20@21

Malagers

Good.19@20

...

Store.18@19
Oranges.
Cheese.
2 75@3 75
Florida
N. Y.fct’ry.12
@18%
Eggs.
Eastern ext__ 28@27 Vermont. .12 @13
...

Held.24@25 Sage.14
21

Limed.

@14 Vi

Leather.
New York—
Light...
.19@20
Mid weight... .21 @2a

Bread.

PiotSup.7%@8
do s<j.5%@6
Crackers ....5 @6

.....

Heavy..22@23
Cnmberland.4 50@5 00 S laughter.31@ 2
Good d’mg.-19@20
Acadia.....
6 00 Am. pail.60@70
Chestnut....
Coal.

7
6

Franklin....

Lehigh.

Lumber.
50
00.:Sfth pine'-®30@$40
Clear pine—

Coffee.
Rio. roasted.... 19@21 Uppers.$S8@60
Java do.......29@30)Select...$4C@52
Fine common. .S38@4o
Coogerage.
Hhhd shooks & lids— I Spruce.$13@14
90
Hemlock.$11@12
Mol. city. .1 80@1
Sug.eount’y 90e@l 00 i Clayboards—
>
Country Mol,
Spruce, X..$3G@38
hhdsnooksl 15@1 20 Clear.$34@35
2d clear.$25@28
hhd hdgml
No 1.$16@20
32 in. 24@26
12
Pine.$25®50
Spruce3oin 20®
Soft pine35 20@22
Shingles—
HardpneS 2b@30 X cedar.... 3 r 0@3 75
Clear cedar. 3 00@8 25
Hoops 14 ft.
X No 1.2 00@2 50
Hoops 13 ft.
No 1 cedar. .1 26@1 50
Hoops 8 ft.
Spruce.1 26@1 50
Cordage.
Latlis.spce. .2 00@2 16
Amer’u t> lb. 10@11
Lime—Cement.
Manilla
12@14
Lima,!? csk. 1 00®1 20
Manilla holt
@14 Cement.1 40@1 bO
rope.
Matches.
Russia do.
17@18
50
Sisal.8Va@9Vi Star,V gross
Diligo.
39@40
Drugs and Dyes.
Metals.
Acid Oxalic.... lv@14
Acid tart.40@42
Copper—
Annnouia.15@20 14®48 com... .00@25
25
6 <<i @ 8 Polished copper.
Ashes, pot
35
Bals copabia... 6 @70 14x48 planished.
20
Beeswax.86@40 Bolts.
sheath.....
5
Y
M
Blch powders...
....

_

•..

.12@14

Borax
Brimstone.

..

2

Y M Bolts..

%@

27

Bottoms.28@30

5

Cochineal...... 40@43 Ingot.13@14
Copperas.1 Vs® 2
TinCream tartar™. .30@33
Ex logwood... 12@lh straits...22@24
Char. X. Co..7 00®7 50
Char. I. X. .9 2 @9 55
Terne.6 00@8 50
1G@18
Antimony...
Shellac.3- >®40 Coke.8 00@8 60
Indigo.8 c®.i l Zinc.. 7 60®8 00
lOVs
Iodine.3 7o®84 Solderl&xVi

cape.15@25>
Camphor.504652
Mytrh.52®55
Opium.2 25®2 50
Aloes

251

Ipecac.2

Molasses.

Licorice, rt... .15® 0 Porto ltico.30@40
Lac ex..34®40, Barbadoes. .,. .3z®33
Morphine.. .1 95®2 0 Cienluegos_38@40
Oil bergamot4 00@4 25 Boiling.
Cod liver.. .1 10® 1 35 Fancy Ponce.. .39@40
Nalls.
Lemon.3 26®3 50
Olive.1 00® 50 Cask,cut.... 1 00®2 00
wire..2 1 ®2 2-■
peppt.3 25(23 50
Naval Stores.
AVintergreenV 00®2 12
Potass br’mde..28®33 Tarl9bbl. ..3 7‘’@4 00
o
tar.... 5 25®
Coal
Chlorate.17@18
Iodide.2 85(0,8 00 Pitch.3 0O®3 26
.3
Pitch.
Wil.
.90®9'
00(®3 5
Oiticksilver,
Quinine....... 31 ®86 Rosin..3 00-®4 00
50
Tupentine,
gal. .38®48
Kheubarb, rt.76c@l
Rt snake.3o@40 Oakum.8® 9
-.

Saltpetre.logie
30

Senna.25®
Canary seed.... 4®4Vt
Cardamons .1 00@1 76
Soda, by-carb3 @6%
Sal.2 Vs @3
Sulphur.3: @3
Sugar lead.20@22
White wax.
.55®G0
Vitro], blue.

Vanilla,bean

Whale.: 0@G0
Bank.3 ®45
Shore.30®33

Porgie.00@35
..

.8 0r®4 00
-4 <>®(i 50
siiot.25 lbs. 1 50
■■

Sporting.

Boiled.41@46

Sperm.1 00@117

Lard.. .66®76
®10 Castor.1 2»®1 36
.90c@l 00
$10®13 Neatsfoot

Gunpowder—Shot.
•'

Blasting

Oil.

Linseed.38@43

.8

Duck.
No 1,.32
No 3.28
No 10.20
8 oz..12
10 dz.16

Elaine.26®50
Paints.

Lead00
Purfeground.7
7

Red.

.....

a

7

50

@714

EligVen Ked.3

(g^Va

Rochelle...
Klee

2ya

Am Zinc-5 00@7 00

Drop
Riee jp ib-5Va@7
Buck. B, BB,
T. TT, F.1 76. .RiUlgoon-5%®6
Saleratus.
Hay.
5@5 va
Piessep.$12@13 Saleratus
Spices.
Loose.*10®13
Straw.H 9®-10.Cassia, pure-lfi@17
....

Tron.

Common 2...,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wertueslays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
ind Saturdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
novlO

..

"da

....
..

New York.. Hav&Mex. .Jan 23

Portland... Liverpool.

.....

New York.

.Jan 23
23
23
23

Rio Janeiro. Jan
IVerni.New York. .Genoa.Jan
.New lone. Liverpool. .Jail
Vl uiia
.New York. .Bremen.Ian
Eider
Jau
La Gascogne.. New York.. Havre
.New York. .Amsterdam Jan
Edam
.Portland... Liverpool .Jan
Sarnia
.New York.. Bremen.... Jan
Havel
Britanic.New York.. Liverpool Jan
.Jan
•v',rk- Antw-i-p
•'ri<wl<ind
Hama.New York... Hamburg .Jan
..

.....

..

■

Royal

26
27
27

23

..

YorxHav & Mex. Jan 30

Yorffy’Liverpool Jan 30
JaWTiS.
“"MINIATURE
Etruria.New

ALMANAC,

gay.! il^Bttide {;;
o

Royal

istews

7 mace.76®80

(g^Vsl Nutmegs.70®73

Dec.

31SI

Jan.
28tli
lltli Feb.
14th

Guptill, Buenos Ayres—W F

M
MSchGeo
&

Adams, Standish, Philadelphia—
Clark
Chaplin lee Co.
Sch Good Templar, Simmons, Friendship—J
H Blake
Sch Chaparral, Teel, Port Clyde—J H Blake.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Bootlibay Harbor—D Choate.
SAILED—Tugs Harold, with barge V olunteer
for New York; C W Morse, with barge Kodiak,
for do; barque Matthew Baird; brig Henry B
Cleaves; sells "Wm M Bird, Nantasket. Marion
F Sprague. Elm City, Rhode Island, Minnie C
Taylor, A B Sherman.
SUNDAY, Jan 17.
Arrived.
Steamship Manhattan.' Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to JB Coyle.
Steamer Forest City, Snowman. Boston.
Sch Beuj T Crocker, Deer Isle for Boston
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

HORSE ISAND. Jan 16-SId, sch Carrie A
Lane, Houghton, Baltimore, (to load coal back
c
to Portland.)
In port, sens Willie H Higgins, Bernard, and
Nelson E Newbury, King, lor New York; Geo
S Tarbell, and Maud Sherwood, do.
At Jewett’s Cove loth, sch Wm T Donnell,
Davis, for New York, ready.
-v>
DISPATCHES,
Ar at Melbourne Jan 15, ship John C Potter,
San
Francisco.
Meyer,
Sid fin Liverpool 15th, steamer Sardinian, for
Portland.
Ar at St John, Pit, prev to Jan 14, brig Telos,
Coney, New York.

EXCHANGE

Notice to Mariners.
Vineyard Haven, Jan 16—An H S can buoy
has been placed in 24 feet water to mark the
wreck of schr Mary E Oliver, sunk at the entrance to this harbor, in a* position from which
the West Chop Light bears NW 5-8 N, distant
y-lOths of a mile.
r
Memoranda.

Sch C II Eaton, from Port Johnson for Portland, which went ashqMwnear Wallis Sands Life
Station 6th Inst, while Mi tow of tug Wm Slater,
is still in good condition and is to be floated.
Cant Hamilton’s lighter Florence Tower is employed in taking out her cargo of coal. Tug
Plymouth is'in attendance.
Baltimore, Jan 14—Brig Chas Ptirves, Small,
which sailed from this port Nov 25 for Havana
with coal, has not yet arrived out,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
in., and l.io, 1.30 and 5.10 p. ni. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m'., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. ni. and 1.3b
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. ni. For Rmdcfleld and Canton, 7.10 a. in. and 1.30 p. in.

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. in.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.-10 and 5.50 p. in. From Gorham, N. H„ S.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. ni.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. ni.

From

TICKET OFFICE
50

and Depot Foot of India Street,

Exchange Street,

Louis via Chicago $26 and
San Francisco,
California, $90 and

and $19.75; St.

$21.50;
$60.25.

L.

decs

These rates

are

subject

change;

to

J. SFAKGEAXT, General Manager,
dtf

NEW YORK—Ar 15th', brig Daylight. Fisher,
Point-a-Pitre; sehs ChaHotte T Sibley, Bartjett,
Jacksonville; Jennie S Hall, Watts, Brunswick;
John M Brown, Brown, Virginia.
In Hart Island Roads 15th, schs Mattie J AlCld 15th, sch Etna. Jordan, Jacksonville,
les, from Elizabethportfor Portland; JobnS
Beacham, do for Boston.
BOSTON—Cld 15th, £chs Geo P Davenport,
McLeod, Glasgow; Benj Hale, Hall, Baltimore.
Ar 16th, schs R P Chase, Terrell, Kennebec;
Ariosto, Gilbert, IiocklAiid.
Cld 16th, barque Tremput, Brophy, Portland;
sch Yale. Handy. Phipsbnrg and New York.
Sid 10th, schs Geo P Davenport,for Glasgow;
Childe Harold, Philadelphia; Daisy Farlin, and
Susan N Pickering, coa’stwise; Geo H Ames,
Brunswick; Henry Clausen, Philadelphia.
ASTORIA, 0—Ar 14th, ship Reaper, Taylor,
New York Aug 29 for Portland. O."
PASCAGOULA—Ar 16th, sch Eleanor, Vose,
Havana.
SABINE PASS—Sid 9th, sch John C Smith,
Kneeland, Vera Cruz.
PENSACOLA—Cld I5th, sch Geo Twohy,Farrow, New York.
FERNANDINA—Ar 15th, schs May O’Neil,
Watts. New York; Wm Smith, Babbidge, do.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Cld 15th, sch Jos Souther
Keen. Boston.
NORFOLK—Sid 25th, sch Warren Adams,
Gilchrist, Rio Janeiro.
FORT MONROE—In the Roads 14th, barque
Isaac Jackson, from Baltimore for New V ork.
BALTIMORE—Ar 17tli, schs C A White, for
Salem; Jennie Lippett, Chase, Horse Island.
Sid 14tli, schs Levi Hart, for Cardenas; Walker Armington, for Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, sch Wm O Snow,
Paine, Fall River.
Cld 14th, sch Mount Hope, Crowley. Boston.
Ar 15th, schs Jennie Lockwood. Poland, from
Philadelphia; Jennie R Tomlinson, Tomlinson,
Newbern.
/
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 15th. sch Edna &
Emma. Richardson, Gedrgetown, SC.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 14th, sch Drisko, Drisko,
Baltimore.
•_
NEW HAVEN—Ar I6$h, sehs Sarah Eaton,
t; Sardinian, Lord, do
Hopps, New York for
for Rockland.

BRIDGEPORT—Cld lath, sen Nat Meatier,
A

sch Nathan Law-

PROVIDENCE—Sid 15th, sch Race Horse,
i,
Henshaw, New York.
NOBSKA—Passed eastl5th, sch Benj C Frith

from New York for Boston.
VINEYARD 11 AVENVjAr 15th, sell Cassie F
Jameson, from Darien for Portland.
Sid 14th, schs Nellie. Joe, Seventy-Six.
Ar 15th. schs Oliver S Barrett, Wallace. Baltimore for Boston; Myra W Spear, Caswell, New
York for do.
In port 15th, sells Palestine, E H Smith, Carrie C Miles, David Torrey, Viola May, Clias H
Cassie F JameTrickey, Frank G Rich. Aldme,
son. Oliver S Barrett. Myra W Spear.
sch
15,
Franklin.
HYANNIS—In port
Amboy
for Boston; Jennie G Pillsbury, New York for
Rockland.
PROVINCETOWN—In port 16th, schs Jas A
Brown, and Druid, from Thomas ton for NYork;
Effie J Simmons, do for do.
SALEM—Sailed 16th, schs Cambridge, from
Boston for Portland; Charley Woolsey, Boston
for Rockland; Lizzie Dewey, Reynard, Halifax
lor New York; Ben Hur, Boston for Bath.
Also, schs Druid, Hutchins, Thomaston for
New York; Effie J Simmons, Maloney, do for
New York tor Thodo; B H Jones, Cookson,
maston; Rattler, Hunt, do for Eastport.
schs Penobscot.
16th,
GLOUCESTER—Sailed
Philadelphia for Belfast; Effie J Simmons, ThoYork.
maston for New
PPORTSMOUTII—Below 16. sell Wm Wilson,
Port Johnson for Portland; Win T Emerson,
Boston for Rockland; geprel, Boston for Belfast; Ariosto. Rockland for Boston.
BELFAST—Sid 16th, t*h Addle Jordan, Harriman, Charleston.
BOOTIIBAY—Sid 14t®'sch Ella 11 Kimball,
Kimball, for Blueliill, tolfcBd for New York.

ijorts.

Snow, Whitman, New YfFk.
Ar at Demerara 4th iBfet, sch Belle O’Neil,
Duuton, New York.

ami.

«

4th
18th
3rd

Feb.

6th Feb.
20th ‘,

Mar.

»

> ■

5th Mar.

cattle
will
Numidian
*S.
carry
and only eabiu passengers. Cabin $40 to
of
state
and
location
steamer
to
$60, according
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
of Allan Line Steam-

STATE LIME {Service

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 anti upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and

Galwav. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Applv to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
MCGOWAN, Portland, or FI, & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
dec24

PACIFIC MIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

LINE FOR

—

California, Japan, China, Centra! and South

Mexico,

America and

F'rom New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San "Francisco via The Isthmus

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
COUCHO.sails Wednesday, Jan 20, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m.
F"or Freight. Passage, or genera! information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 state Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LOE.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullsleeping cars. Call on or address E. E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pacific Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass,
eodly
janl9
man

■

Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long AYliarf, Boston, 3 p. in. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the AVest by the Penn. It. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Round Trip 818.00.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,

Agent,

70

B.

Manager,

LongWharf, Boston.
SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf

Mass.

Steamship

International
—

FOR

Co.

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. Bv

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
On

and after Nov. 2, and until further

no-

tice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked
to destination. jgg^Freight received up to 4.00
p.

A!!-trains vestibulerl from end to end, lighted by
gas. Tinequaled dining ear sendee.
15, 1801.
novi. m a lk
Tim; taiil ;.
l.cavfe New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia! at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. B1„ 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. »., 12.15 night, Sundays 9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.
_

m.

at the Unor for other

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply
ion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.,
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
AYliarf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’I Manager.

Parfor

cars

onr

trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.
Boston
dec22

office, 2ll Washington street,

__dtf

In Effect. November

QONSUMPTION!

16, 1891,

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.80 p. m.
RETURNING Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS DAILY—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy, liuckfleld for W.
Stunner and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixfleldand Mexico: also for Brettun’s Mills,

L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
dtf

Livermore;

ll.

MAINE CENTRAL K.

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal

For

and the West.

Providence. Nov. 18. 1891.
Me. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. X have taken five 6-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shah come cut
I
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady is well known in Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.

307 Wall street,!
(
Gents—I have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food. My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to lOffpounds. Last August
I tried your Food, and have Used it up to this
I have recovered my former health,
date daily.
and now weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. HUGUNIN.

Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891.

Andover, Mass., Dec, 3,1891.
Murdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our experience with yoqr. Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my bus-

On and after November 29. 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00

p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell ami
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30

life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
severe illness of mine,
together with the
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exhaustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost
to rheumatic fever, and complete. derangement
of the digestive system, so that he could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the, simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
thing after another, but ail to no good. At last
he hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
thrill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, ancihe gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which liad
very fast.
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
aud felt like a new man. To ail who knew him
and his former condition, he was a walking
advertisement of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid
Food will soou set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
gratitude, and this acknowledgement of the
benefit received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
MBS. PEECIVAL F. MAESTON,
Andover, Mass.
janllMjW&Ftf

p.

in.

p.

m.

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. m.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Keadiield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. in.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. in.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30

Bangor via Lewiston,

1.10 p. m.; via Augusm., *1.16 and $11.30 p. m., ana on
at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. in.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

ta, 7.15

a.

Sundays only
m.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.80
p. m.

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Kuns daily, Sundays included, $Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.
Quebec

White Mountains and

Line.

For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
Tiie 8.45 a. m. connects for all points .in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
rrom warerviue aim oewisiou,

o.ou a.

m.,

Au-

gusta, Bath and from Eockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 9.30 a.
m.; Farmington. Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12 35 u. m.; St. John, Bangor. Eockland,
etc., 13.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Eockland. 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.:

baud’s

dtf

IhOA

niwKF

in 1

l

je27

A, L.

From Boston every

Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.: Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCK EE,
Vice. Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BQOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 20,1891.nov24dtf

Boston & Maine R.
In Effect October

R.

4, 1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Seirboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. 111.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00. 8 4o.-10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. ill.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. 111., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Palls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m..
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; 'Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. in.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
18.45 a.m., 512.40, 3.30 p.m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. 111., 1.00,
4.00 p. Ill,

...

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.; Amesbury, 0.00 a. m., 6.00 p. ill.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth,- Newburypovt, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (12.00 a. m. daily) t9.00 a.
m., (51.00 p. m. daily) 16.00 p. m.
ton

Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. ill.. (19.00
12.30 p. m., (*7.00 p. m. daily.)

a.

m.

daily)

B

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

ers.

and way stations, 4.40 p.
Kail Lines for New \rork,
West.
South and
50onnects with Souud Lines for New York.
tWestern Division from North Berwick Sun-

For Portsmouth
m. tConnects witli

_

FALL

ARRANGEMENT.

days only.

FARE OWSjY
THE NEW AND

PALATIAL

•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station. Congress street, and
at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FUKBEK,
Vice Pres, aud Gen. Man., Boston.
D. .1. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A.. Boston
M. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.

$1.00.
STEAMERS,

TREMONT AND PORTLAND,

Alternately leave Franklin Wliarf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.L1SC0MB,
General Agent.
Manager,
dtf
sepltf
ISLAND STEAMERS.

,.

Ar at Sydney, NSW, Ath inst, barque Corypbene, Townsend, Tacoma.
Passed Isle of \\ ight Jjth, ship Robert L BelYork.
knap, from Havre for New1st
inst, sch Addle E
Ar at Vera Cruz prey H)

-x.m,

Sardinian,

Circassian,

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS MD MEXICO. Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.

From

I

From

Parisian,

*Numldian,

Washington

,v.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
cago $20 and $15.75: Detroit $16.75
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75

JUI13.G

1

—between—
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Mew

Agents.

,,

K.

E.

Domestic Ports.

Forei

1891,

Liverpool | Steamships | Portland. 1 Halifax.

Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—

IpWi,

After MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES.

Steamships.

Mail

T

From

16.

Sell Cygnet, Gott, Tremont.
Cleared.

FALL RIVER-Sld
rehce, Philadelphia.

and

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL

xunv.

Douglass, Philadelphia.*;!

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. ROYAL BLUE LINE.
Finest and Safest Trains in the World

Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,

~jeLiia,ioL

g % 1”

Friest, Joggins, NS, for New

h°?vaiitasket,

1
Portland._
[ January 24.

nov23dtf_

ft

Arrived.
Sch Florida,

I"
From
7
Steamship.
Avenmouth. |
[ TEXAS'.'
Iahuary~7.
The

;

SATUBDAY, Jan

Homewards

I From
From
Portland. I Halifax.
Steamer.
Liverpool.
14.
I
Jan. 10.
Jan.
Dee. 21. "TORONTO,
JO.
28.
7.
Jan.
SARNIA,
11.
Feb.
IFeb. 13.
21.
LABRADOR,
25. | “_27.
Feb. 4.
OREGON,
Cabin, $40 to$60; Return. $80 to $il0; Seemd Cabin, $25; Steerage, §20.
Avonmouth Dock Direct.
••

..

IM8'.!!!!•:wato{;;

Outwards and

From

23
23
25

....

Santiago.New

Steamships.

Mail

Callin' at Halifax

23

Non 111 A--■ ^>t I e ii U(; gi ;S .Jail 28
..
go
Caracas.New York.',Laguayra Jan 80
Caracas.New YorkS.LLaguayra Jau 3.)
Adirondack.. .New York^.Kingston,&c Jan 30
i,

s

PORTLAND. Jan. 16,1892,
The following arc to-day’s quotations of Grain.
Provisions, Produce, etc.:

XXTpring.5 0O®5
PatentSprng
Wheat... 5 75®6
Mich, str’ght

For NEW YORK.

Set!.. New York. Hamburf Ian 21
OJaribel.New York. .Port I.imon Jan 22

J

Portland Wholesale Market.

X Spring

Ilaine Steam ship Company

TIME

York. Havana.. .Jan 18
CityAlexandriaNew York,
Bremen.Tan 19

Yncutan
Parisian

_

STEAMERS.

ockaiTsteamkK Movements!

(By Telegraph.)

Flour.
&

30(a;40

GjH&on.......25^30

I Nyjlral leaf.. .60^70

.'.'.'. .'.

POKT OF PORTLAND.

LIVERPOOL. Jan. 16, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull; middling at 4 l-16d; sales 7,000
bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 16. 1892—Quotations—
Winter Wheat 7s lldift7s HVid;Spring Wheat
at7s lid J7s 11 Mid; Mixed American (jorii iat
5s Id. Cheese 56s.

Superfine

fork._

RAILROADS._

RAILROADS.

On

'■
Jan 3, lat 54 S, Ion 81 W. ship J B Walker,
Wallace, from Tacoma lor Hjtvre.
Jan 14, about 350 miles ,E of Sandy Hook,
for New
hip Belle of bath, Curtis; from Havre

!!!!!!«

mabinI,

iuarMJis.

oreign

Spoken.

■

| Best brands... ,60@60

Load.

—

Cotton Markets.

<

I510*.Ifm
1
"£hoi“ .o^oO
■

,

Bussia.’:..l3Va®d*

pig.

Ar at Caraeoa 4th Inst, sun Fredk Roesner,
iould, Portland.
Sid fm Curracoa Jan 8, seh Celia F, Dodge,
< luba.

.WsS2’A

Sheet IronCommon....

87c.

corn

NO

CHICAGO,

it.

CORN.

*

NEW YOKE, Jan. 16,1892.—Flour—receipts
LO,598 bbls and 12.106 sacks; quiet and easy.
Wheat—receipts 101,2 0 bush; sales 440,000
bush; closed firm at 102*4 cash. Corn—receipts 191,425 bush;sales 165,000 bush; closed
steady at 60%c for cash. Oats—1 6,825 bush;
sales 6,000 bush; closed steady at 36c for Jan.
Beef quiet. Pork in fair demand and steady,
bard quiet and easy. Butter firm and quiet.
Cheese firm with moderate demand. Sugar—
Petroleum quiet and
•aw dull, but steady.
dsadv. Snirits Turpentine quiet and firm. Moasses

Feb.

,

1,000 bush; barley, SiOfio bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000' tfbis; wheat. 34,000
bush- corn, 103,000 hush; oats, 19,000 bush;
hush.
rye 2,000 bush: barley, 1,000
DETROIT, Jan. 15, 1892.—Wheat-White at

Herring,box

(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO, Jan. 16.1892.—Hogs steady ;Iight
3
70®4
00; mixed packers at 3 70@4 lo.
jogs
Cattle receipts 500; market steady
Domestic Marktes.

WHEAT.

corn.

cnuice

creamery,

New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
24525c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25 a 29c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 11 boc; fair to good at 7@llc; Western
shoiee 11c; fair to good 8 n@10vsC; sage at 12
2.12 ® c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 25®26c; fancy near-by
dock higher; lirsts 24®—c; extra Vermont and
New Hampshire at 26®26c; Western at 24c;
Michigan firsts 24c; held stock at 18@20c;
imed 17@18c. Jobbing prices are 1c higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
-c; do chickens at 16@18c; fowls 13c; fair to
;ood at 10® 12; Western dry packed turkeys,
ihoice 14® —c; fowls 10®12c; chickens 13®

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Friday’s quotations.

7.000 hhls; wheat. 29,000
Keceipts^Flour"
100,000 bush; oats, 34,000bush;

Market.

BOSTON, Jan. 16, 1892.—The following are
<Miay’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 14 00@14 25; short cuts at

102%

CORN.

long and
Bacon—snoul2o; short clear at

■

•ow

CORN.

Highest.

112

105
0%
2?
(>2%

14c.

WHEAT.

Jan.
09%
99%
99 Va
99%

104%

do 1st.
805/8
805/8
3t. Paul
do pfd.122
122%
3t. Paul, Minn. & Mann.113%x-d 113%
3t. Paul & Omaha. 40/8
46%
109
do pfd.109
13
Texas Pacific, new. 12%
Union Pacific. 48%
48%

s**®zic;

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Jan. 16.

BUENOS AYRES.
ft lumber.

do

siiouiters 5 do;

C 10. Dry salt meats—
ribs at n 75; short clear at
ders at 5 25 .longs and ribs 0
6 37%@6 50.

81

Casco

Bay Steamboat Company,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1801:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45. 6.45, 8.00 a. in., 2.16, 6.10 p. m.;
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15.jun.
C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
octSOdtf

oct3dt,f

Portland & Worcester Line.
IS invaluable for

/oughs
\oi ds

35c. «nd $1

( vN and after Nov. 2, 1801, steamer MEERY< I CONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
m., for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.
a.

psMf
Curelf
worst TO

KSCNIFFMANN’S Asthma
Eg Never fails to give instant relief in the
fflcasos, and effects cures
H

where others full. Ira
of Dragglsta or hj Hall.
SOHXFFMANN, SL Paid, Hlnn, B5

Trial Package FREE

M Address DR.
nova

R.

eod&eow3m

epd&wly

Messenger’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. January 5.
A. D. 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 5th day
of January. A. D. 1892, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County uf Cumberland, against
the estate of
CHARLES H. EDWARDS, of Casco,
on petition
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor^
of said debtor, which petition was tiled oil the
6th day of January, A. D. 1892, to which
date Interest onclaims is to be computed.
That the
payment of any debts to or
said
debtor, and the transfer and
by
of
any
delivery
property by him are forbidden iiy law. That a meeting of the creditors
of said debtor, to prove their debts and choose
one or more assignees of his estate, will be held
at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court room m said Portland, In said County of
Cumberland, on the 18th day of January, A. D,
1892, at, ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given iindormy hand the date first above
SAMUEL D. PLUMMET
written,
Ueputy Sheri ff as Messenger of the Court of
solvency for said County of Cumberland.
dec6&13
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STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Druggists.

PROVIDENCE, R, I.
apl5

PARTI HU

Trembles*

at all

MORGAN & SONS, Prep

*

HARPSWELLi EAMBOAT GO.

^ ail Lung
*

Oil ami after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passentrains will Reave Portland:
tor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a,

ger

m.

and 12.30 p.

m.

..

For Manchester, Concord, and poults fiOl'tll
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a- in., 12.30 and
5.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.3Q and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.SO, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook J unction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and'lO.OOa. ill.; 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and.
11.15 p.m.
For Forest Avenue (Deeriug), 0.20 p. 11).
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Aver Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station
Worcester, tor Providence and New York
via “Providence Fine,” for Norwich auc
Now York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany It. K. for the .West, and with the
Now York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
130 and 5.50 p. ill.; from Gorham at 6.10.
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
__

P

For through Tickets to all poiuts West and
South, apply -to 8. E. C0RDWELL, Ticket
SPortland, Me.
.!. W.
uo to

PETERS..Supt.
C. J. W1GG IN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.

dtf.

NEW

,

Itines Bros.

Dyer

&

They

Are the Big Clan

THE CLANS OF SMITH, OYER ANO

JONES ARE RIVALS.

Wants, To Let, Fpr. Sale. Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will bfc found under
their appropriate headings oil page 6.

Cape Elizabeth Is the Stronghold of the
Jordans, Also of the Dyers—The Clan

When Baby was rick, wo gave her Castoria.
When riie was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.

of Jones Pitch Their

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

eod&wly

deoil

Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the boweis, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
boothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.

Ieb6MW&F&wly

For additional Local News see
Fifth Page,__
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

There were 20 arrests last week,
which 12 were for drunkenness.

f’lim-

ic tllPi flatP ftf

lonnavw

of

berland Bar dinner at the Falmouth.
of Maine

important meeting'

lodge,

I. O. 0. F., is advertised this morning.
The annual meeting of the Portland
Railway Company will be held at 3 p. m.

today.
The Steam Railroad Men’s

Union held

a

Protective

meeting yesterday

after-

noon.

The High School Cadets will give their
first annual drill and ball at

City hall,

February 9th.
Prof. Whittier gave the public school
teachers their second drill at City hall,
Saturday,
City Electrician Cummings
ed

a

has invent-

switch board that cannot be burned

out.

ing—This

Big

Tent in Deer-

Does Not Count in

Where the Smiths Are the

Portland,

Fellows.

One of the most valuable books for
Cumberland county that lias been published for a long time is the General Di-

rectory of the towns in the couuty, with
a business directory of Portland added.
The work is intended to contain the
name, post office address and occupation
of every man in Cumberland couuty in
the cities and towns outside of Portland.
The value of such a work is obvious at
once.
It is also interesting from the
It
point of view of the genealogist.
shows the family names in
region,
and makes interesting reading for the
What is the predominant
old resident.

l_3_1,

This book solves
clan of Cumberland?
The Smiths and Jones
the problem.
find their historic supremacy disputed,
as the warriors of the clan of Jordan file
If Portland is left
by in gallant array.
out of the calculation, the. Jordans dorThere are other
minate the county.
There is the
large families, of course.
Scarboro clan of Libby, that musters 63
sturdy men in that ancient town, and

But to the JorStandish, etc.
belongs the proud distinction
of being as the sands of the sea.
Cape
Elizabeth is their citadel, and there are
but four towns in the whole
county
The
where they do not, have outposts.
Smiths come next to the Jordans, and
then comes the clan of Dyer, long rivals
of

dans alone

Yesterday morning

was

the coldest of

Otisfield.3

The mercury indicated five

Powhal.

and

Scarboro.

the season.
degrees at 7 a. m.

It

was

bright

Raymond.

2
4

3
18
5
26
14
15

Sebago.

clear.
The stall doors in the central fire station, which have been of glass since the
house was remodelled, have been board-

Standish.
Westbrook. 8
Windham....10
Yarmouth. 4

ed up.

Portland.155

94
164

169

57
99

fire Saturday evening at
324
258
386
156
chimney
John W. Deering’s on Cumberland street
The enumeration of the names in the
near State street, called out Machigonne
county directory generally mentions onNo. 1. The damage was slight.
ly the men. The figures for Portland
The new exercise sled built by Driv- are taken from the city directory, where
ers Burnham and Boutelle and Engineer
both men and women are mentioned,
Porter of No. 1, is a very creditable
and which includes many people it
piece of work/
Deering and Cape Elizabeth. For strici
Last week’s exports were valued at accuracy the out-of-town names should
$191,543. Steamer Enterprise is being be subtracted from the Portland totals
overhauled, and her boilers repaired by but in showing proportions this is no'
essential.
Quinn & Co.
Messrs. Dow & Pinkham, the insurLong live the Jordans!
ance firm at .35 Exchange street, are prePERSONAL.
senting to their friends the compliments
of the season in the shape of a fine calenMr. E. L. Stanwood is again criticall;
dar for 1892.
ill.
The order of Railway Conductors held
City Liquor Agent Trickey is able tc
a meeting in the city yesterday.
Only be out again.
The
routine business was transacted.
Deputy Marshal Sterling is fighting ;
members dined at the Falmouth hotel.
heavy cold at home.
The Portland Evangelical ministers
Captain Benjamin Webster of Sprint
will meet in Y. M. C. A. hall at 10.30 this street is ill with the grippe.
morning. Subject: “Present State of
Officer Massure, who has but recently
Bibical Criticism,” opened by Dr. Dal- recovered from an attack of grippe, wai
A

on

ton.

Remember the supper of the Methodist Local Union at Chestnut street church
vestrv this evening. There will be addresses by resident and visiting pastors.
The ladies of the 17th Maine Auxiliary
have presented Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Day a

of the Y. M. C.

A.

after

Johnson leaves for Gardiner.
Mr. Robert E. Alden, so long
tor of the Pullman to Bangor,

arm.

A young girl named Bertha Cook, who
works in a saloon on Commercial street
took poison while suffering from depression, but antidotes were administered in time.
Deputies Gould and Chute, Saturday
evening, seized four quart bottles of
whiskey and a basket full of pocket
flasks in a stall of a Centre street stable,

and thirteen quarts in

a

grain box.
boy who attends

McDonough, a
Chestnut street school; struck his teacher, Miss Grover, two tremendous blows
in the face. Judge Gould, on Saturday,
sent him to the Reform school during
his minority.
Next Saturday afternoon, January 20,
at Boswortli hall, the Woman’s Literary
James

Union wiil meet and American women
will be discussed under the head ''Pro“All
and
“Scientific”
fessional,”
Around.”

There

ing

Mr.
un-

conduc
has re

which she

The number of deaths in this cit; r
for last week was 27, from the following

But a

short time befon

neighbor gave her a cigar
smoked with great relish, he:

life going out not far from the time thi
cigar was finished.
She will be buried today at 2.30 p. m
from the cosy home of Mrs. Vincent
where she has lived for about twenty-fivi
years.

only relative present is Mrs. M
Blackman, a niece, who has for twenty
years kept an employment office at No
The

193

Cambridge street,

Boston.

__

,-Wards.4

5

6

1

-----

The readers of the Pkess may

7-T

1
1

Cancer.

remem

her that several months ago a carpente
named James Heffler, while engaged oi

roof at Oakdale, fell to the ground
striking on his back. The blow paralyzec
him below the neck.
He was taken t<
the Maine General Hospital where hi

Meningitis.
(Cere. Spinal)
(Tubercular).
Xephritls.

Ola age.
Paralysis.
3
1
Phthisis. .2
fi
Pneumonia. 111-211
Whooping cough.. 1
27"
Total-... 0 4 3 3 5 4 2
This shows the largest death rate in on

has since

the surgeons hopinj
could save his life, but after month;

remained,

they
of suffering he died yesterday.

-----

week for about two years.
comes from pulmonary diseases.

The increas ,

ready completed.

o)

LADIES’SUITS
Made from Storm Sarges and Mia Twills
-FOR

An

decided tc

Ivanlioe Lodge,
Ivanhoe lodge will observe its lltli an
niversary by an entertainment at Pythiar

Hall tomorrow

night.

the dull season.
Goods shown

GRAND

Continued.
1

onr

---

-—

The stormy weather of last week having prevented many of
city and out of town patrons from attending our Great Cash

Prints, Percales, Cloaking, Trimming, Selesia, Cambric, Quilted
Lining, Cotton, etc. Odd lots of Ladies’ and Gents’ Underwear,
Gloves, Children’s Hose, Leather Bags, and Towels,
Sale will commence at 9 o’clock.

PUBLIC ISA-IiS
OF

SIDE-WHEEL PASSENGER STEAMER
“FLORIDA.”

weather today
is likely to be
fair and warmer.

The

THE

’73.

out

ing

Cat’s Soft Bed.

at 10 o’clock, a
em-Erin careful linn self oprser of this town

Last Saturday night,

-r+—Funeral ot Miss Mamie E. Burke,

Cathedral of the Immaculate Conceptioi L
Sunday afternoon, the Kev. Father Alien
officiating. There was a good attend
friends.
Fou
ance of relatives and
Th !
young men acted as pall bearers.
floral decorations were very beautiful
Her uncle, Mr. John Cox, of Windsor, N
S., was in attendance at the funeral, an< [
a beautiful floral offering from his daugh
ter adorned tlie casket.
■

Mill Pond Contract Signed.

Saturday evening the joint special gov
ernment of the city council on the fillin;
of the mill pond, and City Solicitor Lai
rabeo met the .representatives of th
Portland & Rochester railroad at th 5
mayor’s office, jug} the contracts where
by the Portland,^ Rochester is to buih l
the sewer and
the mill pond flat
flayer
was signed by both parties.
Presiden
Wescott said tlip,lumber was on hand fo
the sewer, workiwould be commenced a

the

most

mixed up the morrow’s bread as usual,
in a large pan, and put the pan on a table
vnder the kitchen stove to rise. The
lights were then put out and the household retired.
Next conies along the faithful house
cat, and lies down in that bread pan,
where it sleeps serenely until morning.
Exeunt

omnes.

Not

a

Local

Disease
Because Catarrh affects youi’ head, it is nol
If it did not exist ir
therefore a local disease.
your blood, it could not manifest itself in youi
nose.
The blood now in your brain is before
you finish reading this article, back in youi
heart again and soon distributed to your liver
stomach, kidneys, and so on. Whatever impuri
ties the blood does not carry away, cause whal
we call diseases. Therefore, when you have

Catarrh
a snuff or other ihhalent can at most give onlj
temporary relief. The only way to effect a curt
is to attack the disease in the blood, by taking
a constitutional remedy like Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla, which eliminates all impurities and thus
permanently cures Catarrh. The success of

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

As a remedy for Catarrh is vouched for by man;
people it has cured. N. B. Be sure to get Hood*

over

our

sales

of

The sale is

en-

clos-

Janl8,20,23,25.30,febl,6,8,13,lC

fancy

ANNUAL

only

few

a

International Steamship Company.
of the stockholders ot
annual

haven’t

a

sees

janl8dt4

If

you
what

4

know that 37 and 50c
buys the best of printed

quite
—

M-

MEMBERS

and$i

janlSdlt

the
entire

is

for, and that 50c

Masonic Belief Association.
Special meeting of the Portland Masonic

L~0. O. F.
of Maine Lodge are requested
he present at the meeting this f Moteli
evening as an amendment to the by-law s re’
ing to benefits will come un for action.
5W nrrier
STEPHEN MARSH. Sec’v

good

as

7SC

..__

Relief Association will he held at tile
office, of the association No. 85 Exchange street,
Portland, Maine, on Saturday. January 2.1,
1892. at 7.30 p. m., to hear the report of the
committee appointed at the annual meeting; to
receive any propositions to amend by-laws,
and to act upon tile proposed amendment to
Per order of the President.
the bv-laws.
ALBRO E. CHASE, Clerk.
janlSdi'.v

these two

vmi’ve. naid

on

Portland

already
departments are
doing in a stock reducing
way you’ll be surprised to
seen

India Silks

office,

the 27th day of January, 1892. at three
o’clock p. in. for the purpose of choosing directors for the ensuing year and the. transaction
of such other business as may legally come beWM. E. HOLDEN, Secy.
fore them.

nesday,

patterns left

every day
smaller choice.

MEETING.

meeting
THEthe International
Steamship Company will
WedRailroad Wharf,
be held at their

nearly over,

and

price now of our
line (what there is left of
it) of nets, allovers, satin
stripe laces and mouselines

which

have

I

been

marked down from $2, $3
We
and $3.50 a yard.
are

The funeral of the late Miss Mamie E
from
th
took
Burke,
plqpe

who

women

costumes.

«/

■

THE BALTIMORE STEAM PACKET CO.
sell, by public auction, at the COLUMBIAN
IRON WORKS AND DRY-DOCK COMPANY’S DOCK, BALTIMORE, their SideWheel Steamer “FLORIDA,” 1200 tons gross
measurement, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,
Terms and full de1892, at 1 o’clock P. M.
scription mailed, or Steamer shown on application to
D. J. HILL.. Sunt. Balto. Steam Packet Co.,
or WM. SEEMCLLEK & CO.. Aucts..
11 So. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
will

understand values

as
A Portland

-----

-—-I

Dress Silks and Laces for

el.

j. omiin.

CJoja-gressss Street.

5X1
janl8

known as the Bowdoin Association of Oxford County and Vicinity. The
officers are as follows:

F. O. Purington. Esq., Mechanic Falls, ’80.
.1. F. Libby, Esq.. Gorham, N. H., ’82.
AY. F. Fogg, South Paris, ’89.
F. P. Morse, Mechanic Fails, ’90.
A. E, Stearns, Norway, ’90.
The next meeting will be held at Beth-

are:

dyer & co.

j. m.

thusiastic

Rev. F. V. Norcross. Andover. ’35.
Dr. C. A. Stevens. Norway Luke, ’69.
Professor F. C. Robinson, Brunswick,
A. E. Herrick, Esq.. Bethel, ’73.
S. S. Stearns, Esq., Norway, ’79.
Frank Kimball. Norway, ’79.
J. A. Roberts, Esq., ’77.

New officers of Allen’s Corner Hosi

as possible and pushed to earl;
completion. Thei'terms of the contrae
have already been, printed.

BROTHERS.
REMNANT SALE

Friday evening the graduates of Bowdoin College assembled at the Beals
The organization
House and organized,

speeehmaking. An elegant banquet was
provided by Landlord Kneeland. The
following were present:

President—Joseph H. Wish, Jr.
Vice President—E. E. Austin.
Recording Secretary—S. H. Brown.
Financial Secretary—Fred O. Turner.
Treasurer—Geo. E. Kenworthy, .Jr.
Executive Committee—T. L. Haskell, Dauie
Hamblen and Edward F. Somers.

will in

upstairs in Cloak and Suit Goods*

RINES

President—8. S. Stearns.

officers:

soon

Formed in Oxford Coun.

Secretary ami Treasurer—J. A. Roberts.
Executive Committee—F. V. Norcross, A. E.
Herrick, N. F. Fogg.
The evening was pleasantly spent in

The Portland Typographical Belief As
sociation, which is in a flourishing condi
tion with a reserve fund of over a thous
and dollars, have elected the following

*1

Organization

will be

’91, Portland High School-

Assistant Foreman—C. E. Mitchell.
Clerk—B. McGuitiej
Steward—F. Mouiitfprt.
Hydrant man—G/II. Cobb.
Pipe man—C. Hihv^, H. Boulter.
Portland Lodgp, X. E. O. P.,

sent out

.

are
Tern

—

.Foreman—Li.

at this price will be just
the
$5.00 less than
price any other month through
the year.
This is done to advertise our dressmaking department and to keep all our girlslat work through

Every Suit

Monday, Jan. 18,1802.

ty.

have elected officers as follows:
President—Charles L. True.
Vice President—Miss Harriet Armstrong.
Secretary and Treasurer—Lewis S. Jack.
Miss
Executive Committee
Armstrong
Messrs. Tracy and Lewis.
True and Laugh
Committee—Messrs.
Literary
lin, Misses Nash, Davis and Simpson.

Company

—

$12.75.

BOWDOIN ALUMNI.

President—Miss Angie Brooks.
Vice President—Mrs. Gertrude Leavitt.
Secretary—Mrs. Florence M. Wood.
Treasurer—Miss Gertrude Card.

The

a

Heart.
Heart failure_
Inanition.

and Mrs. F. E. Booth-

officers:

Deatli of James Hcffier.

causes:
3

Eye and

give a pantomime at the Temporary
Home, February 22nd; and elected thes<

The class of

AAA AAA

In the construction of the buildings5
about 60,000,000 feet of lumber and 18,000 tons of steel and iron will bo used.
In their adornment will be utilized nearly 84,000 pieces of ornamental “staff”
work, of which about one-third are al-

Elections.

■

she died a

The Death Kate

since.

met’Saturday;

The
to

lied on the buildings and exhibits.
All possible precautions arc taken
against fire. The Exposition grounds
are already provided with a full equipment of fire engines and apparatus.

disappointment in her youth; and usu •
stall their officers sat Mystic Hall nex ;
ally expressed contempt for the race o
Wednesday, on tlie occasion of their sec
men.
She was a great smoker, a pipe bein' ond anniversary^'
her favorite.

1

£‘OAA

uioiuiir

At night, however,
much restored and

committee of the

president,

perance Union

one

deavor movement.

1

February

he done in

to
for

Mark Down Sale of Remnants and Odd Lots, we will have another
two days’ sale, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, January 19 and 20,
when we will sell regardless of cost and cheaper than they have
imitation
l
been sold, remnants of Dress Goods, Silks, Fancy Velvets,
ever
the deck
Table Linen, Crash, Glass Linen, White Goods, Ruches, Flannels,

level.
Insurance is placed and increased on1
the buildings as their construction proceeds. The amount now carried is:
above $1,000,000.
During the Exposition
it is estimated, not less than $150,000,0005

called said

oumo

C. P.—John Graves.
H. P,—G. H. Winslow.
S. W.—Eleafer Chase.
•T. W.—W. E. Knowlton.
Secretary—W. V. Harmon.
Treasurer—N. R. Martin.
The Young Woman’s Christian

a:

of the neatest washers and ironers ii
Portland.
She never married, having had som<

vy

being pushed rapidly.
Battleship is completed

He soon came

was

by, secretary.
Cummings Encampment, I. O. O. F.,
Deering, have installed:

at No

her

of the brain.

French

steadily.
140 Washington street, sooke of

sofa.

orders

take

shall

We

./ i

C

laid.
Work on the Illinois State buildingi
and on the U. S. Government building is5

she

Infirmary held their annual meeting
Saturday, .and re-elected Mrs. George F.

route," no:
o’clock at niglr

gathered

on a

was UdUBCU

The visiting

When Cleveland was elect
ed she cried and lamented three days

or” in view of the near approach of tli
1 ltli anniversary of the Christian En

2

v

..

one.

Dairy.—All the columns are up to the
roof line, and the gallery floor is beingJl

Ear

entire

women

general

The physician who

Kecenf;

sometimes.

All the colored

when

$12.75.

FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS

is about three-fourths
be occupied by the
model makers until spring, when the outside rustic work will be put on, and theJ
temporary roof will be replaced by a

thatched

FOR

$ 17.79

—

pleted.
Forestry.—This
finished, and will

room

general seeme(i
has been fairly well

There never was a
can.
The midthat she didn’t turn out to it.
dle of the afternoon she would begin tc
“Why Aunt Abbie;’
prepare herself.
her friends would say, but her reply al
ways was, “It is my party and I shal
stand by it.” She would follow the pro
cession, always as near the band as pos
11

two

or

--—

J.VUUU»V»UU

Art Galleries.—Basement
completed and the brick walls have
reached an average height of ten feet
floor. More than
above the second
5j000,000[brick are already laid.
Fisheries.—The gallery trusses of the
main building are placed, and the iron
framework of both pavilions is com-

heavy fall.

the

Republipolitical parade

sible, throughout
getting home until

the

ance

of

its

moment

tile UUUUiU

Episcopal clergyman

the

a

dining

to.

street church.
In politics she was an ardent

Boston, Rev. F. E. Clark, D. D., spoki
on “Eleven Years of Christian Endeav

1

ceeding.

She ran back to
and saw that her father
had left the table, She went into the
hall and found him lying on the floor on
his face. A gentleman passing on the
street was called in and assisted in placheard

the

days.
Abigail was brought up an Episcopalian, having been christened according to the ceremony of the Church oi
England. But she became a Methodisi
in later years, attending the Mountforl

winter with her brother.
Last evening at the Park street church

Brain (obscure)...

of

family

sent but a

Aunt

is

Apoplexy.

the Work of Construction Is Pro-

Officers.

General Neal Dow had an ill turn the
other day which at one time it was
feared would prove serious.
The General came down stairs in the
morning and complained of not feeling
At
well. He declined any breakfast.
Dinner
noon he said he felt hungry.
was served a lrttt-p fearlier in consequence
of the general’s desire for it. Miss Dow
served her father With soup and then
left the table a moment, as she was
called into another room. She was ab-

her

Miss Cassie

Diseases.

How

General Neal Dow Has An 111 Turn.

small pox a number of
years ago. When Mrs. Root went away
from Portland, she left Mr. Root’s canc
for Aunt Abby, who used it to the end ol

Mr,

again able to be out.
Gallagher of Bangor wai
in the city yesterday en route for Den
ver, Colorado, where she will reside thi
weeks,

Root,

who died

riyinj
signed, and ivi. x. xieaiy ox tne
silver nut dish, a gift recognizing Mr. I Yankee” takes his place.
and Mrs. Day’s 32d wedding anniversary.We are pleased to note that Mr. Jame:
The English steamers in port had their Cunningham, the contractor, who has
colors at half mast Saturday for the been confined to the house for severs I

Duke of Clarence. The Sarnia is due today from Liverpool and the Texas from
Bristol tomorrow.
Mr. Curran fell the length of a flight
of stairs and broke his elbow. Dr. WarMr. F. M. Dyke,
ren attended him.
horse car conductor, lias dislocated his

family

a

John Neal.

distinguished

Rev. Mr.

taken yesterday with pneumonia,
Mr, Ralph Merrill will act as assistan

secretary

in

“Now I tells you, Shingle Neal, if you
takes any shingle to Abigail Japan, you
goes out the window.” Nothing of the
sort seems to have been tried, for she
lived in his family a long time; and Mr.
Neal always kept her in kindly remembrance, calling to see hei; only a short
time before his death.
Abigail also worked a long time for

3
3
1

156
230

and

UUU

bundles of shingles
used often to be left ir. liis dooryard by
mischievous boys.
Abigail Japan had
heard these stories, and when she went
to work for Mr. Neal, she said to him:

..

..

Resolutions

Mgers’

mi v servant: and

2

..

wedding

story, popularly believed, that
Neal had once taken a shingle to an

2

..

Pass

n

was a

1

5
!)
1

nr

also worked many years in the
the

1
1

1
2
8

..
..

vnovc

named Gilson—an event in which she
acted as bearer of the train of the bride.
But sterner duties usually fell to her lot.
in
worked
she
For
many
years
C.
Baker,
the family of Sheriff J.
her great
of
account
on
and
strength was called upon to assist
in handcuffing the unruly prisoners. She

4

12

4
New Gloucester. .13
North Yarmouth.. 1

Naples.

IQ

in a fine

ticipation

••

for the coming year.

b

diers.
As a servant she worked in several
prominent Portland families. She always
dwelt with much pleasure upon her par-

of the Jordans for the supremacy of
The Wheel Club will not forget the
Cape Elizabeth. The clan of Jones is
at
talk on Australia, to be given tonight
comparatively feeble in this county,
the club house.
Deering being its stronghold.
At 6 o'clock this evening the Methodist
The distribution of the clans is as-folSocial Union will meet and there will he
lows :
addresses by pastors and others.
Jordan. Dyer, Smith. Jones.
Mrs. C. A. Dyer of this city, has had Brunswick.i2
16
5
15
15
66
two pictures accepted and hung at the Cape Elizabeth...-61
1
3
2
Casco..14
3
4
1
45th exhibition of the Boston Art Club. Cumberland. 1
17
4
24
8
Deering.
Mr. H. E. Murdock, the optician, has
1
Falmouth. 1
4
3
3
presented Machigonne No. 1, a very- Freeport. 45
1
10
4
Corhain.
handsome thermometer.
n-o,.
s
1
The Central Labor Union will hold a Harpswell.5
..

Elpct

She used to
street was a wilderness.
describe the houses of the city as very
few and small, painted red, with small
windows and still smaller panes of glass,
She reand fitted with iron shutters.
membered the fort on Fort Allen Park
when it was a real fortification with sol-

many others in Standish, Westbrook,
etc. There are the Soules of Freeport,
the Alexanders and Merrimans of Harpswell, the Chaplins of Naples, the Har-

Harrison. 5

--

pi©

Cigar Makers Vision

the most

"Aunt

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1

this

mons

NEW

EXPOSITION-

The Cigar
The actual work of erecting the expoUnion of this city
sition buildings at Chicago began in
endorsing
remarkable
resolutions
yesterday
adopted
Abby,”
International June, 1891. N©w ail the buildings are
colored woman-in Portland, died Satur- tlie official l^Jyols of the
Boot and being pushed
the
Her
rapidly to completion.
TypographicaljUnion and
day noon, agedy it is said, 100 years.
I, nion, and Already several arc under roof. About
Shoe Workers]
feel
quite
and
friends
colored
International
neighbors
Work
observe them 4,000 workmen are employed.
certain that she was at least 100 yearA pledging the members to
and boot proceeds day and night.
in their
with
was
aged.
printers
she
and
very
dealings
certainly
old,
Women’s building.—This is farthest
and shoe dealers. Resolutions were also
They say that blue rings had long before
advanced of all. It is roofed and almost
Hoar’s
hei
adopted endorsing Representative
Covered and
appeared around the black discs of
exteriorly.
bill for a Congressional investigation into completed
never
adorned with “staff,” it appears like a
eyes: and that these blue rings
the evils of tenement house labor, urging marble palace. The furnishing of the
uncome in the eyes of a colored person
is proceeding.
Be that as it the Maine Congressmen to aid in securing interior
til the hundredth year.
Mines building.—The framework is up,
a hearing for the measure, and providing
eviother
and finishing touches are being put on
may, there are not wanting
“that a copy of these resolutions be sent the iron and glass roof. The “staff” is
dences of the age of Abigail Japan. The
as the senbeing applied.
little company of colored people who to Representative T. B. Reed,
Electricity.—Framework completed up
home timent of Union 40, and urging upon him
were gathered last evening at the
to gallery door, and nearly all of the!
to use all honorable means to lift the
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Vincent, 140
great steel trusses for the roof in place. to
tenement
Horticulture.—The pavilions are up
Washington street—the house owned yoke upon the unprotected
the roof line. The west curtain is roofed
house workers of the United States.”
once by Mrs. Vincent’s father, George
and windows are being placed. The■
The following officers were elected:
Potter, and equipped in days gone by
iron work of the dome is being put in
President—'W.
J.
PotHealy.
where
with three caves in the cellar
position.
Vice President—J. P. Muffin.
ter secreted passengers on the underTransportation. —Framework practiRecording Secretary—D. E. Carey.
Corresponding anti Financial feecretary—T. cally cemplcted, as also roof sheathing
ground railway—were very ready to talk TV. Condon.
over galleries.
Clear-story trusses are;
Treasurer—T. P, Felix.
over the life and virtues of the deceased.
raised.
being
Foniac.
Sergeant-at-Arms—A.
She was the daughter of Jacob Japan, a
Administration.—Structural work of
Trustees—D. Carey, E. Clark, J. A. Montthe four pavilions completed and exterii f.
slave who was carried with his wife and gomery.
A.
—J.
Delegates to Central Labor Union
Iron work in
or covering being applied.
children from New York to Annapolis, Montgomery, T. P. Felix, M. Courant, TV. J.
place
J. P. Mullip.
up to base of dome, 170 feet from
Healv,
N. S., by a Dr. Bavne sometime during
ground.
'll,i1 effieors nl’ In. Pnintp.rs and Decorthe Revolutionary war.
Abigail wa?
Machinery Hall.—Floor and 6,000 supators’ Union hav4;received from the nato
Portcame
She
in
porting piers completed; superstructure
born
Annapolis.
rvlrl
limit". tional headquarters at Baltimore a cheek
|
for $100, which
11 ho turned over to the ing laid.
1803 if her chronology was correct, as
Agriculture.—Interior columns andi
mother of the late Henry Page, a mema servant in the family of a General
gallery
girders and joists in position, and
Had the the
He was ber of the Portland branch.
great iron columns supporting the
“Brewry” as she called him.
deceased been a member another three roof being placed. Of the 7,000,000 feet
evidently a man of means, as Aunt Abby
weeks, the bereaved mother would have of lumber which the building will conthe
of
fond of telling
was always
the tain, more than half is already utilized.
that she received $150. This speaks well for
R Manufactures and Liberal Arts.—The
many dishes of silver and gold
brotherhood.
thirty and one-lialf acres of flooring are
used to polish when with his family. He
Officers will be nominated at the meet- laid, and the superstructure is begun.
loft Portland for England finally, leaving
of the Central Labor Union tonight, The huge steel trusses for the roof,
ing
here.
which together will contain more metal,
Abigail Japan
which
willibe held at24tit Middle street.
In those days of her first coming, Portby 50 per cent., than the Brooklyn bridge,
attend.
All
should
will soon be raised.
delegates
land was a mere village, and Washington
and floor are
as

1

New

and

Miss Abigail Japan, familiarly known

of This

County.

Co,

Owen. Moore & Co.
Maine Lodge. I. O. O. F.
Stevens. Woodman & Co.
Public sale—Stmr. Florida.
Masonic Relief Association.
Annual meeting.—I. S. S. GO.

An

She Was Said To Be 100 Tears Old
a':,
Had Lived Long in Portland.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland theatre.
EIGHTH PAGE.
.T. M.
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PRESS. LONG LIVE
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NOTES.

LABOR

AUNT ABBY JAPAN.

on

taking
these

days

some

goods

more

will

is something yon have always ret
ed as of little consequence, and s
is, when considered as a part of j
cash capital in pocket.
But just to show you its buyin,
power, even in an apothecary store,
we have filled all our windows, with
the innumerable staple goods whieli
we sell at that figure, literally turning our pharmacy, into a “Drop a
Nickel in the Slot Machine” for the
time being.
We want your business in these little
things, as well as your prescriptions
and larger items.

biglosses

and
see

a

few

the last

of them.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

H. H. HAY & SON,
Middle Street.

_Sthpdtf

janl6

gTw7~BOND,

AMERICAN HOUSE

BRASS FOUNDRY,

BOSTON, MASS.

85

Under new Management. Both Amer’n & Europ'nPlans
Rooms $1.00 per Da; and Upwards

KEELEK & POCOCK, Proprs.

Street,

Biddcford,

Maine.

Parties In want of Brass, Composition or
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond
before ordering elsewhere. First class work at
reasonable prices.dec31eod2m

Appointments and Cuisine unexcelled, and
every attraction for botli permanent and transient guests. Located in the commercial centre
of the city and provided with large sample
rooms for travelling men.
janl

Elm

As an Insurance Company and as a
Institution.
the
UNION
How
MUTUAL biff: INSURANCE COMPA NY is deserving of the support of

lm

Maine Citizens.

i

